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Introduction
The puipose of this index is to provide a subject guide to the SDSU Collegian. Included are all articles written by
the staff as well as wire-service news stories. Excluded are brief announcements, notices, and minor sports events.
This issue cumulates two publishing years, September 1988-July 1990. A future index also will be published
beneficially at the end of every other academic year, including any summer issues.
Although this is a computer-assisted index, subject headings are not automatically assigned from key-words out of
headlines. Whenever the headline words do not accurately reflect the ccHitent of the article, appropriate subject
heading(s) are assigned. Names of the editor, columnists, and staff writers on the opinion page are included in
subject headings. Excluded are names of letter writers (to the editor) and other reporters.
Subject ^tries are limited to eighteen characters, including spacing. Thus, abbreviations and incomplete headings
are sometimes necessary. For example. Student Association Elections are Ustedas SA-Elections. A cross reference
is made whenever necessary, for example. Student Association see SA. Place names in subject entries are also
abbreviated to save space (cities and states in two letters; countries in three letters)but are spelled out in the notation
whenevCT possible-e.g.:
SA-Elections 1/25/1989 A021 Slates reveal first campaign
The following abbreviations are used throughout the index:
An asterisk at the beginning of a notation indicates that an illustration accompanies the story.
(L) At the end of a notation denotes a letter to the editor.
(Ed) At the end of a notation denotes an editorial.
( ) Whenever space allows, a reporter's name is included in parenthesis at the end of notation.
Instructions For Use
Subject headings are arranged alphabetically under each main heading. The entries are arranged chronologically.
The input record is composed of three fields:
1. Subject headings-e.g.;AAUW
2. A twelve-digit code containing the date (year, month, and day) and pagination (section, page, and column)-e.g.:
4 = April
05 = Day
1989 = Year
4/05/1989 D031
D = Section
03 = Page
1 = the column
* = illustration
3. The headline notation-e.g.: "sale slated" Thus an entry composed of the above units would read;
AAUW 4/05/1989 D031 Sale Slated
LB0I5.4
SUBJECT
AARP
AAUW
ABERLE ADAM
ABORTION
ABUSED CHILDREN
ACADEMIC DISHONEST
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
ACADEMIC SENATE
ACCIDENT AIRPLANE
ACCIDENT AUTO
ACCIDENT FALL
ACCREDITATION
ACITIVITY FEES
ACLU
ACOUSTICS
ACTING UNDERGROUND
ACTIVITY FEES
ADMISSIONS
ADVANCE
ADVERTISING
ADVISING
AG FORUM
AG HERITAGE
AG-SD
AG-US
SDSU COLLEGIAN
INDEX
1990-1992
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/29/1991 A091 AREA WOMEN LEARN MORE ABOUT MONEY (STANLEY)
11/07/1990 A089 UNIVERSITY WOMEN BOOK SALE UPCOMING
2/19/1992 A031 KROTC PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES (KUETER)
10/10/1990 A079 *DEGISION UP TO STATE GOVERNMENTS
2/06/1991 AlOl ABORTION BILL MEETS FIRST TEST (COATES)
2/13/1991 AOll ABORTION BILL PASSES HOUSE (NOEM)
3/13/1991 A082 ABORTION FOR THE SELFISH (L)
3/13/1991 AIOl ABORTION BILL FAILS IN LEGISLATURE (STILLMAN)
9/18/1991 A063 KANTI-ABORTION PROTESTERS WREAK HAVOK
9/25/1991 A061 STUDENT HAILS PRO-LIFERS CD
1/29/1992 A051 FIREY ISSUE TO BE PLACED (BROKAW)
9/22/1992 A063 KANTI-ABORTION PROTESTS ARE JUSTIFIED
. 1/16/1991 A119 MATHEWS HALL RESIDENTS DONATE CHRISTMAS GIFTS (KRIZ)
2/26/1992 A053 ACADEMIC DISHONESTY POLICY DISCUSSED (WENISCH)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF PROGRAMS, CLASSES
11/07/1990 A051 SENATE SETS NEW MAJORS (SCHWARZ)
2/06/1991 A191 MALES' ENROLLMENT IN TRADITIONAL COURSES (KRIZ)
9/09/1991 A095 REMEDIAL CLASSES POSSIBLE (COATES)
9/17/1991 A072 *CAMPUS COMMENTS--THE EASIEST, MOST DIFFICULT MAJOR
10/30/1991 A051 FACULTY WORKS FOR CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING
1/15/1992 B031 SF CLASSES OFFERED
1/29/1992 B031 SCIENCE CLASSES FOR TEACHERS PLANNED IN SF
9/22/1992 A081 COLLEGE COURSE TRANSFORMS WALLFLOWERS
1/30/1991 A099 UNEVEN SEMESTERS DISTURB TEACHERS (KRATZ)
3/13/1991 A015 DISCUSSES TEACHER-STUDENT RELATIONS (HAUG)
3/20/1991 A099 SENATE DISCUSSES LEGISLATIVE ACTION (HAUG)
9/29/1991 A031 JOINT TEACHER COLLEGE CONSIDERED (HAUG)
5/01/1991 A015 ACADEMIC SENATE PLANS WORKSHOPS (HAUG)
9/29/1992 A019 SANCTIONING OFF-CAMPUS BEHAVIOR (ERICKSON)
2/12/1992 B039 FORMER CADET DIES IN AIRPLANE CRASH (FREEMAN)
9/12/1990 A012 STUDENTS MEET UNTIMELY DEATHS (COATES)
10/17/1990 AOll STUDENT INVOLVED IN HIT AND RUN
2/13/1991 AOll KCAR ACCIDENT CLAIMS STUDENT'S LIFE
9/25/1991 A013 *WRECKED CHEVY BLAZER PUT ON DISPLAY
11/20/1991 A109 THANKS GOES TO HIT 8 RUN DRIVER (L)
12/09/1991 A015 TWO FRESHMAN DIE OVER BREAK (COATES)
1/15/1992 AOll FRESHMAN COED DIES FOLLOWING ACCIDENT (COATES)
1/15/1992 A081 ^PREPARED DRIVERS AVOID TRAGEDIES (TRAUTMANN)
9/01/1992 A069 ACCIDENTS NUMBER 1 CAUSE OF DEATH FOR YOUTH (KAFKA)
10/31/1990 AOll MAN INJURED IN FALL ON CAMPUS
1/22/1992 B035 KCLEAR THE WAY
11/19/1990 A031 SDSU ACCREDITATION (BERG)
12/05/1990 A039 SENATE HEARS ACCREDITATION (TRAUTMANN)
11/13/1991 B031 DISCUSSES FEES, HOUSING, SUICIDE (PAUL)
1/29/1992 A091 SF LAWYERS FORM ACLU GROUP
12/09/1991 B013 KROTUNDA ACOUSTICS PREVENT STUDENTS... (KUETER)
2/26/1992 B091 STUDENTS ACT OFF STAGE... (KORKOW)
SEE ALSO UAFBC
9/19/1990 A071 STUDENT FEES CALLED UNFAIR FOR SOME (L)
10/10/1990 A071 STUDENT OPPOSES PAYING ACTIVITY FEE (L)
1/23/1991 A033 ACTIVITY FEE BOARD INSPECTS BUDGETS (PETERSON)
2/06/1991 Alll BILL TO CAP STUDENT FEES GETS ITS FIRST
2/20/1991 A031 BOARD RAISES STUDENT FEES (ERICKSON)
3/13/1991 Alll STUDENTS TO SEE FEE INCREASES (DAWOUD)
2/19/1992 A031 COMMITTEE VOTES TO KEEP FEES SAME (KRIZ S NELSON)
9/26/1990 A091 ^ADMISSIONS COUNSELORS NAMED (TRAUTMANN)
1/22/1992 A051 TO CHANGE COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS (GALE)
5/01/1991 A071 LOCAL BUSINESSES WIN DISABILITY AWARDS (STILLMAN)
12/11/1991 B016 VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT (KUETER)
1/30/1991 A051 ADVERTISERS COMPETE IN NATIONAL CONTEST (SLABA)
9/25/1991 A113 KSF COUPLE EXPECTED MORE FROM STATION (BUNTROCK)
3/25/1992 BOri NEGATIVE POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENTS (COATES)
9/29/1992 B031 REGIONAL WINNERS GAIN EXPERIENCE (KRIZ)
12/11/1991 B031 ADVISING PROCESS UNDERGOES EVALUATION
10/23/1991 A051 AG FORUM DISCUSSES BIOTECHNOLOGY (SYKORA)
11/28/1990 A125 CHRISTMAS DISPLAY FEATURED AT MUSEUM (PAUL)
1/22/1992 B033 AG MUSEUM HOSTS LECTURES
SEE ALSO FARMS 8 FARMING
1/15/1992 A053 DEMOCRAT WANTS SECRETARY TO BE ELECTED
11/07/1990 A083 FARM BILL DEVASTATING TO AMERICAN FARMERS
2/20/1991 A016 FEDERAL BUDGET IMPAIRS FARMERS (STILLMAN)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
AG-US
AGED-US
AGEE SHEILA
AGRAN LARRY
AGRICULTURE
AHMED RIAZ
AIDS
AIRLINES
AIRPORTS-BR
ALASKA
ALBERTIE JOHN
ALCOCK RALPH
ALCOHOL
ALCOHOL TRIVIA
ALCOHOLISM
ALPHA PSl OMEGA
ALUMNI
AMBROZ CHAD
AMIOTTE ARTHUR
AMIOTTE LOWELL
AMNESTY INTERNATL
AMUNDSON MARK
ANDERSEN SHANE
ANDERSON DAN
ANIMAL S RANGE SCI
ANIMAL RIGHTS
ANIMALS
9/25/1991 A105
2/26/1992 A121
1/30/1991 A121
1/29/1992 AGIA
3/20/1991
2/20/1991
11/13/1991
11/13/1991
11/13/1991
2/05/1992
2/26/1992
2/26/1992
A/29/1992
11/07/1990
2/06/1991
1/30/1991
3/13/1991
11/27/1991
3/20/1991
A/2A/1991
12/05/1990
10/02/1991
2/05/1992
12/11/1991
1/23/1991
10/03/1990
10/2A/1990
10/09/1991
12/04/1991
10/30/1991
1/23/1991
2/12/1992
10/16/1991
12/11/1991
9/12/1990
12/04/1991
1/16/1991
1/23/1991
1/30/1991
2/06/1991
2/13/1991
2/20/1991
3/20/1991
4/04/1991
4/10/1991
5/01/1991
2/05/1992
1/30/1991
10/17/1990
10/17/1990
3/25/1992
10/03/1990
9/25/1991
10/16/1991
4/08/1992
4/01/1992
5/01/1991
9/26/1990
10/24/1990
1/22/1992
10/03/1990
10/30/1991
4/29/1992
11/14/1990
A031
Alll
B051
B053
B091
A064
A013
BOBl
B051
A091
AlOl
A094
AI26
A031
A151
A171
A041
A013
B014
BOll
AOll
A146
A051
A041
A015
A171
AO 41
B014
A124
A085
A191
B034
A061
A063
A061
A083
A061
A063
A063
A061
AO 6 3
A041
B052
A051
A041
A074
B061
AOll
A063
A131
A081
A083
A071
AOll
A165
B041
A093
A042
B034
AlOl
ANIMATION
APRIL FOOLS' DAY
ARBOR DAY
ARCHER KENLYN
ARCHERY
ARENA
ARMY CORPS
ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY
ART
ART MUSEUM
ARTISTS
9/26/1990 A104
4/24/1991 A131
11/13/1991 B071
2/12/1992 A084
3/18/1992 A044
4/08/1992 A044
10/24/1990 A141
1/30/1991 A121
4/04/1991 A133
4/17/1991 Alll
"SDA (HOWE)AMERICA'S PEOPLE 'GRAYING UP' FAST
WOMEN AND MATURITY CKRIZ)XPRESpENTIAL CANDIDATE CAMPAIGNS (FREEMAN)
SEE AG, FARMS & FARMING
denied residency (SLABA)
PANELS WILL DISCUSS AIDS (ADERMAN)
XSILENT KILLER SPARES NO ONE (LEARING)
AIDS STEALS AWAYS THE MAGIC (NOEM)
SHAME, SHAME AMERICA (WALKES)
PROFESSOR ANSWERS AIDS QUESTION (L)
KCANDIDATE HEARS FROM AIDS VOICE
CLINTON AT SF AIRPORT (COATES)
TEENS NOT WORRIED ABOUT AIDS
XAIRLINE CARRIES PASSENGERS ACROSS SD (STANLEY)
XAIRLINE ELIMINATES MITCHELL, HURON (DAWOUD)
REGULATIONS REQUIRE 8TH ST CONSTRUCTION (DAWOUD)
AIRPORT RECEIVES $2 MILLION (DAWOUD)
XPROFESSORS GAIN NEW PERSPECTIVES IN ALASKA (FENGER)
*NEW TRACK STARS SPRINT, JUMP TO SUCCESS (SCHERR)
*END OF THE YEAR SPORTS AWARDS (WOLLMAN S SCHERR)
ENERGY COMMITTEE FORMED.(ERICKSON)
SEE ALSO LIQUOR TRAFFIC
COMMITTEE ATTEMPTS TO INCREASE AWARENESS (HOLLEY)
STUDENTS, FACULTY TAKE SHOTS AT TRIVIA (ERICKSON)
^GETTING A HANDLE ON ALCOHOL ABUSE (ERICKSON)
^STUDENTS GEAR UP FOR 'CAPERS' (SCHUSTER)
SDSU ALUMNI TO MEET USD ALUMNI
SIX GRANTED ALUMNI AWARDS (BERG)
ALUMNI TO BE HONORED
TWO FRESHMAN DIE OVER BREAK (COATES)
KAMIOTTE DESCRIBES LAKOTA SYMBOLS, WORKS (BAMSEY)
XPROFESSOR WORKS FOR UNDERSTANDING (KRATZ)
INDIAN EDUCATION NEEDS IMPROVEMENT (WIEBENGA)
LOCAL MAN STARTS AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL (HOWE)
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL ATTRACTS STUDENTS (L)
JfMEN'S GOLF REINSTATED (WOLLMAN)
*P1ZZA PUSHER
LESSON OF 1960'S FORGOTTEN (ED)
XDIVERSIONS SERVE AS BREAK FROM REALITY
FREE SPEECH QUESTIONED (ED)
XINANIMATE OBJECT SERVES AS FRIEND
SA PRESIDENT TICKETS NEEDED (ED)
*VALENTINE'S DAY PROVES TO BE USELESS HOLIDAY
KAMERICA SELECTIVE IN LIBERATING COUNTRIES
OFFICIALS DEALT WELL WITH RIOT (ED)
XEVENTFUL SPRINGS PROVIDE MEMORIES FOR STUDENTS
INVOLVEMENT APPLAUDED (ED)
^JOURNALISM STUDENT ENTERTAINS (KORKOW)
NEW SOFTWARE MEASURING TOOLS (ERICKSON)
*AG FORUM SPEAKERS ADDRESS ANIMAL RIGHTS (BERG)
KBIBLE INTERPRETED LITERALLY
GREAT AMERICAN BEEF OUT DEBATED (HESBY)
ANIMAL WELFARE FORUM TO BE HELD
KANIMAL LOVER DISAGREES WITH PETA
*RURAL COUPLE RAISES EXOTIC ANIMALS (MILLER)
DISNEY'S ANIMATION GETS ACADEMIC SCRUTINY
KCAMPUS MINISTER LISTS FLASHES FOR FOOLS' DAY
KTREE PLANTED
JfSTUDENT DIES
ARCHERY DEER NEARS SEASON DEADLINE
PHANTOM SEATS IN THE ARENA (NOEM)
BILL WOULD REGULATE CORPS' DECISION
ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY ORGANIZATION DESCRIBED (KUETER)
SOCIETY FINISHES YEAR AS HEADQUARTERS (WIEBENGA)
GALLERY LOUNGE FEATURES FAX ART SHOW (KRIZ)
FOR EARLIER SEE MEMORIAL ART CTR
NEW PAINTING GIVEN TO MUSEUM (ADERMAN)
PATRIOTIC ART DlSPLAVS GOOD OL' TALENT (SCHUSTER)
WORLD RENOWNED CELEBRATED IN SD
XEXPLORING ART
KMEDIA USED TO ATTACK MEDIA (KILLION)
*ART1ST ENHANCES POLAROID SNAPSHOTS (SCHUCH)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ARTISTS
ARTISTS TAKE EXHIBITS TO WORTHINGTON (KRIZ)
^ARTIST'S WORK CENTERS ON WOMEN AND MATURITY (KRIZ)
GALLERY RECEPTION FEATURES ARTIST (THILL)
ARTIST MAKES PHYSICS PRINCIPLES 'CLICK' (THILL)
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SUBJECT
ARTISTS
ARTS
ARTS S SCIENCES
ASBESTOS
ASSASSINATION
ASSAULT
ATHLETES
ATHLETICS
ATHLETICS-COACHES
ATHLETICS-DIRECTOR
ATTORNEY GENERAL
ATTORNEY STATE
AUDITING INTERNAL
AUDLEY BARBARA
AUGUSTANA COLLEGE
AUTO ACCIDENT
AUTO LICENSES
AUTO PARKING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/Z5/1991 A031 *TWO-FISTED ARTIST ATTACKS WITH CREATIVITY (KRIZ)
10/30/1991 A171 KAMIOTTE DESCRIBES LAKOTA SYMBOLS, WORKS (BAMSEY)
11/27/1991 A06A ARTIST PUTS HOME ON CANVAS (BAKKE)
3/18/1992 A031 KLOCAL PAINTER SPLASHES WAY TO DISTINCTION (HOLLEY)
3/18/1992 A04A *ARTIST MIXES IMAGES OF MAN, NATURE (SCHUCH)
9/26/1990 A121 ^CHAIRMAN BRINGS IN NEW IDEAS (KRIZ)
3/20/1991 AOll KPETITIONERS PROTEST PAINTING (ANDERSON)
3/20/1991 AOIA *UPC VOTES NOT TO REMOVE ART FROM UNION (ANDERSON)
A/0<i/1991 A08A ARTWORK NEEDS NO CONTROL (L)
5/01/1991 A013 SURVEYS STUDENTS' OPINION OF ART IN UNION (SYKORA)
10/30/1991 A161 SOLO EXHIBITION ILLUSTRATES PHOTOGRAM ART (RATZLAFF)
A/22/1992 A031 *ART STUDENTS STRUT THEIR STUFF (KILLION)
9/18/1991 A051 CAMPUS BRIEF--EWING APPOINTED
10/30/1991 A05A THE SEARCH FOR DEAN IS ON
A/01/1992 BOIA ASBESTOS REMOVAL CAUSES COST INCREASE (ERICKSON)
1/29/1992 AOIA LECTURE TO ADDRESS KENNEDY KILLING (COATES)
3/13/1991 A015 ARRESTED IN CONNECTION OF STABBING (FEICKERT)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATHLETES
10/31/1990 AlAl *CHANCE TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE KEEPS... (GLOVER)
A/10/1991 A122 STATE ATHLETES NAMED TO ACADEMIC SQUADS (GLOVER)
A/17/1991 A132 BIG-NAME ATHLETES SIGN WITH SDSU (GLOVER)
A/2A/1991 A161 *END OF THE YEAR SPORTS AWARDS (WALKES & LANGE)
A/2A/1991 A171 *END OF THE YEAR SPORTS AWARDS (WOLLMAN S SCHERR)
12/0A/1991 B052 FORMER ATHLETE EYES SUMMER OLYMPICS (WALKES)
1/29/1992 B061 FCA OFFERS FELLOWSHIP, CHALLENGE (SCHERR)
2/19/1992 A121 TWO JACKS EARN ALL-ACADEMIC HONORS (NOEM)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATHLETICS, SPORTS
10/03/1990 A1A5 SDSU RANKS 12TH IN WOMEN'S SPORTS
11/28/1990 AOll ATHLETIC DIRECTOR ASSISTANT HIRED
11/28/1990 A133 FORUMS STEP IN RIGHT DIRECTION (GLOVER)
12/05/1990 A133 FUTURE LOOKS BRIGHT FOR SDSU (GLOVER)
1/30/1991 A161 *T0 DEVELOP POSITIVE FUTURE FOR ATHLETES (GLOVER)
1/30/1991 A162 HIRING AT THE HPER
A/10/1991 A131 ^PRIVATE FUNDS NEEDED FOR PROGRAM (WALKES)
5/01/1991 Alll FUTURE SEES BIGGER, BETTER FOR 'RABBITS (GLOVER)
5/01/1991 A125 SDSU ATHLETICS TEACHES FRESHMAN (LANGE)
1/29/1992 A061 STUDENTS NEED TICKET DISCOUNTS (ED)
1/29/1992 B0A2 ^WINTER ENTHUSIASTS EXPLORE WINTER ATHLETICS (KRIZ)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COACHES
10/31/1990 A012 *FOOTBALL COACH TO MAKE LAST CALL (GLOVER)
11/07/1990 A131 COACH TO END MEMORABLE CAREER SATURDAY (SIEVERT)
ll/lA/1990 AOll SEARCH TEAM NAMED TO FILL GRID VACANCY
Il/1<«/1990 A061 TEAM NEEDS NEW BLOOD (ED)
11/28/1990 A012 *THREE MEN AND A JOB (SIEVERT)
12/05/1990 A012 XCOACH HOPES TO REKINDLE FIRE (GLOVER)
12/05/1990 A016 PLAYERS GIVE VIEWS ON NEW HEAD COACH (SIEVERT)
12/05/1990 Alll SELECTION PROCESS NAILS COACH (GLOVER)
12/05/1990 A121 *CAGE COACH BRINGS SINCERE OULOOK (WALKES)
12/12/1990 A161 ^ASSISTANTS LOOK FOR NEW ASSIGNMENTS (SIEVERT)
1/16/1991 A122 COACHES BRING EXPERIENCE GOALS (LANGE)
A/2A/1991 A161 KTHORSON CREATED EXCITING SEASON (GLOVER)
9/11/1991 A162 KDALY'S CREW WINS DEBUT (NOEM)
11/13/1991 A012 KDALY'S CHANGES KICK IN NEW ATTITUDE (WOLLMAN)
12/0A/1991 B061 DALY NABS TOP NCC COACHING HONORS (NOEM)
2/12/1992 BO'52 KBONNER IMPACTS SDSU SPRINTERS (SCHERR)
3/18/1992 A061 KLEARNING CARDINAL VIRTUES FROM COACHES
3/18/1992 B081 THORSON NAMED COACH OF THE YEAR
9/12/1990 A161 KATHLETIC DIRECTOR EYES CHALLENGES (WALKES)
9/26/1990 A082 KGETTING INVOLVED (RAINER)
11/07/1990 A07A ATTORNEY GENERAL CANDIDATE IS CLEAR CHOICE (L)
11/07/1990 A081 KTURNS MISFORTUNE INTO SUCCESSFUL CAREER (NELSON)
9/18/1991 A015 SA PLANS CHANGES FOLLOWING AUDIT (PAUL)
9/18/1991 A072 KYOUR OPINION OF THE RECENT SA AUDIT
9/25/1991 A052 ANNUAL AUDIT OF SA FUNDS DISCUSSED (PAUL)
10/17/1990 A0A5 CLASS TAUGHT VIA TELECOMMUNICATION (SCHWARZ)
10/31/1990 A071 SDSU, GO BACK TO THE FARM
11/07/1990 A071 FORMER STUDENT OFFERS VIEWS ON EDITORIAL (L)
11/28/1990 A071 MAYOR DISCREDITS EDITORIAL (L)
11/28/1990 A073 AUGIE COUNCIL REGRETS EDITORIAL (L)
12/05/1990 A071 STUDENT RESPONDS TO AUGUSTANA EDITORIAL (L)
*1/17/1991 A131 AUGIE EDITOR DOES NOT KNOW JACK(S) (WALKES)
A/08/1992 A063 KWHO WILL FILL AUGIE'S PRESIDENTIAL VACANCY
SEE ACCIDENT AUTO
2/19/1992 A103 UNIVERSITY LICENSE PLATE BILL DIES (AVOK)
10/03/1990 A03A DECAL SALES DECREASE AS PRICES INCREASE
10/10/1990 A012 LOW-MAINTENANCE PARKING LOTS (MERSCH)
10/10/1990 A061 KCAMPUS COMMENTS:^-PRICE OF PARKING ON CAMPUS
12/12/1990 A061 KCAMPUS COMMENTS--TRANSFERABLE PARKING DECAL
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SUBJECT
AUTO PARKING
AUTO-BR
AUTO-SD
AUTO-US
AUTUMN
AVOK MICHAEL
AWARDS
BAER LINDA
BAKER PHIL
BAKKE ELMA & CLARA
BALLET OMAHA
BAND
BAND JAZZ
BAND MARCHING
BAND SYMPHONIC
BANKER CHRISTINE
BANKS 8 BANKING
BANTROCK ROSS
BARNES ALLAN
BARNETT GREG
BARNETT MARK
BARTHOLOMEW STEVE
BASEBALL
BASEBALL-PROF
BASKETBALL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/30/1991 A035 GROUP REPEALS DECALS (TRAUTMANN)
Z/06/1991 A092 XCAMPUS C0MMENTS--PARKIN6 METERS
^/?n/JooJ aSzJ INEXPENSIVE PARKING CTRAUTMANN)<4/10/1991 A06I STUDENTS HAVE A COVENIENCE PROBLEM (ED)
parking PERMITS OFFER OPTION (HOLLEV)
10/23/1991 A063 READ THE ING DECAL DIRECTIONS (L)
11/13/1991 A06<4 HANGING DECALS SHOULD FACE REAR (L)
OUTNUMBER SPOTS BY NEARLY 1,700 (FENGER)
11/27/1991 A031 VANDALS DAMAGE CARS IN CAMPUS LOTS (ERICKSON)
11/27/1991 A105 WORSE THINGS COULD HAPPEN (L)
2/26/1992 A033 STOLEN DECALS (COATES)
2/26/1992 A103 STUDENTS URGED TO WALK TO CLASS (L)
A/29/1992 AOll SA TO CONSIDER PARKING PROPOSALS (ERICKSON)
9/19/1990 A051 FORMER ENGINEERING DEAN'S CAR DONATED
10/30/1991 A121 KCOLUMNIST TRAVELS LEMON MEMORY LANE
A/29/1992 BllA START SPRING CLEANING YOUR CAR
SEE ALSO SEAT BELTS
11/20/1991 AlOl SEAT BELT LAW WOULD SAVE LIVES (ED)
11/20/1991 A123 KSAFETY BELTS SECURE LIVES (CROUSE 8 SABERS)
11/27/1991 A113 XCAMPUS COMMENTS--SEAT BELT LAW
1/15/1992 A081 ^PREPARED DRIVERS AVOID TRAGEDIES (TRAUTMANN)
I/15/I992 A081 MECHANICS RECOMMEND VEHICLE TUNEUPS (HOLLEY)
1/15/1992 A082 ALL-SEASON TIRES TREAD NEW PATH (HOLLEY)
11/20/1991 A123 AIR BAGS--A CUSHION OF SAFETY (HENSON)
10/02/1991 A063 XAUTUMN BRINGS MEMORIES OF HOME
A/17/1991 A061 NEW KEG ORDINANCE BENEFITS STUDENTS, CITY
A/2A/1991 A063 ^RECYCLING ACTIVISTS GO TOO FAR
2/12/1992 AOll XSENIOR EARNS STATE DISABILITY AWARD (HOLLEY)
9/19/1990 A012 SOCIOLOGY PROFESSOR RESIGNS FROM SDSU (COATES)
KCOMMUNITY CHILDREN HONORED AT CONCERT (TRAUTMANN)
12/11/1991 A051 KASTORIA COUPLE MARRIED 72 YEARS STRONG (SLEEP)
2/05/1992 B0A5 BALLET DEPICTS MEMORIES OF SCHOOL DANCE (KORKOW)
SEE ALSO MUSIC BAND
10/30/1991 A161 STUDENTS LEARN 'ALL THAT JAZZ' (RATZLAFF)
9/12/1990 A012 *G0, STATE, GO!
9/12/1990 A193 *NEW NFL SEASON FOULS UP PRIDE'S PLANS (ADERMAN)
11/07/1990 All<i *WHAT A CROWD
9/18/1991 Alll *PRIDE OF THE DAKOTAS MARCHES INTO FALL (BAKKE)
10/02/1991 Alll KBAND INSTIGATES BAND'S HIGHER GOALS (BAKKE)
10/16/1991 A194 XLITTLE BOY BLUE
10/23/1991 A17I *ONE, TWO, THREE...
11/13/1991 B061 MORE THAN A MARCHING BAND (BAMSEY)
11/13/1991 B063 BAND TRIP...NOT (BAMSEY)
11/13/1991 B083 *COULL CONCOCTS COLLEGE CHARTS (NELSON)
11/20/1991 A083 ^COULDN'T BE PROUDER
A/29/1991 A133 XNOTHIN' BUT THE SAX (CROUSE)
9/26/1990 A091 *FINANCING AN EDUCATION (ARCHER)
2/13/1991 A013 DIRECT DEPOSIT TO BE OFFERED (PETERSON)
3/13/1991 A121 FEDERAL RESERVE LOWERS DISCOUNT RATE (ROSTYNE)
1/16/1991 A063 XANNUAL 'STATE OF STATE' ADDRESS
1/15/1992 B021 TWO PROFESSORS PRACTICE WHAT THEY TEACH (FENGER)
2/12/1992 AOll XSENIOR EARNS STATE DISABILITY AWARD (HOLLEY)
10/10/1990 A012 ^CANDIDATES GO HEAD TO HEAD ON DEBATE (NELSON)
9/26/1990 AOAl ^ADMISSIONS COUNSELORS NAMED (TRAUTMANN)
3/13/1991 A181 KBASEBALL OPENS IN DEEP SOUTH (WERRE)
3/20/1991 A161 TEAM OPENS TRIP WITH 1-2 MARK (WERRE)
A/OA/1991 A1A2 KROUND-TRIPPERS RALLY 'RABBITS TO WIN (WERRE)
A/IO/1991 A131 KNCC PLAY BEGINS FRIDAY IN SF (WERRE)
A/17/1991 AOAA XPREGAME PREPARATION
A/17/1991 AlAl KJACKRABBITS SWEEP
A/2A/1991 A1A2 *BIG BATS LIFT SDSU TO WINS (GLOVER)
5/01/1991 A121 *STATE-U SET FOR SHOWDOWN (GLOVER)
9/18/1991 A161 KFALL BALL
3/18/1992 B061 JACKRABBIT BATS SLEEP DOWN SOUTH (NACHTIGALL)
3/25/1992 B052 *JACKS WIN TWO ON DIAMOND (NACHTIGALL)
A/01/1992 B061 XBASEBALL TEAM WINS FIVE OF SIX GAMES (NACHTIGALL)
A/08/1992 B063 KTAKES A GAMES FROM USD (NACHTIGALL)
A/22/1992 B051 MOTHER NATURE TAKES IT TOO FAR (NOEM)
A/22/1992 B052 KWEATHER SLOWS ACTION ON DIAMOND (NACHTIGALL)
A/29/1992 B072 *WEATHER SPARKS JACKS (NACHTIGALL)
10/17/1990 A163 MEMORIES JARRED BY SERIES (GLOVER)
I0/2A/1990 A171 UPSET PROVES THE REDS CAN PLAY BALL (GLOVER)
A/10/1991 A121 'EXPERT' CALLS FOR ANOTHER RED OCTOBER (GLOVER)
9/25/1991 A131 KTWINS AND PIRATES IN SERIES (ANDREJESKI)
10/23/1991 A073 KCAMPUS COMMENTS--'TOMAHAWK CHOP'
10/23/1991 AlAl XBASEBALL--THE WORLD SERIES (NOEM)
1/22/1992 B06A HRBEK HAPPY WITH TWINS (NOEM)
10/10/1990 A1A5 MEN BEGIN ROUNDBALL SEASON MONDAY
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BASKETBALL ll/lA/1990 A131 *CAGERS HOPE NEW FACES MAKE DIFFERENCE (WALKES)
ll/lA/1990 AIAl *JACKRABBIT CLASSIC KICKS OFF NEW SEASON (SCHERR)
11/28/1990 A131 KNEW FACES MELT FROST ARENA (WALKES)
11/28/1990 A1A3 KWOMEN CAPTURE VICTORIES (GLOVER)
12/05/1990 Alll KRECORD FALLS, JACKS WIN 97-80 (SCHERR)
12/05/1990 A121 KJACKS CRUISIN' IN YOUNG SEASON (WALKES)
12/05/1990 A121 KCAGE COACH BRINGS SINCERE OULOOK (WALKES)
12/12/1990 A071 TOURNEY CHANGE QUESTIONED (L)
12/12/1990 A163 KCAGERS ROUT PARKSIDE 100-7<i (WALKES)
12/12/1990 A165,WOMEN EARN 2ND IN CALIFORNIA CLASSIC (SCERR)
12/12/1990 A181 KSENIOR BALANCES ACADEMICS, ATHLETICS (SCHERR)
1/16/1991 A121 KBIG GAME DEMANDS LOUD FANS (GLOVER)
1/16/1991 A122 KSTATE, AUGIE BATTLE SATURDAY (WALKES)
1/16/1991 A131 KSTRING SNAPPED (SCHERR)
1/23/1991 AOll KFANS RALLY TO SUPPORT THE 'RABBITS (GLOVER)
1/23/1991 A082 KBUZZER-BEATER STUNS AUGIE (SCHERR)
1/23/1991 A095 KPRESSURE DEFENSE STIFLES AUGUSTANA (WALKES)
1/30/1991 A1A2 KJACKS SWEEP 2 AT FROST ARENA (WALKES)
1/30/1991 A151 KWOMEN LOSE IN FARGO (LANGE)
2/06/1991 A013 KBUNNY BASHERS
2/06/1991 A152 KJACKS DIVIDE GAMES TO FALL 5-5 (WALKES)
2/06/1991 A161 KBEARS, MAVERICKS TO START (GLOVER)
2/13/1991 A122 KJACKS JUMP TO SECOND (WALKES)
2/13/1991 A133 KSTATE EVENS MARK AT 6-6 (LANGE)
2/20/1991 AlAl CHILDHOOD SETS STAGE FOR LIFE (GLOVER)
2/20/1991 A1A2 KUNBEL1EVABLE--1T'S A SWEEP (WALKES)
2/20/1991 A171 KROAD STRUGGLES CONTINUE FOR STATE (LANGE)
3/13/1991 AOll ktHE THRILL OF VICTORY (GLOVER)
3/13/1991 A171 NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL SITE QUESTIONED (GLOVER)
3/13/1991 A172 KJACKS TO FACE POWER FROM COLORADO (WALKES)
3/13/1991 A191 KFUTURE LOOKS BRIGHT FOR YOUNG TEAM (LANGE)
3/13/1991 A205 KKRUSE, WHITE HONORED (GLOVER)
3/20/1991 AOll KCINDERELLA SEASON ENDS AT UND (GLOVER 8 WALKES)
3/20/1991 A1<<1 TEAM, COACHES DESERVE PRAISE AND THANKS (GLOVER)
3/20/1991 A1A2 KJACKS FALL IN REGIONAL FINALS (WALKES)
3/20/1991 A16A 'RABBITS CLAIM BRAGGING RIGHTS (LANGE)
A/04/1991 A142 ROTC TO HOST BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT (LANGE)
4/10/1991 A122 STATE ATHLETES NAMED TO ACADEMIC SQUADS (GLOVER)
4/24/1991 A161 KTHORSON CREATED EXCITING SEASON (GLOVER)
4/24/1991 A171 KBASKETBALL RESERVES PLAYED VALUABLE ROLES (WALKES)
10/09/1991 A135 MIDNIGHT PRACTICE SET (NACHTIGALL)
10/16/1991 Alll KMIDNIGHT SCRIMMAGE TURNS OUT CROWD (WALKES)
10/30/1991 A131 KJACKS SET FOR OPENER (NACHTIGALL)
11/13/1991 B092 KBRAZILIANS BEAT BUNNIES IN BASKETBALL (TUCKER)
11/20/1991 B051 KWOMEN PREPARE FOR BASKETBALL SEASON (NACHTIGALL)
11/20/1991 B061 KWHITE PERFORMS SKILLS ON, OFF COURT (TUCKER)
11/27/1991 A081 BULLDOGS BITE IT AT HOME 89-74 (ANDREJESKl)
11/27/1991 A082 KWOMEN WIN JACKS CLASSIC (NOEM)
12/04/1991 A084 DANCE LINE INTRODUCE HALFTIME SHOW (BAKKE)
12/04/1991 B064 KJEKYLL AND HYDE CAGERS SEARCH... (ANDREJESKl)
12/11/1991 B052 KJACKRABBITS SCORE BIG... (ANDREJESKl)
12/11/1991 B053 WOMEN WIN 1 OF 3 IN TEXAS TOURNEY (TUCKER)
1/15/1992 A012 KTRICKSTERS BRING SMILES TO SDSU
1/15/1992 B061 THANK YOU, tHUNDAR (NOEM)
; 1/15/1992 B062 KBENCH ENABLES 2 WINS (ANDREJESKl)
1/15/1992 B065 KIOOTH WIN ON BASKETBALL BIRTHDAY (NOEM)
1/15/1992 B071 KWOMEN SWEEP 2 BALL GAMES (TUCKER)
1/22/1992 B042 KJACKS OUTSHOOT AUGUSTANA (ANDREJESKl)
1/22/1992 B042 KAUGIE DUMPS LADY JACKS (TUCKER)
1/22/1992 B054 THORSON SHOW DEBUTS (SCHERR)
1/29/1992 B071 KJACKS SWEEP ROAD TRIP, GO 15-2 (ANDREJESKl)
1/29/1992 B081 LADY JACKS SPLIT ON TRIP (TUCKER)
2/05/1992 AOll KARCH RIVALRY PLEASES VOCAL CROWD
2/05/1992 B062 KUSD STUNS JACKS (ANDREJESKl)
2/05/1992 B066 WOMEN WIN 2, GO TO 14-5 ON SEASON (TUCKER)
2/05/1992 B085 AIR FORCE ROTC JACKS BASKETBALL TOURNEY
2/12/1992 B042 JACKRABBITS SPLIT ON ROAD TRIPS (ANDREJESKl)
2/12/1992 B045 LADY JACKS SPLIT ON ROAD (TUCKER)
2/19/1992 A012 KRABBIT RALLY
2/19/1992 Alll KGOOD-BYE AUGIE (ANDREJESKl)
2/19/1992 A112 KJACKS CRUSH AUGlE (ANDREJESKl)
2/19/1992 A121 KWOMEN LOSE TIGHT BATTLE TO AUGUSTANA (NOEM)
2/19/1992 A121 TWO JACKS EARN ALL-ACADEMIC HONORS (NOEM)
2/19/1992 A134 SPECIAL EVENTS PLANNED FOR BASKETBALL AND FOOTBALL
2/26/1992 BOll KLADY JACKS ARE IN POSITION (NOEM)
2/26/1992 B012 K20TH WIN PUTS JACKS IN LEAD (NOEM)
2/26/1992 B016 KANNEGIETER NAMED PLAYER OF THE WEEK
2/26/1992 B031 kKANNEGIETER LEADS JACKS (NOEM)
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SUBJECT
BASKETBALL
BASKETBALL-HG SCH
BATES MERRITT
BAUER KRISTI
BAUM TINA
BAUMAN TROY
BAVLEV JOHN
BEAUTY CONTESTS
BED & BREAKFAST
BEER
BERBERIAN ANI
BER6EMANN JODI
BERRY ALICE
BERRY CHARLES
BERRY JEFF
BEVERAGES
BIBBY JOHN
BIBLE
BICKETT MATT
BICKETT PAUL
BICYCLING
BIEVER TAMMY
BILL OF RIGHTS
BINNEWIES HALL
BIOSTRESS LAB
BIRCH SOCIETY
BIRD JOANNE
BIRTHDAYS
BITTNER DARIN
BLACK HILLS
BLIND
BLOOD
BLOOD DRIVE
BODY LANGUAGE
BODYBUILDING
BOETEL MIKE
BOETTCHER RICK
BOLTJES JEFF
BOMB THREATS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/18/1992 A012 KJACKS WIN REGIONAL AT HOME (LATZA)
3/18/1992 A063 FANS SHOULD BE FREE TO STAND AND CHEER CD
fNORTH CENTRAL REGION (ANDREJESKI)3/18/1992 BD53 WOMEN FALL IN REGION TOURNEY ACTION (NOEM)
3/18/1992 B071 KTHIS BALL IS MINE
3/18/1992 B081 THORSON NAMED COACH OF THE YEAR
3/25/1992 A012 *TEAM HEADS ON TOURNEY TRAIL (GARDNER)
3/25/1992 A092 *CAMPUS COMMENTS--MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM
3/25/1992 B051 SDSU PLAYERS RECOGNIZED (ADREJESKI)
3/25/1992 B052 WHITE WITH ALL-AMERICA SELECTION (NOEM)
3/25/1992 B06A KSENIORS COMMENT ON TOURNEY (NOEM)
3/25/1992 B08<» KROSE HELPS JACKS REACH GOALS (NOEM)
A/01/1992 A081 BE PROUD OF JACKS (ED)
A/01/1992 B051 BOUMAN DECIDES TO LEAVE SDSU (NOEM)
A/01/1992 B052 KTITLE BID STOPPED IN NATIONAL TOURNAMENT (NOEM)
A/01/1992 B07A *HEAD COACH JIM THORSON AND THE SDSU BENCH
A/08/1992 B051 MICHIGAN STAR SHOWS HIS CLASS (NOEM)
A/22/1992 B051 MOTHER NATURE TAKES IT TOO FAR (NOEM)
A/29/1992 BlOl. SDSU SIGNS GUARDS (ANDREJESKI)
12/11/1991 B051 WAKONDA'S STREAK ENDS (NOEM)
1/15/1992 B021 TWO PROFESSORS PRACTICE WHAT THEY TEACH (FENGER)
A/29/1992 BOAA NEW MISS SDSU CROWNED (FREEMAN)
1/30/1991 A1A2 STATE RECORD IN HIGH JUMP (SCHERR)
A/2A/1991 A171 ^BASKETBALL RESERVES PLAYED VALUABLE ROLES (WALKES)
A/22/1992 A051 ARTIST 'GETS CRAZY' AT INTERNATIONAL DAY (KORKOW)
9/12/1990 AOll XMISS SDSU TRAVELS, COMPETES FOR TITLE
9/19/1990 A063 *PAGEANTS FAIL TO FIND TRUE BEAUTY
9/19/1990 Alll KPALMQUIST CREDITS SUCCESS TO SETTING.,, (PAUL)
9/26/1990 A071 PROVIDE FOR MORE THAN JUST BEAUTY CONTESTS (L)
3/13/1991 A15A MISS SDSU/BROOKINGS PAGEANT TO BE HELD
A/2A/1991 Alll XPAGEANT MORE THAN BEAUTY COMPETITION (CROUSE)
9/25/1991 A181 *MISS SD PAGEANT PROMOTES GROWTH (BAKKE)
A/29/1992 BOAA NEW MISS SDSU CROWNED (FREEMAN)
2/12/1992 A053 NEW LODGING IN BROOKINGS (WOODWARD 8 FREEMAN)
SEE LIQUOR TRAFFIC
A/10/1991 A091 NATIONAL COMPETITION CALLS MUSICIANS' (SCHUSTER)
2/05/1992 B061 BERGEMANN NAMED NCC PLAYER OF WEEK (NOEM)
1/22/1992 B033 AUCTION BENEFITS ART STUDENTS
11/28/1990 AOAA STUDENTS LED ON AREA AUDIO-VISUAL TOUR (TRAUTMANN)
3/25/1992 B025 BERRY NAMED DEPARTMENT HEAD
2/19/1992 AlOA BEVERAGE DEPOSIT BILL FAILS (KAFKA)
9/12/1990 AOAl SCHOLARSHIP CREATED-
2/19/1992 A09A *SIGNS FOLLOW TRUE BELIEVERS
9/12/1990 AOAA *MOVING BACK TO CAMPUS
1/29/1992 B02A *CHOP, CHOP
2/05/1992 BOll *DOWN IN THE DIRT
SEE CYCLING
11/1A/I990 A012 Jt'PARTY' CITATIONS UPSET STUDENTS (ROSS)
A/08/1992 AOll RIGHTS UNEQUALLY APPLIED
12/12/1990 A0A5 *BINNEWIES HALL CELEBRATES CHRISTMAS (SYKORA)
10/03/1990 A093 SDSU LAB RECEIVES FULL SENATE APPROVAL
9/11/1991 A03A CONSTRUCTION BEGINS ON BIOSTRESS LAB (PAUL)
2/05/1992 A031 FUNDING FOR NORTHERN PLAINS BIOSTRESS LAB (BRASHER)
2/12/1992 A023 BIOSTRESS LAB NOT IN JEOPARDY--AG DEAN (ERICKSON)
3/25/1992 B021 KSTUDENTS CREATE BIOSTRESS LAB LANDSCAPE (WIEBENGA)
1/30/1991 A061 CONDEMS AMERICAN AID TO GORBECHEV (L)
3/18/1992 A031 KLOCAL PAINTER SPLASHES WAY TO DISTINCTION (HOLLEY)
4/17/1991 A063 K21ST BIRTHDAY MARKS LAST MILESTONE
4/24/1991 A061 LIFE CONTINUES AFTER AGE 21 (L)
1/15/1992 A045 KTAKE DOWN
10/10/1990 A081 *INITIATIVE 2 WOULD LIMIT MINING (RAINER 8 MOSS)
10/17/1990 A096 SENATE COMMITTEE APPROVES LAND SWAP
10/17/1990 AlOl BLACK HILLS GIVE AWAY BILL INTRODUCED
10/31/1990 A074 *GAMBLING, GARBAGE HINDER DEVELOPMENT
2/13/1991 A083 ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION COMPLETED ON HILLS (NOEM)
11/07/1990 A081 KTURNS MISFORTUNE INTO SUCCESSFUL CAREER (NELSON)
11/07/1990 A052 KBLOODLETTING
11/13/1991 B033 *H0 HUM
3/25/1992 B025 CIRCLE K TO HOLD APRIL BLOOD DRIVE
10/23/1991 A033 DONATE LIFE IN 45 MINUTES (KUETER)
2/26/1992 A122 *BODY LANGUAGE SIGNALS FEELINGS (VERRILL)
9/26/1990 A141 XBODY BUILDERS ENDURE TRAINING (SCHERR)
9/12/1990 A042 BOETEL EARNS ALL-AMERICAN HONORS
1/15/1992 A045 *TAKE DOWN
9/18/1991 A133 KEAT MY DUST
3/18/1992 AOll BOMB THREAT EVACUATES CAMPUS (COATES 8 HOLLEY)
3/18/1992 B031 KEVACUATION
3/25/1992 A083 *BOMB THREATS CAUSE UNDUE EXPENSE
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BONNER BETH
BOOMER JEFF
BOOKS
BOOKSTORE
BORDEAUX SHIRLEY
BOUMAN TODD
BOUMAN TROY
BOWEN CLYDE
BOWLING
BOY SCOUTS
BRAINERD DEE
BRANDNER JOAN
BRANDNER MARIE
BREIDENBACH CHAD
BRETSCH CAREY
BRIGGS: DEBBIE
BRIGGS HILTON
BROADCASTING
BROKENLEG MARTIN
BROOKINGS MALL
BROOKINGS SD
BROST FRANK
BROWN HALL
BRYAN BRENDA
BUCHANAN PAT
BUCKLEY ERNEST
BUDGET-SD
BUDGET-SDSU
BUDGET-US
BUILDINGS
BULLER JENNIFER
BUNTROCK ROSS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/12/1992 B0A2 KBONNER IMPACTS SDSU SPRINTERS (SCHERR)
2/19/1992 A121 TWO JACKS EARN ALL-ACADEMIC HONORS CNOEM)
A/01/1992 AOll KSO CLOSE, YET SO FAR AWAY
10/10/1990 AlOA PROFESSOR REVIEWS FOR LITERARY MAGAZINES (KRIZ)
12/12/1990 AOAl PROFESSOR WRITES BOOK ABOUT HIGHWAY lA (TRAUTMANN)
10/02/1991 A091 PUBLIC LIBRARY RECOGNIZES BANNED BOOKS (FREEMAN)
10/09/1991 A071 OBSCENE BOOKS, MOVIES CONNECTED TO CRIMES (FREEMAN)
1/15/1992 A072 KCAMPUS COMMENTS--THE PRICES OF BOOKS
1/22/1992 BOll KBOOKSTORE STRIVES TO SATISFY STUDENTS (KUETER)
2/19/1992 A083 KBOOKS BOUGHT FOR BIG BUCKS
10/17/1990 A031 KSPEAKERS COVER NATIVE AMERICAN ISSUES
A/01/1992 B051 BOUMAN DECIDES TO LEAVE SDSU (NOEM)
3/18/1992 B07l XTHIS BALL IS MINE
A/22/1992 A012 *BEHIND THE IRON
10/16/1991 A181 *OLD FASHIONED RECREATION (NELSON)
1/30/1991 A063 *ENVIRONMENTAL ORIGINS FOUND IN CUB SCOUTS
10/2A/1990 A181 KCHAMP EARNS HALL OF FAME HONORS (SIEVERT)
9/25/1991 A071 ZOOKS BUTTER BREAD BUTTER SIDE DOWN
10/16/1991 A071 KHOLIDAY BRINGS MEMORIES
11/13/1991 A062 XLEARN BY STEPPING INTO ANOTHER'S SHOES
12/0A/199I Alll XSCRIPTURE DESCRIBES GOD
2/12/1992 Alll KSEX, LOVE AND GOD
A/08/1992 A071 *HOLY WEEK GIVES CHANCE TO REFLECT ON SUFFERING
1/22/1992 AHA *BEGIN THE WORK OF CHRISTMAS
10/02/1991 A171 XTENNIS ANYONE
A/OA/1991 A091 *CAMPUS CANDIDATES ON CITY BALLOTS (STANLEY)
12/0A/1991 BOH ^STUDENTS LIVE IN URBAN POVERTY (FENGER)
10/31/1990 A031 PRESIDENT EMERITUS REMEMBERS (TRAUTMANN)
9/12/1990 A131 9fCAMPUS RADIO NEARS REALITY (CROUSE)
9/12/1990 A183 LATE SPORTS BROADCASTER REMEMBERED (GLOVER)
10/10/1990 A033 *BROADCASTERS DISCUSS PROBLEMS WITH SOURCES (MERSCH)
10/17/1990 A0A5 CLASS TAUGHT VIA TELECOMMUNICATION (SCHWARZ)
1/16/1991 AH3 CAMPUS RADIO STATION TUNES IN TO REALITY (SCHUSTER)
2/13/1991 A031 UAFBC FUNDS CAMPUS RADIO (ERICKSON)
2/20/1991 Alll LOCAL RADIO STATION CHANGES FORMAT (ANDERSON)
5/01/1991 AOll RADIO STATION SET BACK BY RED TAPE (CROUSE)
9/18/1991 A16A KJJQ MAKES CHANGES (WALKES)
9/25/1991 AH3 KSF COUPLE EXPECTED MORE FROM STATION (BUNTROCK)
11/27/1991 A0A3 LISTENERS DETERMINE SHOCK RADIO'S LIMITS (ERICKSON)
12/11/1991 AOll CAMPUS RADIO STATION PREPARES FOR AIRWAVES (BAMSEY)
1/29/1992 A05A INDIAN PASTOR TO PREACH IN SOUTH AFRICA
9/11/1991 A091 AUDIO STORE OPENS IN BROOKINGS MALL... (FREEMAN)
10/10/1990 A093 STUDENTS BOOST BROOKINGS ECONOMY
1/30/1991 A081 ^PROPOSED MILLION TAX INCREASE (COATES)
12/05/1990 A0A5 *POURING IT ON
2/26/1992 B065 RODEO QUEEN (SCHERR)
1/22/1992 A031 KEEPING BUCHANAN OFF BALLOT
9/19/1990 A051 FORMER ENGINEERING DEAN'S CAR DONATED
10/29/1990 A089 *SENATE CANDIDATES DIFFER ON BUDGET
1/16/1991 AOll LEGISLATORS DEBATE STATE BUDGET CRISIS (COATES)
1/30/1991 A081 XPROPOSED $99 MILLION TAX INCREASE (COATES)
9/09/1991 AlOl LAST-MINUTE COMPROMISE FAILS (NOEM)
12/11/1991 A083 FIND BETTER WAY TO FUND BUDGETS (L)
3/25/1992 A109 BUDGET BILL SIGNED
SEE ALSO SA-BUDGET
2/06/1991 A031 TEACHER ENLISTMENT HEADS BUDGET (KRATZ)
2/20/1991 A016 FEDERAL BUDGET IMPAIRS FARMERS (STILLMAN)
10/29/1990 A093 KDAIRY MICROBIOLOGY BUILDING GETS ELEVATOR (COATES)
3/20/1991 A091 ASBESTOS REMOVAL, REPAIR PROJECT TARGETED (HAGEL)
9/29/1991 A035 LARSON COMMONS INITIATES FACELIFT (ERICKSON)
12/09/1991 B013 XROTUNDA ACOUSTICS PREVENT STUDENTS... (KUETER)
9/22/1992 A039 TOURS HIGHLIGHT HISTORIC BROOKINGS (KILLION)
.3/20/1991 A105 XDING DONG
1/30/1991 A071 *2 UNIVERSITIES WOULD SUFFICE IN SD
2/13/1991 A063 KSTUDENTS DESERVE ADULT RIGHTS
3/13/1991 A091 XUNIVERSITY EMPLOYEES PROVOKE ANGER
9/09/1991 A071 KGULF GAMBLE WILL COST US
9/17/1991 A061 KCOMMISSION TAKING BAND-AID APPROACH
5/01/1991 A051 XREAGAN 'LEGACY' FADES
10/09/1991 Ai03 KTERM LIMITS MISS POINT
10/23/1991 A079 WSF MEDIA FAIL AGAIN
11/13/1991 A071 XMRS CHAR HAAR WANTS TO GO...
11/27/1991 A103 XTURNS STATEHOUSE INTO FAMILY EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
12/11/1991 A093 XCOLUMNIST WRONG ABOUT DEMOCRATS ECONOMIC PLANS
1/22/1992 A103 XPUBLIC ENEMY MISSES POINT ON KING HOLIDAY
2/05/1992 A063 SONG NOT MEANT AS HISTORY LESSON (L)
2/05/1992 A071 XCOLUMNIST BLAMES MEDIA FOR CONTROVERSY
2/12/1992 A109 COLUMNIST RESPONDS TO LETTER (L)
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SUBJECT
BUNTROCK ROSS
BURD LEE
BURGLARIES
BURNS ROBERT
BUSH FOUNDATION
BUSH GEORGE
BUSINESS
BUTLER DEAN
BUTLER MIKE
BUTTERFLIES
CABLE TELEVISION
CADY MATTHEW
CAFFEINE
CAFFREV PETER
CALENDARS
CALHOON CLYDE
CAMPAIGN FUNDS
CAMPANILE
CAMPUS
CAMPUS COMMENTS
CAMPUS POLICE
CAMPUS RADIO
CANCER
CANDLES
CAP
CAPERS
CAPITOL
CARBOHYDRATES
CAREER a ACADEMIC
CAREER DAY
CAREER SERVICE
CAREERS
CAREY BLAINE
CARLSON JIM
CARTOONS
CASINO TOURS
CATS
CAVORTS
CENSORSHIP
CENSUS
CENTENNIALS
CENTER FOR INNOVAT
CERAMICS
CHAMBER MUSIC
CHANGES
CHARLSON DON
CHEERLEADERS"
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/19/1992 A083 KBOOKS BOUGHT FOR BIG BUCKS
2/26/1992 A114 *COLUMNIST MAKES PICK FOR SA ELECTION
4/01/1992 A083 *TIME TO GUT OFF FEDERAL PELL GRANT CHEATERS
4/22/1992 A074 *VOTER ANGER MISPLACED
4/29/1992 A061 *REVISIONS EXEMPLIFY CAMPUS POLITICS
2/06/1991 AIOl SF LAWYER DISCUSSES WOMEN'S ISSUES (STANLEY)
2/13/1991 A094 STUDENT ROBBED OVER CHRISTMAS (ROSTYNE)
STEREO SHOP BURGLARY (COATES)
4/17/1991 A016 3 PLEAD GUILTY TO BURGLARY CNOEM)
4/22/1992 AOII 3 STUDENTS CHARGED WITH CAR BURGLARIES (COATES)
I/16/199I A083 *32 STUDENTS TO LEARN LEGISLATIVE POWERS (DAWOUD)
BOOKS, MOVIES CONNECTED TO CRIMES (FREEMAN)
12/05/1990 A034 SDSU APPLIES FOR BUSH GRANT (TRAUTMANN 8 SYKORA)
10/23/1991 A031 GRANT TO ENHANCE CULTURAL DIVERSITY (SYKORA)
2/05/1992 A055 A NO-SHOW AT INDIAN CONFERENCES
SEE ALSO RETAIL TRADES
10/23/1991 A041 *CUSTODIAL WORKERS KEEP CAMPUS CLEAN (FENGER)
9/26/1990 A082 *GETTING INVOLVED (RAINER)
10/10/1990 A012 *CANDIDATES GO HEAD TO HEAD ON DEBATE (NELSON)
.9/12/1990 A071 *MONARCH FLIGHT INSPIRES COLUMN
SEE TELEVISION CABLE
4/04/1991 AOll PLEAD GUILTY TO STEREO SHOP BURGLARY (COATES)
12/11/1991 AlOl KALL HYPED UP (HENSON)
2/06/1991 AOll *'PRANKSTER' ACQUITTED OF FELONY CHARGE
1/23/1991 A021 *COLLEGIAN CALENDAR
1/30/1991 A044 UNEVEN SEMESTERS DISTURB TEACHERS (KRATZ)
11/07/1990 A081 XTURNS MISFORTUNE INTO SUCCESSFUL CAREER (NELSON)
11/20/1991 A051 CAMPAIGNING COSTS
11/28/1990 A034 FACULTY SALARIES DON'T MEET NATIONAL AVERAGE (SLABA)
9/12/1990 A041 CAMPUS IMPROVEMENTS OVER SUMMER BREAK (PRIESZ)
SEE ALSO SUBJECT OF COMMENTS
12/05/1990 A061 *CAMPUS COMMENTS--FORCE IN THE MIDDLE EAST
SEE POLICE CAMPUS
9/12/1990 A131 XCAMPUS RADIO NEARS REALITY (GROUSE)
9/18/1991 AOll *BROOKINGS HELPS CANCER PATIENT (ERICKSON)
2/05/1992 B035 AEROBATHON BENEFIT HELD LAST SUNDAY
12/04/1991 A043 *CHECKIN' THE CANDLES
SEE CAREER 8 ACADEMIC
1/23/1991 AOll XSTUDENTS GEAR UP FOR 'CAPERS' (SCHUSTER)
1/30/1991 AlOl *IT'S ABOUT TIME... (WASSER)
2/06/1991 A081 'MEDIOCRE' RESPONSE TO 'CAPERS' UNAPPRECIATED (L)
2/13/1991 A062 'CAPERS' CAST THANKED (L)
1/22/1992 A061 *ACTORS BRING TELEVISION TO LIFE (KORKOW)
1/29/1992 B041 *STANDING OVATION (NELSON)
2/05/1992 A066 CAST MEMBERS ATTACK REVIEW (L)
11/28/1990 A015 NO MORE COOKING IN CAPITOL
4/01/1992 A07I ADVOCATES FOR CHILDREN STRING PAPER DOLLS (BROKAW)
12/04/1991 A125 COMPETING ATHLETES REQUIRE CARBOHYDRATES (LEARING)
10/03/1990 A043 CREDENTIALS FILES HELP STUDENTS (KRATZ)
11/28/1990 A051 PHARMACY MAJORS FIND INTERNSHIPS, JOBS (ERICKSON)
1/23/1991 A055 JOB SEEKING WORKSHOPS OFFERED BY CAP CENTER
3/13/1991 A065 CENTER AIDS STUDENTS' FUTURE (SYKORA)
9/11/1991 A031 CAP CENTER HAS MUCH TO OFFER (SYKORA)
10/16/1991 A031 CAP CENTER ENACTS INTERVIEW POLICY (KUETER)
11/20/1991 B021 *COMPANIES BRING THE JOB HUNT (KUETER)
10/03/1990 A043 CREDENTIALS FILES HELP STUDENTS (KRATZ)
1/16/1991 A043 JOB FAIR OFFERS CAREER PLACEMENT (PETERSON)
SEE OCCUPATIONS
10/17/1990 A161 *NICE TOSS, WRANGLER
10/31/1990 A053 DISABLED ADVISER HELPS STUDENTS (BERG)
10/10/1990 A074 *PEANUTS CHARACTERS OFFER LESSONS FOR ALL
2/19/1992 A074 STUDENTS CAN CASH IN ON FUN (PHILLIPS)
1/29/1992 A033 *PERCHED
10/16/1991 A166 CAVORTS OFFERS STUDENTS EVENING OF TALENT (BAMSEY)
10/02/1991 A091 PUBLIC LIBRARY RECOGNIZES BANNED BOOKS (FREEMAN)
10/09/1991 A071 OBSCENE BOOKS, MOVIES CONNECTED TO CRIMES (FREEMAN)
9/12/1990 A091 FARM CRISIS AFFECTS CENSUS (NELSON)
SEE ALSO BICENTENNIALS
*CENTENNIAL CELEBRATIONS LEAD TO CONTEMPLATION
SEE CITE
*CLAYING AROUND
SEE MUSIC CHAMBER
2/05/1992 A075 *PASTOR REFLECTS ON CHANGES
12/12/1990 A161 XASSISTANTS LOOK FOR NEW ASSIGNMENTS (SIEVERT)
9/12/1990 AOll CHEERLEADERS GET UPGRADED STATUS
9/12/1990 A042 BOETEL EARNS ALL-AMERICAN HONORS
9/12/1990 A051 *RUB A DUB, DUB
9/19/1990 A012 *RASCALLY RABBIT
10/10/1990 A07I
12/04/1991 B041
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SUBJECT
CHEERLEADERS
CHEEVER HERBERT
CHEVY LOUNGE
CHILD WELFARE
CHILDBIRTH
CHINA
CHINESE
CHOIR
CHORUS
CHRISTIANITY
CHRISTIANS
CHRISTMAS
CHRISTODOULOPOULOS
CHRISTOPHERSON CHA
CHURCH CATHOLIC
CIMPL CHUCK
CITE
CITIES 8 TOWNS
CITY GOVERNMENT
CITY ORDINANCES
CIVIL ENGINEERING
CIVIL RIGHTS
CLARK VIRGINIA
CLASS SCHEDULE BUL
CLASSES
CLAUSON SAM
CLEANUP WEEK
CLERGY -
CLINTON BILL
CLOSE CHUCK
CLUBS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/25/1991
1/22/1992
1/I6/199I
10/09/1991
9/12/1990
<1/01/1992
10/30/1991
10/10/1990
10/31/1990
10/16/1991
10/10/1990
10/17/1990
2/20/1991
AI63
B063
A083
A031
AOll
A071
A015
A031
A051
A031
A0A5
A032
A051
1I/I3/I99I
2/26/1992
3/18/1992
<f/08/1992
A/29/1992
12/12/1990
12/12/1990
12/12/1990
12/12/1990
1/16/1991
1/23/1991
12/11/1991
I/22/I992
10/03/1990
12/11/1991
11/13/1991
9/11/1991
10/02/1991
10/23/1991
11/20/1991
12/11/1991
1/29/1992
2/19/1992
3/18/1992
A/22/1992
10/2A/1990
3/13/1991
A/OA/1991
A/17/1991
A/17/1991
A/2A/199I
A/2A/1991
5/01/1991
9/25/1991
9/25/1991
10/16/1991
10/16/1991
A/08/1992
10/03/1990
12/05/1990
A/17/1991
3/25/1992
1/29/1992
9/26/1990
A/01/1992
A/10/1991
12/0A/1991
A/2A/1991
I/23/I991
A/2A/1991
10/16/1991
1/29/1992
I/29/I992
A/22/1992
2/05/1992
2/05/1992
2/05/1992
2/26/1992
2/26/1992
A/08/1992
A075
A103
A07A
A071
A031
A0A5
A055
A071
A09I
AHA
A07A
A09A
AHA
AHl
AOll
A062
A071
A07A
A071
AHl
A081
A071
A081
A061
A063
A03A
AlOl
A091
AOH
A06I
AO 15
A09A
AOH
A013
A061
AOIA
A131
B02A
A031
A053
A035
BOH
BOH
AOAA
A081
A072
A03A
A085
A0A2
A03A
AOIA
A05A
B02I
AO 6 3
A07I
A072
A07A
A0I3
B081
AOAA
*SQUAD LEADS STATE IN SPIRIT
KVOGUE
*32 STUDENTS TO LEARN LEGISLATIVE POWERS (DAWOUD)
CHEEVER PROMOTED (CHRISTENSEN)
BAR BURNS, LOUNGE CLOSED FOR REPAIRS
advocates for CHILDREN string PAPER DOLLS (BROKAW)
*WOMAN BEARS GRANDCHILDREN (SLEEP)
AUTHOR SPEAKS ON CHINA (SCHWARZ)
IMPROVED FARMING MAY HARM ENVIRONMENT (SCHWARZ)
KPROFESSORS, FAMILY GET FEET WET IN CHINA (CECIL)
^CHINESE STUDENTS CELEBRATE MOON FESTIVAL (SCHWARZ)
CHINESE CLASS STARTS
KASIAN STUDENTS CELEBRATE YEAR OF SHEEP (SYKORA)
SEE MUSIC CHOIR
SEE MUSIC CHORUS
ASC'S BRING DECEPTION
READERS RESPOND TO CRITICS' LETTER (L)
XJESUS, NOT 'BEING GOOD,' SAVES
*HOLY WEEK GIVES CHANCE TO REFLECT ON SUFFERING
^UNDERGROUND CHRISTIANS SPREAD MESSAGE (KORKOW)
KBINNEWIES HALL CELEBRATES CHRISTMAS (SYKORA)
*I WANT a' . •
KCHRISTMAS'SPIRIT FOUND IN SIMPLE THINGS
XCHRISTMAS SEASON STARTS WITH FLURRY (DAWOUD)
MATHEWS HALL RESIDENTS DONATE CHRISTMAS GIFTS (KRIZ)
CHRISTMAS BREAK CREATES NEW LIFE FORMS
*REAL SANTA SET GOOD EXAMPLE
XBEGIN THE WORK OF CHRISTMAS
STUDENT TRADES GOATS FOR GRADES (PAUL)
XWARM WINTER WALK
LETTER ATTACKS CATHOLICS WRONGLY (L)
XSPIRIT CONTINUES WITH NEW YEAR
*EL SALVADOR KILLINGS PROVOKE THOUGHTS
XCONVERT LABELS POSITIVELY
^EDUCATORS DESERVE BIG BUCKS
XPOEM, BLIZZARD, FIRE--THEOLOGICAL INSIGHT
XLIFE YIELDS VALUABLE LESSONS
KPEOPLE PIECING TOGETHER BROKEN LIVES
XLEARNING CARDINAL VIRTUES FROM COACHES
XSALUTES THIS YEAR'S COLLEGE GRADUATES
CONNECTION BETWEEN UNIVERSITY, INDUSTRY (KRATZ)
SEE NAMES OF TOWNS
*KEG LAW REVAMPED BY COMMITTEE (STILLMAN)
XCAMPUS CANDIDATES ON CITY BALLOTS (STANLEY)
KEG LAW TAKES EFFECT MAY 3 (BAMSEY)
XCOMMISSION TAKING BAND-AID APPROACH
KEG ORDINANCE MAY FACE PUBLIC VOTE (ROSS)
SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE GROWS (COATES)
ELECTED TO CITY COMMISSION (STILLMAN)
COMMISSION TABLES NOISE ORDINANCE (SLEEP)
CITY COMMISSION LISTENS TO STUDENTS (ED)
COMMISSIONER MEETS WITH SA (PAUL)
CAMPUS-COMMUNITY WILL DISCUSS ISSUES (MILLER)
CITY CANDIDATES VOICE CAMPAIGN ISSUES (ERICKSON)
SEE ORDINANCES
*SURVEY SAYS...
HOSTS SEMINAR
ENGINEERS CANOE, PLACE FOURTH (HAUG)
KPROFESSOR CONTINUES WINNING TRADITION (WENISCH)
SPEAKER DETAILS CIVIL RIGHTS PROGRESS (ERICKSON)
XCLARK BECOMES ACTING DEAN (TRAUTMANN)
SCHEDULE PLACEMENT UPSETTING (L)
KCAMPUS COMMENTS--SKIP CLASS
GROUP PLANS LAWSUIT (WENISCH)
CLEANUP WEEK BEAUTIFIES BROOKINGS (STILLMAN)
MINISTERS DEBATE MEANING BEHIND... (COATES)
*MINISTER LEAVES AFTER YEARS OF SERVICE (SLABA)
MINISTER PLANS TO SUE STATE OVER MACHINES (FREEMAN)
INDIAN PASTOR TO PREACH IN SOUTH AFRICA
ADVISES AUDIENCE TO TRUST THEMSELVES... (ERICKSON)
*SALUTES THIS YEAR'S COLLEGE GRADUATES
*COLUMNIST BLAMES MEDIA FOR CONTROVERSY
XCAMPUS COMMENTS--PRIVATE LIVES OF POLITICIANS
XCLINTON CHARGES CALLED SITCOM
XCANDIDATE HEARS FROM AIDS VOICE
ACTIVISTS JEER CLINTON AT SF AIRPORT (COATES)
XARTIST ENHANCES POLAROID SNAPSHOTS (SCHUCH)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF CLUBS
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
CLUBS
COACHING
COATES R DUANE
COCKRUM MATT
COFFEE
COINS
COLLEGES/UNIV-SD
COLLEGIAN
COLLINS STEVE
3/20/1991
9/22/1992
10/03/1990
1/15/1992
9/08/1992
2/20/1991
3/13/1991
2/19/1992
3/20/1991
1/30/1991
9/09/1991
9/29/1991
1/22/1992
2/19/1992
10/17/1990
12/05/1990
12/12/1990
2/13/1991
3/20/1991
3/20/1991
3/20/1991
9/10/1991
9/18/1991
10/09/1991
10/16/1991
10/16/1991
11/13/1991
11/20/1991
12/11/1991
1/15/1992
1/29/1992
2/19/1992
3/18/1992
3/18/1992
9/08/1992
9/08/1992
9/19/1990
10/03/1990
10/17/1990
10/31/1990
11/19/1990
12/05/1990
12/11/1991
12/11/1991
2/19/1992
9/29/1991
10/16/1991
10/23/1991
9/19/1990
10/10/1990
10/17/1990
11/19/1990
9/25/1991
11/13/1991
11/20/1991
1/15/1992
3/13/1991
2/26/1992
9/22/1992
2/13/1991
9/17/1991
2/13/1991
12/05/1990
3/13/1991
10/30/1991
10/30/1991
10/10/1990
9/26/1990
12/05/1990
12/05/1990
3/13/1991
11/28/1990
9/09/1991
3/25/1992
1/15/1992
COMMENCEMENT
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNISM
COMMUNITY RELATION
COMPUTERS
CONCERT BAND
CONCERTS
CONDOMS
CONDUCT CODE
CONSERVATION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSUMERS
CONTAMINATION
CONTRACEPTIVES
COOK LORI
COOKIES
COOKING
COPELAND MARCIA
COPYRIGHT
CORN
A091 KSTUDENT FEES FUND CLUBS (ERICKSON)
B023 REGENTS HONOR CLUBS (DEWEY)
COACHING CERTIFICATION REVIEWED FOR GRADS
B033 REPORTER EARNS NATIONAL AWARD
A063 *SENIOR'S FINAL FFA CONVENTION
AOll KTWO MORE SLATES VIE FOR SA POSITION (KRATZ)
A031 XSTUDENTS' ASSOCIATION ELECTION '91
A191 COFFEE RESEARCH PROVES "HEART SAFE'
A105 fPECIAL COINS ISSUED FOR MOUNT RUSHMORE (STILLMAN)
An-7, COLLEGES/UNIV, TRIBAL COLLEGEA071 *2 UNIVERSITIES WOULD SUFFICE IN SD
aJS} OF ACTION (NOEM 8 COATES)A031 JOINT TEACHER COLLEGE CONSIDERED (HAUG)
college entrance REQUIREMENTS (GALE)
COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES SEEK FUNDING (AVOK)
A063 *EDITORIAL CRITICISM RULES DEFINED
A071 LETTERS POLICY
A191 XMERRY CHRISTMAS FROM THE COLLEGIAN STAFF
A079 BOYCOTTS PAPER DUE TO RISING BLOOD PRESSURE (L)
A061 ENDORSEMENT DID NOT ADDRESS ISSUES (L)
A06I LEADERSHIP UNDERESTIMATED BY COLLEGIAN (L)
A061 CANDIDATES OBJECT TO COLLEGIAN REMARKS (L)
A015 SA APPROVES EDITORS (AVOK)
AD61 COLLEGIAN REGRETS OSTER ENDORSEMENT (ED)
A103 XCOLLEGIAN SHOULD PUBLISH TWICE WEEKLY
A061 SURVEY REQUESTS STUDENT INPUT (ED)
A072 XCAMPUS COMMENTS--COLLEGIAN
A065 COLLEGIAN FALLS SHORT OF RESPONSIBILITIES (L)
Aqi5 PUB COUNCIL WILL REVIEW COLLEGIAN ERROR (PAUL)
YOUR FRIENDS AT THE COLLEGIAN
A015 COLLEGIAN EDITOR RESIGNS POSITION (ERICKSON)
A066 VIEWS SOUGHT (L)
A093 TYPOS DISAPPOINT READER (L)
A061 LETTERS POLICY
A065 FORMER EDITOR SUPPORTS WRITER (L)
A023 STORIES OF THE WEEK
A061 GOTTA HAVE YOU (ED)
A071 ^LEADER'S JUDGEMENT CALLS QUESTIONED
A071 KSENATE CANDIDATES LACK LEADERSHIP QUALITIES
A071 ^BLOODLESS REVOLUTION IMMINENT
A079 XRIOT COVERAGE FALLS SHORT
A079 KMIDDLE EAST CRISIS NOW GETS HIGHER PRIORITY
A071 *COMICS NOT FUNNIEST SECTION OF ARGUS
B025 ROAD ENDING SOON
A099 KEY TO SURVIVAL LIES IN COMMUNICATION
A035 TSCHETTER NEW DEPARTMENT HEAD
A071 XDEFEAT of communism BRINGS CHANGE
A131 CAMPUS-COMMUNITY WILL DISCUSS ISSUES (MILLER)
AlOl TO PICK UP TRASH, VOLUNTEERS STILL NEEDED (COATES)
A059 JfWILL THIS EASE MY WORKLOAD
A091 KCOMPUTER ROOM DEDICATED (BERG)
A033 STUDENT CONVICTED OF COMPUTER THEFT (ARCHER)
A051 TAKE ILL--VIRUSES INFECT CAMPUS (TRAUTMANN)
A189 SYNTHESIZER TECHNOLOGY ADVANCING (BAMSEY)
BOll SHARED PROGRAMS POSE VIRUS THREAT (LUTTMAN)
B015 COMPUTER LABS HAVE VARYING POLICIES (SYKORA)
B032 SDSU COMPUTER PROJECT PLANNED
AI91 COMMUNITY JOINS CONCERT BAND TO INCREASE (THILL)
SEE MUSIC CONCERTS
A121 VENDING MACHINES TO SELL CONDOMS
B031 CHANGES PROPOSED FOR CONDUCT CODE (ERICKSON)
A091 CONSERVATION SURVEY YIELDS SKEPTICISM (TRAUTMANN)
A112 POSTER CONTEST OPEN
AOll LINCOLN MUSIC HALL ROOF CONSTRUCTION (PETERSON)
A071 KEUROPEAN-STYLE PAPER CLASSIFICATION
Alll CREDITORS EXPLAIN HOW STUDENTS EARN CREDIT (DAWOUD)
A122 COMPANY LURES, REELS IN UNSUSPECTING (ALBERTSEN)
A129 COMPLAINTS CONTROL SHODDY GOODS (HENSON)
A033 DISPOSES OF CONTAMINATED SOIL FOLLOWING LEAK (ROSS)
SEE ALSO CONDOMS, FAMILY PLANNING
A091 *ADMISSIONS COUNSELORS NAMED (TRAUTMANN)
AOll COOKIE LIFT SUCCESSFUL
A031 KMONSTER COOKIE LIFT
A081 COOKIE LIFT APPRECIATED (L)
A015 NO MORE COOKING IN CAPITOL
A039 'OO'S CHANGE FAMILIES (SYKORA)
A081 MAKIN' COPIES (ED)
BOll CORN STYRAFOAM DEVELOPED (ERICKSON)
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SUBJECT
COULL JIM,
COUNSELING
COUNTY GOVT-BRO
COUNTY GOVT-SD
COURT SERVICES
COX KIP
CRAZY BULL CHERYL
CRAZY HORSE
CREDIT CARDS
CRIME 8 CRIMINALS
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
CROSS COUNTRY
CROSS COUNTRY SKI
CSELOVSCKI JOHN
CULTURE CONFLICT
CUSTODIANS
CYCLING
CYCLING CLUB
D'AMATO PAUL
DAEHN MICHAEL
DAEHN MIKE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/13/1991 AlAl COMMUNITY JOINS CONCERT BAND TO INCREASE (THILL)
11/13/1991 BD83 KCOULL CONCOCTS COLLEGE CHARTS (NELSON)
A/10/1991 AD85 COUNSELOR OFFERS ART, MUSIC THERAPY (BAMSEY)
12/11/1991 BGll AIDS STUDENTS DEALING WITH DIFFICULTIES (FENGER)
1/22/1992 B015 WISDOM WEDNESDAY HELPS STUDENTS (ERICKSON)
3/13/1991 A115 FIRST WOMAN TO RUN FOR BROOKINGS MAYOR (STANLEY)
A/0A/199I AHA 2ND WOMAN TO THE COUNTY COMMISSION (STANLEY)
12/11/199L A031 COUNTY OPTS FOR SOUTHEAST AUTHORITY (COATES)
10/03/1990 A081 COUNTIES RECEIVE FUNDING (STANLEY)
11/27/1991 A125 OFFENSES CLIMB COST LADDER (LEARING)
12/11/1991 BOH XGETTING A HANDLE ON ALCOHOL ABUSE (ERICKSON)
10/23/1991 A031 CRAZY BULL PRESENTS NATIVE AMERICAN VIEWS (ERICKSON)
11/28/1990 A091 ^MONUMENT SCULPTOR FOCUS
9/11/1991 A081 WORK ON STATUE PROGRESSES (ROSS)
2/20/1991 A063 VALUABLE LESSON CAN BE LEARNED
3/13/1991 AHl CREDITORS EXPLAIN HOW STUDENTS EARN CREDIT (DAWOUD)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF CRIMES, CRIMINALS
12/05/1990 A061 PROGRESS HAS ITS PRICE (ED)
3/13/1991 A061 RURAL STUDENTS BATTLE BIG CITY CRIME (SLABA)
A/17/1991 A091 *BROOKINGS CRIME RATE CLIMBS (NOEM)
9/18/1991 AlOl BROOKINGS HAS LOW CRIME RATE (FREEMAN)
11/27/1991 A121 ALCOHOL, DRUG CRIMES TOP (HENSON)
12/0A/1991 A015 MAN SENTENCED FOR UNLAWFUL ENTRY (FREEMAN)
A/OA/1991 AOAA STUDENTS PATROL WITH LOCAL POLICE (HAUG)
1/22/1992 AHl *SYSTEM RECYCLES RAPISTS, WITH LIGHT SENTENCES
2/19/1992 A016 NEW CRIMINAL JUSTICE MINOR OFFERED (WIEBENGA)
SEE ALSO TRACK TEAM
9/12/1990 A181 RUNNERS CHASE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP (SCHERR)
9/19/1990 A151 KRUNNERS DOMINATE AUGIE OPEN (SCHERR)
9/26/1990 A131 DIVISION I AND II DEFENDING CHAMPIONS MEET (SIEVERT)
10/03/1990 A131 KWOMEN MASTER HOME INVITATIONAL (WALKES)
10/03/1990 A171 *FOUR PACK IN TOP EIGHT (SCHERR)
10/10/1990 A133 RUNNERS TRIP IN MINNESOTA (GLOVER)
10/10/1990 A151 FRESHMAN EARNS THIRD AT MINNESOTA INVITE (WALKES)
10/17/1990 AlAl STATE HARRIERS SEIZE SECOND PLACE HONORS (SCHERR)
10/17/1990 A15A *WOMEN RULE WISCONSIN RUN
10/2A/1990 A161 ^JUNIOR SNARES FIRST TITLE (SCHERR)
10/2A/1990 A161 WOMEN CRUISE TO VICTORY IN SF (WALKES)
10/31/1990 A123 XWOMEN VIE FOR TEAM TROPHY (WALKES)
10/31/1990 A131 *MEN SEEK REGIONAL TITLE (SCHERR)
10/31/1990 A151 HEAVEN FOR LOYAL FANS (GLOVER)
11/07/1990 A012 XCHAMPS
11/07/1990 A121 XWOMEN UPSET FORMER REGIONAL WINNERS (WALKES)
11/07/1990 A121 XDEFENDING NATIONAL CHAMPS SQUEEZE BY BISON (GLOVER)
11/19/1990 AHl WOMEN PREPARED FOR CHANCE AT TITLE (WALKES)
H/lA/1990 A131 MEN TO DEFEND NATIONAL TITLE (SCHERR)
11/28/1990 A131 XHARRIERS CAPTURED 3RD AT NATIONALS (WALKES)
11/28/1990 AlAl *MEN GARNER 6TH AT NATIONALS (SCHERR)
A/2A/1991 A16A XUNDERWOOD SEES BRIGHT FUTURE (GLOVER)
9/18/1991 A16A RUNNERS COMPETE AT FIRST MEET (NACHTIGALL)
9/25/1991 A132 XRUNNERS FINISH FIRST AND SECOND (WOLLMAN)
10/02/1991 A152 WOMEN RUNNERS TAKE 1ST AT NDSU (NOEM)
10/09/1991 A132 XFOUR CROSS COUNTRY RUNNERS GET 'INKED' (WALKES)
10/09/1991 WOMEN WIN MEET (WALKES)
10/09/1991 A1A5 MEN FALL SHORT (WALKES)
10/23/1991 A155 *HANSON EXCELS (WALKES)
10/23/1991 A161 WOMEN WIN, MEN FINISH SIXTH (ANDREJESKI)
10/30/1991 A012 *AT THE FINISH LINE
10/30/1991 AlAl *HARRIERS SET FOR CONFERENCE MEET (WALKES)
11/13/1991 B092 WOMEN FINISH FIRST (WALKES)
11/20/1991 BO^il TEAMS PREPARE FOR NATIONALS (WALKES 8 SCHERR)
11/27/1991 Adl5 WOMEN RUNNERS PLACE THIRD AT MEET (WALKES)
11/27/1991 A09A MEN PLACE 7TH NATIONALLY (WALKES)
12/0A/1991 B052 FORMER ATHLETE EYES SUMMER OLYMPICS (WALKES)
12/0A/1991 B061 DIARY OF A CONTENDER (SCHERR)
SEE SKIING
10/30/1991 AlAI KHARRIERS SET FOR CONFERENCE MEET (WALKES)
10/17/1990 A051 KSTUDENTS PRACTICE CULTURAL AWARENESS (RAINER)
10/23/1991 AOAl ^CUSTODIAL WORKERS KEEP CAMPUS CLEAN (FENGER)
2/20/1991 A0A3 *MOUNTAIN BIKE MANIA STRIKES CAMPUS (SLABA)
A/OA/1991 A061 CYCLING CLUB ORGANIZED (L)
9/18/1991 A103 KWAL-MART HOSTS SAFETY WEEK (HOWE)
2/20/1991 A041 STUDENT LAUNCHES CAMPUS CYCLING CLUB (SLABA)
4/08/1992 B051 CAMPUS SHOWS RENEWED INTEREST IN CLUB (SCHERR)
4/24/1991 A041 SPEAKER ADVOCATES SOCIALISM (PETERSON)
9/11/1991 AHl *THEATER GAINS PROFESSOR (KRIZ)
2/26/1992 B041 STUDENTS ACT OFF STAGE... (KORKOW)
10/16/1991 A124 LOCAL MAN STARTS AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL (HOWE)
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SUBJECT
DAIRY
DAKOTA DOME
DAKTRONICS INC
DALY MIKE
DANCE
DANCE CLUB
DANIELS DOUG
DASCHLE TOM
DATING
DAUGHERTY RICHARD
DAVIES JOHN
DAY CARE
DAY MARVIN
DEAN MORTON
DEATH
DEBLONK GERALD
DECATHALON
DEER
DEFENSE
DEHAVEN ROD
DELOOF LISA
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
IS/twJoqS SaJSw SHREDDED-PAPER (TRAUTMANN)10/31/1990 AOll DAIRY JUDGES TAKE SECOND
10/30/1991 A052 DAIRY JUDGING TEAM WINS REGIONAL CONTESTS
11/13/1991 BOZ-i KTEAM CLAIMS NATIONAL TITLE
2/19/1992 A035 DAIRY LAB NAMES DIRECTOR
9/18/1991 Al'il XTHERE'S NO PLACE LIKE DOME (ARCHER)
11/13/1991 Bill *TEAMS DEMAND IN-DOOR FACILITIES (NOEM)
3/13/1991 AO<il DAKTRONICS OFFERS SCHOLARSHIPS (ERICKSON)
1/15/1992 B031 DAKTRONICS AWARDS OFFERED
11/28/1990 A012 *THREE MEN AND A JOB (SIEVERT)
12/05/1990 A012 KCOACH HOPES TO REKINDLE FIRE (GLOVER)
rJnn? A?i$ players give views on new HEAD COACH (SIEVERT)
new leadership (walkes)
9/11/1991 AOIA XVICTORY
9/11/1991 A162 JfDALY'S CREW WINS DEBUT (NOEM)
*UALY'S changes kick in new attitude (WOLLMAN)
12/0A/1991 B061 DALY NABS TOP NCC COACHING HONORS (NOEM)
DANCERS CONTRAST BEAUTY, DEPTH IN RECITAL (WASSER)
5/01/1991 A095 DANCE DEPT PERFORMS (ADERMAN)
12/0<i/1991 A08A DANCE LINE INTRODUCE HALFTIME SHOW (BAKKE)
9/12/1990 A121 DISCOVERING POTENTIAL GOAL FOR DANCE CLUB (WASSER)
3/20/1991 Alll *T0 PRESENT SPRING CONCERT (ADERMAN)
A/0^/1991 A133 XDANCE CLUB EXPRESSES LIFE WITH MOTION
10/02/1991 AlOl *CLUB UTILIZES DANCE AS FORM OF EXPRESSION (KRIZ)
3/25/1992 A033 KDANCERS DESCEND ON DONOR (KILLION)
11/13/1991 AOAA *AT ATTENTION
9/19/1990 AlOl CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION IS SITTING ON ITS HANDS
10/03/1990 A093 BILL WOULD REGULATE CORPS' DECISION
11/28/1990 AOll DASCHLE REELECTED
12/05/1990 AOll DASCHLE HEADS GULF FORUM
12/05/1990 A082 DASCHLE CRITICIZES ENERGY STUDY
1/23/1991 Alll ALTERNATIVE FUEL DEVELOPMENT ENCOURAGED
2/06/1991 AHA INTRODUCES MILITARY EDUCATIONAL FAIRNESS ACT
3/20/1991 AlOl APPOINTED TO SENATE VETERANS' AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
9/25/1991 A105 DASCHLE, REPORT CRITICIZE USDA (HOWE)
10/16/1991 A07A KEEP MIDWESTERN INTERESTS IN MIND
2/06/1991 A083 *BLIND DATES CREATE UNCOMFORTABLE SITUATIONS
2/19/1992 AOIA *GAME BRINGS PROSPECTS TOGETHER (KRIZ)
10/03/1990 AOAl PROFESSOR PRESENTS PAPER AT CONFERENCE
9/26/1990 A012 *SA CHOOSES NEW VICE PRESIDENT (MERSCH)
10/03/1990 A063 KEXPRESS YOURSELF BY VOTING
10/17/1990 A063 ^INITIATIVES EXPLAINED
10/31/1990 A063 ^INITIATIVE TWO EXPLAINED
ll/lA/1990 A063 9CSTUDENT ADVISERS OFFER IMPROVEMENT POSSIBILITY
11/28/1990 A063 *MOVIE CHANGES VIEWS
12/12/1990 A063 *GULF STRUGGLE CONSIDERED
1/23/1991 A07A ^COLUMNIST STRUGGLES WITH WAR ISSUE
2/06/1991 A09A *BROTHER'S DEPARTURE SPARKS FOND MEMORIES
2/20/1991 A07A *LESSONS OF LIFE LEARNED FROM DEATH OF STUDENT
3/20/1991 A07A KVICE PRESIDENT LOOKS BACK ON YEAR
2/06/1,991 AOll DAY CARE PROPOSAL FLOUNDERS AGAIN (SLABA)
9/11/1991 A151 PRESCHOOL AIDS CHILD DEVELOPMENT (DELAIS)
A/29/1992 B025 ACTION TO CURE STUDENT DAY CARE NEEDS (LUNDBORG)
10/2A/1990 AHA ^TRADITION SPARKS ALUMNI'S RETURN (CROUSE)
10/16/1991 A0A5 MORTON DEAN TO SPEAK
10/30/1991 A031 ^JOURNALIST SPEAKS ON MEDIA FREEDOMS (ERICKOSON)
9/12/1990 A012 *SDSU WOMAN DIES OF- NATURAL CAUSES (FRiSVOLD)
9/12/1990 Alll *STUDENT LEADER REMEMBERED
9/19/1990 A071 ^FACING DEATH BRINGS UNDERSTANDING
2/20/1991 A07A *LESSONS OF LIFE LEARNED FROM DEATH OF STUDENT
2/20/1991 A07A *LOSS OF FRIEND ADDS TO PAINFUL WEEK
3/20/1991 A051 STUDENTS FACE DEATH, GRIEF (KRATZ)
1/16/1991 A093 NONTRADS JUGGLE WORK, SCHOOL, FAMILY (STILLMAN)
A/29/1992 B091 *IN THE LONG RUN
10/03/1990 A151 YOUTH DEER SEASON OPENS IN STATE
I2/0A/1991 B075 DEER POACHERS MUST BE STOPPED (HESBY)
2/12/1992 A031 LANDOWNERS RECEIVE FREE DEER LICENSES
9/26/1990 A07A GOVERNMENT SPENDING QUESTIONED (L)
10/31/1990 A071 MILITARY SPENDING DEFENDED, SOVIETS WATCHING (L)
9/11/1991 A073 XSHOULD THE DEFENSE BUDGET BE CUT, BY HOW MUCH
9/18/1991 A07A *DOOMSDAY SCENERIO STILL ALIVE
2/12/1992 A103 WE CAN INFLUENCE US POLICIES (L)
12/04/1991 B052 FORMER ATHLETE EYES SUMMER OLYMPICS (WALKES)
4/24/1991 Alll JfPAGEANT MORE THAN BEAUTY COMPETITION (CROUSE)
10/17/1990 A081 DEMOCRATIC CAMPAIGN OFFICIAL DISMISSED (MOSS)
4/04/1991 AlOl PARTY CONTROL CHANGING HANDS (ARCHER)
11/13/1991 A014 DEMOCRATS DEVISE SATIRICAL DRAFT PLAN (COATES)
11/27/1991 AOll ^CANDIDATES BATTLE IN THE HEARTLAND (COATES)
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SUBJECT
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
DENT DENNY
DENTAL CARE
DENTON CLARENCE
DEPARTMENTS
DEPRESSION
DINNER THEATER
DIRKSEN DAVE
DISABILITIES
DISCIPLINE
DISCRIMINATION
DOCHERMAN GARY
DOERR STEPHEN
DOGS
DOLLS
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
DONER AUDITORIUM
DORMITORIES
DOVE
DRAMA
DRAWING CLASS
DRINKING
DRINKING AGE
DRIVERS* LICENSES
DRUGS
DRUNK DRIVING
DUCKS
DUFFY TERRY
DUNN HARVEY
DURKIN-REED
DYLAN BOB
EARTH DAY
EATING DISORDERS
EBERHART PAUL
EBERTS KANDICE
ECOLOGY
ECONOMIC CONDrBR
ECONOMIC COND-SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/27/1991
12/11/1991
1/29/1992
9/25/1991
3/20/1991
A/17/1991
A/2A/1991
1/22/1992
1/22/1992
2/06/1991
A/10/1991
1/29/1992
A/29/1992
2/06/1991
A/29/1992
2/06/1991
2/05/1992
2/20/1991
10/2A/1990
12/12/1990
A/10/1991
A/01/1992
10/31/1990
12/12/1990
A055
A0A3
AOIA
AO 31
A063
AOll
A131
A122
A121
A121
A051
BOll
AOll
A061
AOIA
AOAl
A0A5
A085
A07A
A03A
A063
A071
A091
A012
9/12/1990 A193
10/10/1990
10/17/1990
12/05/1990
12/12/1990
2/13/1991
2/20/1991
3/13/1991
A/OA/1991
A/17/1991
A/2A/1991
5/01/1991
10/02/1991
10/16/1991
10/30/1991
11/13/1991
12/0A/1991
12/11/1991
1/15/1992
1/22/1992
A/22/1992
A/29/1992
A/29/1992
A/29/1992
9/18/1991
A/01/1992
10/10/1990
12/12/1990
11/13/1991
10/31/1990
10/09/1991
1/29/1992
10/17/1990
10/23/1991
9/26/1990
11/27/1991
9/12/1990
A/2A/1991
A/2A/1991
A/29/1992
A/01/1992
A/01/1992
2/19/1992
A/22/1992
10/10/1990
1/23/1991
AHA
A121
A091
A125
AHA
A123
A151
A061
AlOl
AO 23
AlOl
AHl
A171
AOll
B061
A061
A121
BOAl
A071
A051
A03A
AOAl
A0A3
A033
A075
A031
AOll
B02A
AOAl
A0A3
A051
A163
A105
AlOA
A051
AO 7 A
AOll
A07A
A07A
AlOl
B071
A0A5
A076
A093
A121
STUDENTS MEET CANDIDATES (COATES) '
^COLUMNIST WRONG ABOUT DEMOCRATS ECONOMIC PLANS
KPRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE CAMPAIGNS (FREEMAN)
*TWO-FISTED ARTIST ATTACKS WITH CREATIVITY (KRIZ)
*DENTAL PROBLEMS TEACH LESSON ABOUT LIFE
*THEATER PROFESSOR RETIRES AFTER 35 YEARS (KRIZ)
DENTON ESTABLISHES THEATER FUNDS
SEE SUBJECTS OF DEPARTMENTS
*BEATING THE BLUES
DEPRESSION (SABERS)
XFEATURES 'PLAZA SUITE* (ADERMAN)
XFOCUSED ENERGY
SEE HANDICAPPED, ADVANCE
*ISSUES OF HUMAN RIGHTS DISCUSSED (ERICKSON)
CAMPUS PREPARES FOR DISABLED ACCESSIBILITY (KUETER)
STUDENTS BATTLE DISCIPLINE IN CLASSROOMS (SYKORA)
SANCTIONING OFF-CAMPUS BEHAVIOR (ERICKSON)
SEE ALSO SEX DISCRIMINATION, RACISM
BLUE EYES RESTRICT STUDENTS (PETERSON)
XHISTORY
KBROOKINGS school BOARD SUES STATE (DAWOUD)
KDOG DISPLAYS VARIED HABITS
KPUPPY LOVE
XLITTLE PUPPY PROVIDES BIG HEADACHES
ADVOCATES FOf? CHILDREN STRING PAPER DOLLS (BROKAW)
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS OCTOBER FOCUS (STANLEY)
BALCONY GETS MORE SUPPORT (KRATZ)
SEE RESIDENCE HALLS
DOVE HUNTING PROVIDES EXCITING ACTION (HESBY)
SEE ALSO THEATER
XOVER AO AUDITION FOR FIRST PLAY (SCHUSTER)
PLAY EXCELS DISPITE SOME CASTING PROBLEMS (WASSER)
THESPIANS, MUSICIANS COMBINE FOR MUSICAL (ADERMAN)
DANCING, ACTING BRING.MUSICAL TO LIFE (WASSER)
ELEEMOSYNARY OPENING NIGHT DISCUSSION (WASSER)
K'HEARTSOUNDS*
*HEARTSOUNDS & ELEEMONSYNARY EXPLORE... (WASSER)
'PLAZA SUITE* PRAISED (L)
XFAIRY TALE COMES ALIVE ON STAGE (THILL)
PRT SCHEDULES PERFORMANCES (ADERMAN)
'RUMPELSTILTSKIN* A CHILDREN'S HIT (WASSER)
SEASON OPENER OF 'PRELUDE TO A KISS'
'PRELUDE' ACTORS PREPARE DIFFERENTLY (NELSON)
MODERN PLAY ATTRACTS STUDENTS (ALBERTSEN)
'MURDER' MYSTERY (KRIZ)
XCOMING SOON TO STATE UNIVERSITY THEATRE (KORKOW)
*'SANDY' BRINGS SCOTLAND TO STAGE
'BRIGADOON' SCORES
KNEW YORK BROADWAY PERFORMER RETURNS (KRIZ)
SEASON ENDS WITH 'TWELFTH NIGHT' (WAXDAHL)
SETTLES IN AT MADISON PLAYHOUSE (WAXDAHL)
THEATRE SHINES IN 'TWELFTH NIGHT' (WAXDAHL)
KREVTEWER HIGHLIGHTS CURRENT FAVORITES (BUCHHOLZ)
KART IN THE PARK
SEE LIQUOR TRAFFIC
SEE LIQUOR TRAFFIC
FARM EXEMPTIONS PROPOSED FOR COMMERCIAL LICENSING
PHARMACY STUDENTS ATTEND DRUG SEMINAR (SCHWARZ)
STUDENT TREATED FOR DRUG OVERDOSE
TELECONFERENCE--ATTENTION TO DRUG POLICY (LUTTMANN)
RED RIBBONS REMIND STUDENTS NOT TO DRIVE (TRAUTMANN)
KOUCH
TIDIER DRUNKEN DRIVING LAW CONSIDERED (KAFKA)
DUCK CONCENTRATION CAUSES DIE-OFF
KBROOKINGS MAN ADDS COLOR TO PUMPKINS (HOLLEY)
NEW PAINTING GIVEN TO MUSEUM (ADERMAN)
DEVICE TO END WINDOW SCRAPING (WENlSCH)
KSCOPE OF MIDEAST CRISIS SEEN THROUGH CONCERT
KCELEBRATES, COMMEMORATES FOUNDER OF GREEN (COATES)
KEARTH DAYS ARE NUMBERED
KCONSIDER AN EARTH DAY RESOLUTION
SEE ALSO FASTING
KVICTIMS HUNGER FOR HIGHER SELF-ESTEEM (VERRILL)
KTENNIS TEAM FALLS AT HOME (ANDREJESKI)
KWET RUN .
KSENATOR WRITES ON ECOLOGY
STUDENTS BOOST BROOKINGS ECONOMY
S DAKOTANS FACE LOWEST IN REGION (STILLMAN)
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SUBJECT
ECONOMIC COND-SD
ECONOMICS CLUB
EDEBURN CARL
EDMONDSON BRAD
EDUCATION
EISENBRAUN BRAIN
EL SALVADOR
Elections
ELECTIONS-BR 90
ELECTIONS-BR 91
ELECTIONS-BR 92
ELECTIONS-SD 90
ELECTIONS-SD 92
ELECTIONS-US 92
EMERGENCY
EMICK JARROD
EMPLOVMENT-BR
EMPLOYMENT-SD
ENDRES GREG
ENERGY
ENGINEERING
ENROLLMENT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
I/22/I992
10/10/1990
A/17/1991
3/25/1992
1/15/1992
1/29/1992
2/12/1992
2/26/1992
3/18/1992
3/18/1992
3/25/1992
3/25/1992
A/08/1992
A/29/1992
10/10/1990
11/28/1990
12/05/1990
3/20/1991
5/01/1991
9/18/1991
10/30/1991
11/27/1991
12/0A/1991
1/29/1992
2/12/1992
11/07/1990
10/02/1991
10/31/1990
A/OA/1991.
A/17/1991
A/2A/1991
A/22/1992
10/03/1990
10/10/1990
10/10/1990
10/2A/1990
10/31/1990
ll/lA/1990
ll/lA/1990
10/23/1991
10/23/1991
10/02/1991
10/09/1991
10/16/1991
11/27/1991
3/25/1992
1/22/1992
9/26/1990
1/29/1992
A/OA/1991
10/03/1990
10/2A/1990
11/07/1990
ll/lA/1990
12/05/1990
1/16/1991
1/23/1991
1/23/1991
1/30/1991
2/13/1991
2/20/1991
A/17/1991
12/0A/1991
10/31/1990
A/17/1991
11/27/1991
2/19/1992
2/26/1992
A/22/1992
A/29/1992
A/29/1992
A/29/1992
10/03/1990
10/03/1990
2/06/1991
A/10/1991
AOAl
AOAl
AOAl
B0A5
A061
A061
AlOl
AlOl
A063
A06A
A081
A083
AO 6 3
A063
A051
A071
A055
A102
A05A
A091
A08A
AHA
B031
A0A5
A031
A095
A07A
A091
A091
A081
A081
BOAl
A081
A012
A081
A08A
A083
A061
A081
AOll-
A091
A07A
AOll
A0A3
AOll
A086
A071
A091
A063
A1A2
A085
AO 9 A
A031
A081
AOAl
A051
A033
Alll
A085
AOAl
A072
A071
AHA
A0A5
A031
A071
A035
A051
B021
BOH
BOH
BOIA
AO 12
A015
A031
A031
ECONOMY IS GOOD, MAKING PROGRESS (BROKAW)
^COMPUTER ROOM DEDICATED (BERG)
BANQUET HONORS ECONOMIC STUDENTS
LEADERSHIP BEHAVIOR ASSESSMENT EVALUATED (DEWEY)
KUNCOMMON SEXUAL VIRUS SWEEPS SDSU CAMPUS
^COLUMNIST GIVES INSIGHT INTO PERSONAL BACKGROUND
*DON'T BRING YOUR OWN TO THIS GUY'S KEG
*MAJOR MISTAKE CAUSES CHANGE OF HEART
HUMOR COULUMNIST DISAPPOINTS READER (L)
COLUMNIST DEFENDS WORK, DEFINES PURPOSE (L)
*C0LUMN1ST ANSWERS INQUIRING MINDS' QUERIES
HUMOR COLUMN NOT FUNNY (L)
*WHO WILL FILL AUGIE'S PRESIDENTIAL VACANCY
^COLUMNIST LISTS TRAVEL NECESSITIES
SEE ALSO TESTS EDUCATIONAL
BRITISH PROFESSOR ADDRESSES DIFFERENCES (BERG)
KEDUCATION SYSTEMS DESPERATELY NEED REFORM
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION MOVES ACROSS CAMPUS
STATE MODERNIZED EDUCATION BILL SIGNED
KSHOULD CARE MORE ABOUT THEIR EDUCATIONS
FEDERAL GRANT TO IMPROVE EDUCATION (COATES)
BROOKINGS SCHOOL DISTRICT SUING STATE (COATES)
SHOULD BE MORE CHALLENGING (JOHNSON S MCLAUGHLIN)
*WHAT ARE WE PAYING FOR
BILL CALLING FOR INCREASED STATE AID (BROKAW)
EDUCATION RECEIVES MONITARY AWARD (BIEBER)
XINSTANT CASH CARDS--MIXED BLESSING (ARCHER)
*EL SALVADOR KILLINGS PROVOKE THOUGHTS
SEE ALSO SA-ELECTIONS
XFINDING PROPER VOTING PLACE (ROSTYNE)
XCAMPUS CANDIDATES ON CITY BALLOTS (STANLEY)
A FACE CITY RUN-OFF APRIL 23 (STILLMAN)
KEENY, MEENY...
CITY, SCHOOL ELECTIONS COMPLETE (COATES)
XLOCAL PARTIES REGISTER STUDENTS (ROSTYNE)
KCANDIDATES GO HEAD TO HEAD ON DEBATE (NELSON)
^INITIATIVE 2 WOULD LIMIT MINING (RAINER 8 MOSS)
XSENATE CANDIDATES DIFFER ON BUDGET
AMENDMENTS, INITIATIVES EXPLAINED (MOSS)
XCAMPUS C0MMENTS--ELECT10N RESULTS
*VOTERS SEND MIXED MESSAGES (MOSS)
KCANDIDATE SPEAKS TO COLLEGE REPUBLICANS (COATES)
REPUBLICANS TRYING TO DRAFT JANKLOW (COATES)
^CANDIDATES FAIL TO IMPRESS
^CANDIDATE'S VISIT SPARKS LOCAL INTEREST (COATES)
SA COMPETING WITH USD FOR DEBATE
^CANDIDATES BATTLE IN THE HEARTLAND (COATES)
EMERGENCY PLAN EXPLAINED (L)
*NEW YORK BROADWAY PERFORMER RETURNS (KRIZ)
XFINANCING AN EDUCATION (ARCHER)
JOB MARKET LOOKS HOPEFUL (NELSON)
XROUND-TRIPPERS RALLY 'RABBITS TO WIN (WERRE)
GOVERNOR ORDERS ENERGY, CUTBACKS (NELSON)
ENERGY SAVING TIPS FOR WINTER AVAILABLE
DISCUSS ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES (TRAUTMANN)
FURNACE TUNE-UPS SUGGESTED
ENERGY COMMITTEE FORMED (ERICKSON)
AWARENESS DAYS 'ENLIGHTENS' (SYKORA)
TEAM URGES ENERGY CUTS (SLABA S ERICKSON)
ALTERNATIVE FUEL DEVELOPMENT ENCOURAGED
GROUP URGES CONSERVATION (STILLMAN) ^
CONSERVATION SURVEY YIELDS SKEPTICISM (TRAUTMANN)
XCAMPUS COMMENTS ON ENERGY CONSUMPTION
^PRACTICAL ENERGY STRATEGY NEEDED
XTAKE ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION
COLLEGE HOSTS ENTREPRENEURSHIP MEETING (RATZLAFF)
ALUMNI FUND LOCAL PHONATHON (ERICKSON)
XWOMEN CHOOSE ENGINEERING CAREER (KRIZ)
FUNDRAISING UNDERWAY
XCHIT CHAT
BED PROMOTES COLLEGE (W1EBEN6A)
XENGINEERING EXPLORATION DAYS... (COATES)
XEED ADDS INVENTORS CONGRESS (COATES)
STUDENTS WIN $1,900 IN PRIZE MONEY (COATES)
XPACES STATEWIDE CAMPUS ENROLLMENT INCREASES (MOSS)
HIGHER ENROLLMENT, NO FEE CHANGE (MOSS)
TEACHER ENLISTMENT HEADS BUDGET (KRATZ)
SPRING ADMISSIONS OUTREACH PAST YEARS (SLABA)
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ENROLLMENT
ENSTAD WADE
ENTERTAINMENT
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
ENVIRON PROT
ENVIRONMENT
ERICKSON STEVE
EROS DATA
ESCORT SERVICE
ETHICS
EUTHANASIA
EVANS DAVID
EWING JACK
EXAMINATIONS
exchange program
DATE PAPER NOTATION
EXPERIMENT STATION
EXTENSION SERVICE
EXTRACURRICULAR
FACULTY
10/02/1991 AOIl *ENROLLMENT BREAKS RECORD (COATES)
2/05/1992 B031 *EASY RIDER
9/19/1990 A123 KGOMERS SPECIALIZE IN THEMES (CROUSE)
10/03/1990 AlOA *BANDS STUN, CAPTIVATE AUDIENCE (ANDERSON)
10/03/1990 All! GUITARIST MIXES HUMOR, POP MUSIC (CROUSE)
1/16/1991 AlO'i *2-BAND ENTERTAINMENT TO CAMPUS (ADERMAN)
1/30/1991 A031 UAFBC GRANTS $100,000 FOR ENTERTAINMENT (ERICKSON)
"i/OA/lOOl AOll XPISCOPO HEATS UP CROWD IN FROST ARENA (ANDERSON)
'i/OA/1991 A121 **INDIAN AND WHITE GUY' POWWOW (ANDERSON)
'f/10/1991 AO-^l KCOMMUNITY CHILDREN HONORED AT CONCERT (TRAUTMANN)
10/23/1991 Alll KBARS OFFER ATMOSPHERE (KRIZ)
10/23/1991 A121 KMANAGERS CREATE WAYS TO ENTERTAIN (RATZLAFF)
10/23/1991 A131 *MUS1C A BIG PART IN BARS' 'PERSONALITIES' (BAKKE)
11/13/1991 A063 WAGNER GETS UNFAIR EXCEPTION (L)
11/13/1991 B061 'MURDER' MYSTERY (KRIZ)
11/20/1991 AI03 PRESIDENT RESPONDS TO COMPLAINT (L)
1/22/1992 A061 KACTORS BRING TELEVISION TO LIFE (KORKOW)
A/08/1992 AOAl KCOMEDIAN CLOWNS ON CAMPUS (KORKOW)
10/2A/1990 A03A CONNECTION BETWEEN UNIVERSITY, INDUSTRY (KRATZ)
10/31/1990 A0A5 COLLEGE HOSTS ENTREPRENEURSHIP MEETING (RATZLAFF)
11/07/1990 A0A3 KPASSION PARAMOUNT FOR BUSINESS SUCCESS (COATES)
9/19/1990 A07A ^ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES DESERVE MORE ATTENTION
10/03/1990 A03A NUN SPEAKS ABOUT CONSERVATIONAL ISSUES (RATZLAFF)
10/17/1990 A063 ^INITIATIVES EXPLAINED
10/31/1990 A071 KPAPER PRODUCERS SHOULD LOOK TO PAST
ll/lA/1990 A071 XPAPER PRODUCTION POSES PROBLEMS
2/13/1991 A083 ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION COMPLETED ON HILLS (NOEM)
2/20/1991 A08A GOVERNOR'S ENVIRONMENTAL BILL PASSES (NOEM)
3/13/1991 A083 ^CORPORATE ENVIRONMENTALISM FALLS SHORT
3/20/1991 AlOA STATE GETS GRANTS FOR ENVIRONMENT
A/2A/1991 AOll KCELEBRATES, COMMEMORATES FOUNDER OF GREEN (COATES)
A/2A/1991 A0A3 KREFILLABLE MUGS AID ENVIRONMENT (PETERSON)
5/01/1991 A05A *EAGLE TAKEN OFF ENDANGERED LIST
9/11/1991 A0A2 EPA PRESSURE RESULTS IN CHANGES (ERICKSON)
9/18/1991 A07A *EARTH NEEDS BETTER PROTECTION
10/16/1991 A081 KGREEN SCENE (COATES)
10/16/1991 A08A SDSU GREEN SUPPORTS WORLD (HENSON)
10/16/1991 A08A COMMUNITIES SUPPORT 3 R'S (LEARING)
10/16/1991 A085 SENATOR PROPOSES ENVIRONMENTAL BILL (COATES)
10/23/1991 AOIA SA ORGANIZES 'GREEN ZONE' PLAN (PAUL)
10/30/1991 A082 SENATE APPROVES ENVIRONMENTAL BILL
12/0A/1991 A03A GROUP PLANS LAWSUIT (WENISCH)
12/11/1991 A081 SD NEEDS ENVIRONMENTAL BILL (ED)
2/26/1992 AHA ^ENVIRONMENT LACKS POWER WITH CANDIDATES
SEE ENVIRON PROT
11/27/1991 A121 KYOU'RE UNDER ARREST (ERICKSON)
2/05/1992 BOIA CAMPUS SNOW REMOVAL POLICIES OUTLINED (ERICKSON)
A/01/1992 A071 UNITED NATIONS OPENS ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY CENTER
10/02/1991 A055 SA SAYS NO ESCORTS (KUETER)
2/13/1991 A091 STATE ETHICS PANEL PROPOSAL DEFEATED
A/10/1991 A051 ETHICS SPEECH INFORMS RA'S (TRAUTMANN)
11/27/1991 AlOl XMERCY KILLING OR MURDER
2/19/1992 A06A ^PROFESSOR PUBLISHES POETRY (SCHERR)
9/18/1991 A051 CAMPUS BRIEF--EWING APPOINTED
12/11/1991 A092 KCAMPUS COMMENTS--TO COPE WITH FINALS
SEE ALSO STUDENTS EXCHANGE
10/09/1991 A053 STUDENTS TO ATTEND RUSSIAN UNIVERSITY (SYKORA)
1/22/1992 B02A NATIONAL EXCHANGE STRETCHES HORIZONS (FENGER)
SEE AG EXPERIMENT
SEE AG EXTENSION WORK
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES OFFER ADVANTAGES (ED)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FACULTY, TEACHERS
I0/I7/I990 AOIA PROFESSORS RECEIVE PAY HIKE (BERG)
II/28/I990 A03A FACULTY SALARIES DON'T MEET NATIONAL AVERAGE (SLABA)
I/23/I99I A05I KCARING FOR STUDENTS (TRAUTMANN)
9/I8/I99I AOAI SABBATICALS IMPROVE SDSU IN LONG RUN (SYKORA)
I0/I6/I99I A03I ^PROFESSORS, FAMILY GET FEET WET IN CHINA (CECIL)
I0/30/I99I A05I FACULTY WORKS FOR CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING
I/29/I992 B032 FACULTY WILL PRESENT IDEAS
I0/23/I99I A03I GRANT TO ENHANCE CULTURAL DIVERSITY (SYKORA)
SEE COHE
I1/I4/I990 AO<»I XDEVILISH STUDY
9/II/I99I A073 XWHAT HAPPENED TO GOD'S PERFECT WORLD
9/25/I99I A07<i KTRUE LIFE BEGINS WHEN...
II/27/I99I AII4 *PORN MOCKS GIFT OF GOD
I2/II/I99I A09'i *REAL SANTA SET GOOD EXAMPLE
I/22/I992 AI02 *SATAN IS AN AIR HEAD
2/05/1992 A06I *WRITER IDENTIFIES WITH HELPLESSNESS
I0/02/I99I A06I
FACULTY COLLOQUIUM
FACULTY DEVELOPMEN
FACULTY UNION
FAGERHAUG KURT
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FAGERHAUG KURT
FALKEN DENraS
FAMILY
FAMILY DAY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/19/1992 A09'} *SIGNS FOLLOW TRUE BELIEVERS
3/18/1992 A07'i KJESUS, NOT 'BEING GOOD,' SAVES
1/01/1992 A094 *SELF-PROCLAIMED SPORTS WANNA-BE
1/22/1992 A063 *ANTI-ABORTION PROTESTS ARE JUSTIFIED
yi7/1991 A091 XBROOKINGS CRIME RATE CLIMBS (NOEM)
10/17/1990 A071 *FAMILY REUNIONS CAN BE STRESSFUL
1/01/1991 A031 '90'S CHANGE FAMILIES (SYKORAV2/12/1992 A031 FAMILY CAN SUE FAMILY FOR LIABILITY
VyiyA?,?,} ^PARENTS, STUDENTS ATTEND (SYKORAl2/06/1991 A133XFAMILY BONDING
2/19/1992 A011 STATERS CHOOSE FAMILY OF THE YEAR CKLEINJANl
2/19/1992 A011 FAMILIES TO BE HONORED FOR SERVICES (KLEINJAN)
SEE FERPS
CONDOMS, SEX EDUCATION
SUPPORTS TAX REFORM
SEE ALSO AG, GRAIN STORAGE
FARM CRISIS AFFECTS CENSUS (NELSON)
eSo?.!-X YIELD SUCCESS STORY (PETERSON)SHOULD FARMING BE SUBSIDIZED
FARMERS NOT DEPENDENT (L)
FRIEND A HELPING HAND
PROPOSED FOR COMMERCIAL LICENSING
COLOR 1991 FALL (TRAUTMANN)
XBEWARE OF THE FASHION PATROL
XSULTRY STYLES SPICE UP SPRING (VERRILL)
KFATHER PROVIDES MORE THAN NECESSITIES
*DAD'S QUOTES GENERATE MEMORIES
^FATHER'S MASSIVE SHELF-BUILDING SPREE
SINGLE IOWA FATHERS FACE STRUGGLES
X'RABBITS IMPROVE TO 11-7 (WOLLMAN)
cA^Donw9o northern plains BIOSTRESS lab (BRASHER)SA APPROVES EDITORS (AVOK)
ACT DEFINES PRIVACY (SYKORA)
FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME TO BE DISCUSSED
FINAL FEES APPROACHING
SEE ALSO STUDENT AID
NEW APPLICATION OFFERED
FIREFIGHTERS RECEIVE CERTIFICATION (BAMSEY)
BAR BURNS, LOUNGE CLOSED FOR REPAIRS
KDOWNTOWN BUSINESS BURNS TO THE GROUND (DAWOUD)
FIRE CAUSES MINIMAL DAMAGE (SCHERR)
*FIRE DESTROYS FAMILY'S HOME (COATES)
*ICY HOT
XBUILDINGS ABLAZE
TOURS HIGHLIGHT HISTORIC BROOKINGS (KILLION)
FISHING REGULATIONS PROPOSED
COMMISSION AFFIRMS NEW FISHING RULES
SALMON ON THE RUN
EARLY ICE FISHING HITS AREA (HESBY)
SPRING NORTHERN PIKE FISHING (HESBY)
ICE FISHING SEASON IN FULL SWING (HESBY)
XBODY BUILDERS ENDURE TRAINING (SCHERR)
*0H, SAY CAN YOU SEE...
KSCOPE OF MIDEAST CRISIS SEEN THROUGH CONCERT
*FATHER PROVIDES MORE THAN NECESSITIES
KPEANUTS CHARACTERS OFFER LESSONS FOR ALL
*ELDER AUTHORITY OVER YOUTH STIFLES GROWTH
XCHANGES FALL SHORT
XFONDNESS FOR FOOD EXPRESSED
QUIETS HUNGER PAINS (ADERMAN)
MENTIONS CORRECTIONS IN STORY (L)
FOOD,PANTRY THANKS STUDENTS (L)
FOOD SCIENTIST REVEALS TECHNOLOGY SECRETS (ERICKSON)
XFOOD SERVICE MAKES CHANGES
MARRIOTT MONOPOLY MUST END (ED)
*FOOD SERVICE ENCOUNTERS CHANGE (LUTTMANN)
*OPINION OF THE FOOD SERVICE CHANGES
STUDENTS BLAME WRONG GROUP (ED)
COLUMNIST'S FACTS QUESTIONED (L)
xJACKRABBITS waltz OVER 'VOTES (SIEVERT)
NEW OFFENSE, RETURNING STARTERS (SIEVERT S GLOVER)
ROAD CLOSED--NORTH CAMPUS DRIVE
XUND THWARTS LATE 'RABBIT RALLY (WERRE)
EARLY INJURIES RIDDLE TEAMS (GLOVER)
BISON OVERTURN JACKRABBITS (WERRE)
*INJURY PROBLEMS INCREASE (SIEVERT)
INJURIES DISRUPT GRIDIRON SEASON (GLOVER)
*JACKS RALLY OVER USD (SIEVERT)
11/I<»/1990 A085
FAMILY EDUC RIGHTS
FAMILY PLANNING
FARMERS UNION
FARMS S FARMING
9/12/1990
2/20/1991
10/09/1991
10/16/1991
11/13/1991
1/01/1992
10/23/1991
10/30/1991
3/25/1992
9/26/1990
10/03/1990
10/02/1991
2/26/1992
1/10/1991
2/05/1992
1/10/1991
1/17/1991
12/11/1991
2/05/1992
1/23/1991
5/01/1991
9/12/1990
11/28/1990
12/05/1990
1/17/1991
11/13/1991
1/08/1992
1/22/1992
9/26/1990
10/17/1990
10/21/1990
12/12/1990
1/10/1991
1/29/1992
9/26/1990
2/06/1991
9/12/1990
9/26/1990
10/10/1990
10/21/1990
11/07/1990
1/01/1991
12/12/1990
1/23/1991
10/30/1991
1/30/1991
9/26/1990
1/21/1991
9/11/1991
9/11/1991
1/22/1992
2/26/1992
9/12/1990
9/12/1990
9/12/1990
9/19/1990
9/19/1990
9/26/1990
10/03/1990
10/03/1990
10/10/1990
FASHION
FATHERS
FAY DANA
FEDERAL FUNDS
FEICKERT DEE
FERPS
FETAL ALCOHOL
FINAL FEES
FINANCIAL AID
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRES
FISHBACK HORACE
FISHING
FITZGERALD SCOTT
FLAGS
FLANNERY BRIDGET
FOOD
FOOD PANTRY
FOOD SCIENCE
FOOD SERVICE
FOOTBALL
AO 91
A031
Alll
AO 61
A081
A075
A082
A071
A061
A071
A063
Alll
A121
A122
A031
A015
A031
A036
B035
A056
A073
AOll
A093
A012
AOll
A031
B083
A031
AI55
A165
A166
A173
Alll
B083
Alll
Alll
A071
A071
AO 71
A071
A071
A063
Alll
A062
A063
AOll
A031
A061
A051
A072
AlOl
A103
Alll
Alll
A191
A161
A176
A131
Alll
A175
A133
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FOOTBALL
FOOTBALL-PROF
FORDHAM KIM
FOREIGN STUDENTS
FORENSICS
FORNEY ROBERT
FORSBERG LARRY
FOUNDATION
FRANKLIN DOUG
FRATERNITIES
FRAUD
FREDRICK LES
FREDRICKSON AMY
FRERICKS BARB
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/17/1990 AI5I STATE FALLS 37-19
10/2A/1990 A151 *AUGIE BACK SAILS BY JACKRABBITS (WERRE)
10/31/1990 A012 *FOOTBALL COACH TO MAKE LAST CALL CGLOVER)
10/31/1990 A151 CHIEFS USE STRONG SECOND HALF (WERRE)
11/07/1990 A131 XJACKS MISS VICTORY BY ONE FOOT CWERRE)
11/07/1990 A131 COACH TO END MEMORABLE CAREER SATURDAY (SIEVERT)
11/07/1990 A131 TEAM MADE GUTSY MOVE (GLOVER)
Il/lA/1990 AOll SEARCH TEAM NAMED TO FILL GRID VACANCY
ll/lA/1990 Alll *WHAT A FINISH (SIEVERT)
11/28/1990 A012 *THREE MEN AND A JOB (SIEVERT)
12/05/1990 A012 *COACH HOPES TO REKINDLE FIRE (GLOVER)
12/05/1990 A016 PLAYERS GIVE VIEWS ON NEW HEAD COACH (SIEVERT)
12/05/1990 Alll SELECTION PROCESS NAILS COACH (GLOVER)
12/12/1990 A161 ^ASSISTANTS LOOK FOR NEW ASSIGNMENTS (SIEVERT)
12/12/1990 A171 PLAYOFFS NEEDED TO DECIDE NATIONAL TITLE (GLOVER)
1/16/1991 A122 COACHES BRING EXPERIENCE GOALS (LANGE)
2/13/1991 A122 FIFTEEN PREP STARS SIGN (GLOVER)
9/17/1991 A139 *FOOTBALL OPENS WITH NEW LEADERSHIP (WALKES)
5/01/1991 A116 INTRA-SQUAD SCRIMMAGE ENDS SPRING (LANGE)
9/11/1991 A019 XVICTORY
9/11/1991 A161 KSDSU FOOTBALL HITS AIRWAVES (ARCHER)
9/11/1991 A162 WNAX RETURNS AS VOICE OF THE JACKS (ARCHER)
9/11/1991 A162 XDALY'S CREW WINS DEBUT (NOEM)
9/11/1991 A179 KTIME TO BE TEST FOR THE 'RABBITS (NOEM)
9/18/1991 A191 KTHERE'S NO PLACE LIKE DOME (ARCHER)
9/18/1991 A192 KJACKS WIN FIRST OF TWO (NOEM)
9/25/1991 A132 BEEF BOWL MORE THAN A FOOTBALL GAME (NOEM)
9/25/1991 A143 JACKS LOSE FIRST TO UND
10/02/1991 A151 3CDEFENSE FORCES BISON TO THROW (NOEM)
10/02/1991 A152 KNDSU BISON STOMP JACKS 35-0 (ANDREJESKl)
10/09/1991 AlAl XJACKS GRAB FIRST CONFERENCE WIN (WOLLMAN)
10/16/1991 AOll KSTATE SMURF
10/16/1991 A091 *JACKS FIND RIGHT TRACK (NOEM)
10/16/1991 A091 KJACKS CONQUER COYOTES (WOLLMAN)
10/23/1991 A1A2 *SONS SHARE FATHERS' SUCCESS (TUCKER & NOEM)
10/23/1991 A151 XJACKS BEAR MORNINGSIDE (WOLLMAN)
10/30/1991 A136 GROSDIDIER'S BROKEN ANKLE HALTS CAREER (NOEM)
10/30/1991 A151 KOFFENSE IGNITES SDSU PAST AUGIE (WOLLMAN)
11/13/1991 A012 KDALY'S CHANGES KICK IN NEW ATTITUDE (WOLLMAN)
11/13/1991 BlOl XJACKRABBITS LOSE TO MANKATO STATE IN DOME (WOLLMAN)
11/20/1991 A012 KSCREWY WABBIT
11/20/1991 BOAl FANS MUST ASKS DALY FOR MORE (NOEM)
11/20/1991 B0<i2 KJACKS EDGE ATH RANKED UNC TO GO 7-3 (WOLLMAN)
12/0A/1991 B061 DALY NABS TOP NCC COACHING HONORS (NOEM)
12/11/1991 A014 XDEFENSIVE LINEMAN HEADS FOR ALL-STAR GAME (NOEM)
12/11/1991 B051 USD SEEKS NEW FOOTBALL COACH
2/19/1992 A125 JACKS SIGN PREP FOOTBALL PLAYERS
2/19/1992 A13A SPECIAL EVENTS PLANNED FOR BASKETBALL AND FOOTBALL
A/29/1992 B071 *V1KINGS GIVE MILLARD TO SEATTLE (NOEM)
A/29/1992 B083 XFOOTBALL TEAM ANSWERS QUESTIONS IN SPRING (NOEM)
ll/lA/1990 AlAl BAD DECISION TO PULL SUPER BOWL (GLOVER)
1/30/1991 AlAl BOWL SPARKS HISTORIC TIME (GLOVER)
A/2A/1991 A1A2 FORDHAM WINS 800 AT KANSAS RELAYS
SEE ALSO INTERNATIONAL DAY
9/26/1990 A015 MIDDLE EASTERN STUDENTS OFFER PERSPECTIVE (FRISVOLD)
10/17/1990 A051 ^STUDENTS PRACTICE CULTURAL AWARENESS (RAINER)
10/2A/1990 AHA ORGANIZATION WELCOMES FOREIGN STUDENTS (THILL)
3/20/1991 A031 KPAKISTANIAN STUDENT DENIED RESIDENCY (SLABA)
1/15/1992 B012 *STUDENT STARTS TREATMENT (ERICKSON)
10/16/1991 AOAl SPEECH TEAM PLACES 5TH IN TOURNAMENT
10/30/1991 A055 SPEECH TEAM SWEEPS TWIN CITIES TOURNEY
A/08/1992 BOH QUALIFIES 5 FOR NATIONAL TOURNAMENT (DEWEY)
10/10/1990 AlAl TOXICOLOGIST SPEAKS TONIGHT ON CAMPUS
A/01/1992 A055 ^SINGING SENIORS
SEE ALSO SDSU FOUNDATION
9/26/1990 A083 FUND DRIVE RAISES $1.7 MILLION (NELSON)
10/10/1990 AOAl XCOMPUTER ROOM DEDICATED (BERG)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FRATERNITIES
9/26/1990 A031 STUDENTS RUSH TO GREEKS (TRAUTMANN)
10/2A/1990 AOAl FRATERNITY CELEBRATES 20TH ANIVERSARY (TRAUTMANN)
H/lA/1990 A0A5 FRATERNITY GETS COLONIZATION (BERG)
1/23/1991 A051 SDSU RECOGNIZES WOMEN'S FRATERNITY (PETERSON)
9/25/1991 A051 GREEKS RUSH CAMPUS (SYKORA)
10/30/1991 A122 ^SCHOLARSHIP FRAUD STRIKES STUDENTS (HENSON)
9/26/1990 AOIZ *LETTER MAN
1/15/1992 AOll FRESHMAN COED DIES FOLLOWING ACCIDENT (COATES)
2/20/1991 AOll *TWO MORE SLATES VIE FOR SA POSITION (KRATZ)
3/13/1991 A031 *STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION ELECTION '91
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FRERICKS BARB
FRIENDSHIP
FRISVOLD BRAD
FROST ARENA
FROST BUSTER
FULDA HENRY
FUND RAISING
FUTURE FARMERS
GAFF JERRY
GALLERY LOUNGE
GAMBLING
GAMES
GARBAGE
GARDENING
GARNETTE GLADWIN
GASOHOL
6AS0LINE-SD
GATES CASEY
GATES PHIL
GEESE
GEOGRAPHY
GEORGESON LAURIE
-GERLACH PAUL
GERONTOLOGY
GIAGO TIM
GIBBS ANN
GILBERT HOWARD
GILBERTSON JAY
GJEVRE AMY
GLADSTONE JACK
GLOVER JOHN
GOBLE JEFF
GOLD CARD
GOLF
GONZALES PAUL
GOONEY BIRDS
GOOSEN GORDON
GRADES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/22/1992
9/19/1990
10/10/1990
2/06/1991
9/12/1990
9/19/1990
9/26/1990
10/03/1990
10/10/1990
10/17/1990
10/2A/1990
10/31/1990
11/07/1990
ll/lA/1990
11/28/1990
12/05/1990
12/12/1990
1/23/1991
11/27/1991
3/20/1991
1/22/1992
5/01/1991
5/01/1991
10/16/1991
A/08/1992
11/07/1990
ll/lA/1990
1/15/1992
2/19/1992
11/07/1990
A076 ^SENATOR WRITES ON ECOLOGY
aSxt OFFERS LESSONS FOR LIVINGA063 ^MISFORTUNES LEAD TO FRIENDSHIP
A083 ^INANIMATE OBJECT SERVES AS FRIEND
A063 JfSENIOR REFLECTS ON RETURN TO FALL
A061 QUALITY OF STUDENT LIFE DICTATED BY SOCIETY (ED)
A063 ^PROCRASTINATING WAYS HARD TO CHANGE
A061 CONFLICT DESERVES VOTER ATTENTION (ED)
A063 ^MISFORTUNES LEAD TO FRIENDSHIP
A061 MINING NEEDS LIMITATIONS (ED)
WEEKEND INCIDENTSA061 RIOTS DESERVE SERIOUS LOOK (ED)
A063 *HAPPY EVENT STIFLES WEDDING BLUES
A061 TEAM NEEDS NEW BLOOD (ED)
A063 XTROOPS SERVING QUESTIONABLE CAUSE
A061 PROGRESS HAS ITS PRICE (ED)
A063 KDRINKING AGE, OTHER CHANGES MARK...
A081 DO GHOSTS LIVE IN FROST (GLOVER)
A051 DEVICE TO END WINDOW SCRAPING (WENISCH)
A051 STUDENTS FACE DEATH, GRIEF (KRATZ)
B0I5 WISDOM WEDNESDAY HELPS STUDENTS (ERICKSON)
A0<i3 FUN-RUNNER'S THANKED (L)
A081 XRESIDENTS PREVENT BIRTH DEFECTS (COOPER)
A093 *HAMMER TIME
A063 ^SENIOR'S FINAL FFA CONVENTION
A?ni modern university TRENDS (KRATZ)AlOl GALLERY LOUNGE FEATURES FAX ART SHOW (KRIZ)
A053 STUDY PROVES GAMBLING ADDICTION (KAFKA)
A07A STUDENTS CAN CASH IN ON FUN (PHILLIPS)
AlOA STUDENTS BECOME PART-TIME KILLERS (KRIZ)
SEE REFUSE 8 REF DISP
NOT ALLOWED FOR FSH (L)
SPRINT, JUMP TO SUCCESS (SCHERR)
AWARDS (WOLLMAN 8 SCHERR)
XETHANOL USE INCREASES AS BLEND IS REFINED (STANLEY)
CARS RUN ON 85 PERCENT ETHANOL FUEL BLEND
ETHANOL SAVES OIL RESERVES (TRAUTMANN)
CAMPUS ETHANOL USE INCREASES (LUTTMAN)
JfGAS PRICES INCREASE (ROSTYNE)
*LOVE OF BULL-RIDING, ANIMALS (ROSS)
GATES CONTINUES DOMINANCE (WALKES)
*OUTTA MY WAY ,
GEESE OFFER CHALLENGE (HESBY)
HUNTING AND CONSERVATION GO HAND IN HAND (HESBY)
XGOVERNOR'S GEESE
*SNdW GEESE OFFER CHALLENGE (HESBY)
XGEOGRAPHY BEE, CONVENTION ATTRACT (DEWEY)
*G0, STATE, GO!
3 STUDENTS CHARGED WITH CAR BURGLARIES (COATES)
GERONTOLOGY MINOR OFFERED THIS YEAR
INDIANS ARE PEOPLE, NOT MASCOTS
*NEW LEADER TAKES OVER (WOLLMAN)
JCMUSCULAR DYSTROPHY ASSOC RAISES $7,300 (NELSON)
*BLUE SOLO
TWO FRESHMAN DIE OVER BREAK (COATES)
STORYTELLER WEAVES YARNS OF EXPERIENCE (SCHERR)
^MAKING YOUR MOVE (VERRILL)
XNICE SHOT
GOLD CARDS GIVEN TO STUDENTS BY SA (KRATZ)
XMEN'S GOLF REINSTATED (WOLLMAN)
GOLFERS OPEN AT CONCORDIA (GLOVER)
WOMEN FINISH NINTH
MEN COMPETE AT SAINT JOHN'S INVITATIONAL
GOLFERS TO HOST INVITE THIS WEEKEND (WERRE)
MEN LINKSTERS PLACE SIXTH FOR NCC (WERRE)
MEN SWING TO 4TH PLACE (GLOVER)
XSENIOR WINS GOLF TITLE AT TRIANGULAR (GLOVER)
GOLF--NO OTHER SPORT COMPARES (GLOVER)
XGOLF TEAMS TEE OFF IN SEASON OPENERS (WOLMAN)
XSDSU GOLF TEAM TAKES SECOND (WOLLMAN)
XMEN'S GOLF TEAM TAKES SECOND (NACHTIGALL)
GOLFERS FINISH FIFTH, THIRD (NOEM)
GOLFERS TAKE SECONDS (NACHTIGALL)
NUN SPEAKS ABOUT CONSERVATIONAL ISSUES (RATZLAFF)
XBAND SCORES NEW FANS IN SD (THILL)
*DOWN IN THE DIRT
REGENTS GRANT STUDENT SOLDIERS GRADES (COATES)
REGISTRAR OFFERS MORE READABLE GRADE SLIPS (SYKORA)
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5/01/1.991
3/20/1991
A/2A/1991
12/05/1990
A/17/1991
10/16/1991
3/18/1992
9/12/1990
10/03/1990
A/17/1991
2/20/1991
10/2A/1990
3/20/1991
2/12/1992
2/26/1992
A/01/1992
9/12/1990
A/22/1992
9/19/1990
1/29/1992
9/19/1990
A/01/1992
3/25/1992
12/0A/1991
A/08/1992
A/08/1992
1/23/1991
9/19/1990
9/12/1990
9/12/1990
9/26/1990
9/26/1990
10/03/1990
10/03/1990
10/10/1990
10/10/1990
A/OA/1991
9/11/1991
9/18/1991
10/02/1991
10/09/1991
10/16/1991
10/03/1990
1/23/1991
2/05/1992
11/28/1990
A/10/1991
A061
A151
A171
A083
A092
A081
B035
A081
A161
A1<»A
A013
A18A
A16'+
A015
B03A
B035
A012
AOll
A051
AOS'i
A171
B021
AO-^l
AO 15
A051
A082
A131
A041
A19I
A19A
A163
A163
A131
A133
A131
A131
AlAl
A171
A151
A161
A151
AlOA
A 03^
AlAl
BOll
AO 12
AOll
SUBJECT
GRAFF GORDON
GRANTS
GRAPHIC DESIGN
GREAT BRITAIN
GREECE
GREEK COUNCIL
GREEK WEEK
GRIEVANCES
GROCERY STORES-BR
GROSDIDIER JAMIE
GROTHE GAVLE
GROUSE
GUATEMALA
GUNDERSON ANN
HAAR CHAR
HACKING SCOTT
HAENSEL WAYNE
HAIRSTYLES
HAITI
HALL OF FAME
HALLEEN SHIRLEY
HALLOWEEN
HAMILTON C R
HANDICAPPED
DATE PAPER NOTATION
HANSEN HALL
HANSEN PAM
HANSON PAM
HAPPINESS
HARDING LECTURE
HARMS JASON
HARRIS BOB
HARTLEY DAVID
HARTMAN CHRISTINE
HARTWIG AMY
HARVEST
HASSELSTROM LINDA
HASSOUN NADIM
HATCHERY
HAUCK CHARLES
HAUFFE ALEX
HEADLEY JAY
HEALEY NIGEL
HEALTH
HEALTH PHYSICAL ED
HEALTH SERVICE
12/11/1991 AOll CAMPUS RADIO STATION PREPARES FOR AIRWAVES (BAMSEY)
9/26/1990 A035 MATH, SCIENCE GRANTS AWARDED
10/03/1990 A091 KWINDOW DRESSER
10/10/1990 A051 BRITISH PROFESSOR ADDRESSES DIFFERENCES (BERG)
10/03/1990 Alll STUDENT TRADES GOATS FOR GRADES (PAUL)
1/22/1992 B031 GREEKS UNITE FOR INFORMATION NIGHT (KLEINJAN)
10/23/1991 A055 XGREEK OLYMPIADS COMPETE IN TOGAS (CHRISTENSEN)
11/20/1991 B012 TICKED OFF BY PROFESSOR (ERICKSON)
10/09/1991 A07A HY-VEE BUILDING LARGER (HOWE)
10/30/1991 A136 GROSDIDIER'S BROKEN ANKLE HALTS CAREER (NOEM)
2/06/1991 AlOA *PEACE, SISTER
9/12/1990 AI71 GROUSE OPENS
3/13/1991 A161 GRADUATE ASSISTANT BROADENS HORIZENS (SYKORA)
A/01/1992 BOll *FEMALE MANAGER BREAKS TRADITION (WIEBENGA)
9/11/1991 A081 MADISON WOMAN PLANS TO RUN IN '92 (HOWE)
10/23/1991 AOll *CANDIDATE SPEAKS TO COLLEGE REPUBLICANS (COATES)
11/13/1991 A071 *MRS CHAR HAAR WANTS TO GO...
9/18/1991 A133 *EAT MY DUST
10/31/1990 AD12 *FOOTBALL COACH TO MAKE LAST CALL (GLOVER)
11/07/1990 A131 COACH TO END MEMORABLE CAREER SATURDAY (SIEVERT)
10/16/1991 A191 KGROUP FOR HAIR-HATING PEOPLE (SCHERR)
1/15/1992 B025 KBALD IS BEAUTIFUL
12/05/1990 A0A2 STUDENTS JET TO HAITI (TRAUTMANN)
1/23/I99I AI31 KEXPERIENCE CULTURE WHILE BUILDING DESKS (THILL)
10/17/1990 A151 HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE TO BE HONORED
I0/2A/1990.A18I KCHAMP EARNS HALL OF FAME HONORS (SIEVERT)
10/10/1990 A012 KCANDIDATES GO HEAD TO HEAD ON DEBATE (NELSON)
10/2A/1990 A099 KHALLOWEEN SPOOKS
10/31/1990 A115 HALLOWEEN IS STILL POPULAR WITH STUDENTS (CROUSE)
11/07/1990 AlOl *LOCAL FAVORITE ENTERTAINS HALLOWEEN CROWD (CROUSE)
10/09/1991 A089 TO PLACE STUDENTS ON STREET CORNERS (COATES)
9/10/1991 A091 KPOOL SHARK SWIMMING WITH THE BIG BOYS (SCHUSTER)
10/31/1990 A053 DISABLED ADVISER HELPS STUDENTS (BERG)
9/17/1991 A085 DISABLED ACCESSIBILITY POOR (DAWOUD 8 COATES)
5/01/1991 A071 LOCAL BUSINESSES WIN DISABILITY AWARDS (STILLMAN)
9/11/1991 A096 PANEL SEEKS NOMINATIONS (COATES)
11/27/1991 A035 DISABLED STUDENTS HAVE FRIEND (SYKORA)
12/09/1991 A091 COMMITTEE PROMOTES HANDICAP AWARENESS (MILLER)
1/29/1992 BOIl TISSUES OF HUMAN RIGHTS DISCUSSED (ERICKSON)
2/I2/I992 AOll XSENIOR EARNS STATE DISABILITY AWARD (HOLLEY)
9/29/1992 AOll CAMPUS PREPARES FOR DISABLED ACCESSIBILITY (KUETER)
12/11/1991 B026 HANSON EVACUATED
9/22/1992 A063 HANSEN HALL RESIDENT OFFERS SOLUTION (L)
9/17/1991 A199 HANSEN QUALIFIES FOR SECOND NATIONAL EVENT (LANGE)
9/29/1991 A171 *END OF THE YEAR SPORTS AWARDS (WOLLMAN & SCHERR)
10/23/1991 A155 XHANSON EXCELS (WALKES)
1/22/1992 A122 *BEATING THE BLUES
1/22/1992 A125 HAPPINESS (HOLLEY)
12/09/1991 BOll LECTURES NEED BOOST (SYKORA)
2/05/1992 A031 KALL CLEAN
2/12/1992 BOll *TELLS WHO KILLED PRESIDENT KENNEDY (KLEINJAN)
2/12/1992 B012 HARRIS RESEARCHES CONSPIRACIES (KLEINJAN)
12/11/1991 A035 donations BEING SOUGHT
2/20/1991 AOll *TWO MORE SLATES VIE FOR SA POSITION (KRATZ)
3/13/1991 A031 ^STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION ELECTION '91
1/15/1992 A091 DIFFERENT VIEW OF SOVIET COLLAPSE IN RUSSIA
10/09/1991 A079 KFALL HARVESTING
9/17/1991 Alll AUTHORS TO VISIT CAMPUS FOR READING
2/13/1991 A08r GULF WAR WILL END WITHIN WEEKS (STILLMAN)
9/25/1991 Alll FUNDING GRANTED FOR HATCHERY
2/19/1992 A031 KROTC PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES (KUETER)
12/09/1991 A031 KALL DRESSED UP AND NO PLACE TO SNOW
2/20/1991 A093 ^MOUNTAIN BIKE MANIA STRIKES CAMPUS (SLABA)
10/10/1990 A051 BRITISH PROFESSOR ADDRESSES DIFFERENCES (BERG)
SEE ALSO WELLNESS FAIR
HEALTH PROJECT GETS SENATE FUNDING
SEE HPER
10/03/1990 AOll HEALTH SERVICE SETS POLICY
10/17/1990 A015 HEALTH SERVICE MOVES TO APPIONTMENT SYSTEM (KRATZ)
11/28/1990 A051 STUDENTS RECEIVE IMMUNIZATIONS AT CLINIC (SCHWARZ)
1/16/1991 AOll ASSOCIATION CUTS HEALTH SERVICE BUDGET (SCHWARZ)
1/23/1991 A016 PROPOSAL TERMINATES HEAT AID (STILLMAN)
9/12/1990 A031 TEACHER'S SON DEPLOYED FOR GULF CRISIS (MUSTEK)
11/28/1990 A033 ^PROFESSOR SPEAKS OF SON'S EXPERIENCE (ERICKSON)
10/03/1990 A031 KSURVEY SAYS...
2/19/1992 A121 TWO JACKS EARN ALL-ACADEMIC HONORS (NOEM)
10/09/1991 A099 US 'DID WELL' IN GULF (L)
11/20/1991 A105 INSTRUCTOR RESPONDS TO LETTER (L)
10/29/1990 A095
HEATING
HEELING JOEL
HEIMAN KEVIN
HEIRIGS ROCHELLE
HENDRICKS BERNIE
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HENDRICKS BERNIE
HEPNER RICK
HERBER ERWIN
HERRICKS TONY
HERZIG JACK
HIGHWAYS
HILLCREST PARK
HILSON NORM
HIPSAG TROY
HISTORICAL SITES
HISTORY FAIR
HOBBIES
HOBO DAY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/15/1992 A063 WRITER SAYS LETTER MISSES POINT CD
2/20/1991 A131 KWINTER WONDERLAND
9/12/1990 A103 KSTUDY SESSION
'♦/29/1992 AOll KLOOKS IN DISGUST AT HIS MUD-SOAKED CLOTHES
10/17/1990 A012 XEASY DOES IT
12/12/1990 A041 PROFESSOR WRITES BOOK ABOUT HIGHWAY lA (TRAUTMANN)
12/0A/1991 A03A SENATE APPROVES HIGHWAY FUNDING
9/12/1990 A091 *RECENT RENOVATION
10/03/1990 A12<i JCTHAR SHE BLOWS!
9/12/1990 A183 LATE SPORTS BROADCASTER REMEMBERED (GLOVER)
A/22/1992 B081 KRODEO GOALS ARE BEING MET (NOEM)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF SITES
A/22/1992 A03A TOURS HIGHLIGHT HISTORIC BROOKINGS (KILLION)
2/13/1991 A093 CLUBS CONVENE, RE-ENACT HISTORY
1/22/1992 A081 XSHIVEY SATURDAY
2/05/1992 A0A5 *HISTORY
2/05/1992 A081 KWINTER HOBBIES ELIMINATE BOREDOM (KRIZ)
9/26/1990 AlOl KHOBO DAY COMMITTEE OFFERS NEW EVENTS (ADERAMN)
10/17/1990 A012 *EASY DOES IT
10/17/1990 A105 HOBO DAY REVENUES FALL OFF CAVOK)
10/17/1990 Alll KHOBOS GO HOLLYWOOD (PAUL)
10/17/1990 A112 REVISED POINTS SYSTEM TO BOOST SPIRIT (SCHUSTER)
10/17/1990 AHA *NEW ROUTE AND MORE BANDS HIGHLIGHT (CROUSE)
10/2A/1990 A012 KPARTIES ESCALATE INTO VIOLENCE (FRISVOLD)
10/2A/1990 AOIA *CAMPUS DAMAGE COSTS APPROACH $30,000 (COATES)
10/2A/1990 A021 *FELONY CHARGES FILED AGAINST RIOTERS (ROSS)
10/2A/1990 A021 FIRSTHAND ACCOUNT OF WEEKEND MOB ACTIVITY (WALKES)
10/2A/1990 A025 REGENTS THREATEN FUTURE HOBO DAYS (MOSS)
10/2A/1990 A03A STUDENTS APOLOGIZE (SCHWARZ)
10/2A/1990 A051 SIX GRANTED ALUMNI AWARDS (BERG)
10/2A/1990 A053 KSIGNS OF A RIOT
10/2A/1990 A061 HOBO DAY VIOLENCE RAISES SEVERAL QUESTIONS (ED)
10/2A/1990 A063 KTO TAKE LONG LOOK AT WEEKEND INCIDENTS
10/24/1990 A063 ^COMMITTEE DESERVES CREDIT FOR ACTIVITIES
10/24/1990 A081 *JACK BE NIMBLE
10/24/1990 A094 VANDALISM RISES IN OCTOBER (STANLEY)
10/24/1990 Alll REGENTS WILL DECIDE FATE OF HOBO DAY (ANDERSON)
10/24/1990 Alll KPIPPY LONGSTOCKINGS
10/24/1990 A114 KTRADITION SPARKS ALUMNI'S RETURN (CROUSE)
10/24/1990 A123 *HOBOS GO HOLLYWOOD (CROUSE)
10/24/1990 A151 KAUGIE BACK SAILS BY JACKRABBITS (WERRE)
10/31/1990 A015 TASK FORCE LOOKS AT SOLUTIONS TO RIOTS (KRATZ)
10/31/1990 A031 PRESIDENT EMERITUS REMEMBERS (TRAUTMANN)
10/31/1990 A031 SOCIOLOGIST APPLIES THEORY TO RIOTS (TRAUTMANN)
10/31/1990 A035 ^STUDENTS CLEAN BROOKINGS (STANLEY)
10/31/1990 A041 RED RIBBONS REMIND STUDENTS NOT TO DRIVE (TRAUTMANN)
.10/31/1990 A061 RIOTS DESERVE SERIOUS LOOK (ED)
10/31/1990 A071 SDSU, GO BACK TO THE FARM
10/31/1990 A074 KRIOT COVERAGE FALLS SHORT
10/31/1990 A081 PRESIDENTS, STUDENTS PUSH FOR SOLUTIONS (KRATZ)
11/07/1990 A012 KREGENTS DELAY HOBO DAY DECISION (ANDERSON & MOSS)
11/07/1990 A012 STUDENTS DISCUSS ALCOHOL PROBLEMS (KRATZ)
11/07/1990 A055 DECISIONS ABOUT NEXT HOBO DAY (SCHWARZ)
11/07/1990 A071 'CHEAP SHOTS' OFFERED BY MIRROR EDITORIAL (L)
11/14/1990 A012 P'PARTY' CITATIONS UPSET STUDENTS (ROSS)
11/14/1990 A063 *STAY TUNED FOR MORE DETAILS
11/14/1990 A074 SDSU STUDENT RESPONDS (L)
11/14/1990 A081 PCOMMITTEE LOOKS FOR SOLUTIONS (STANLEY)
11/28/1990 A036 FACULTY CONDEMNS VIOLENCE (COATES)
11/28/1990 A071 FEDERATION PRESIDENT GIVES VIEWS ON COVERAGE (L)
11/28/1990 A073 ALUMNUS GIVES HOBO DAY PERSPECTIVE (L)
2/06/1991 AOll P'PRANKSTER' ACQUITTED OF FELONY CHARGE
3/13/1991 A015 MEN PLEAD GUILTY TO CHARGES (FEICKERT)
4/04/1991 AOll HOBO DAY WILL CONTINUE (COATES)
4/04/1991 A015 PLEAD GUILTY TO CHARGES FROM HOBO DAY (COATES)
4/04/1991 A041 HOBO DAY RIOT SURVEY TALLIED (SYKORA)
4/04/1991 A061 OFFICIALS DEALT WELL WITH RIOT (ED)
4/04/1991 A062 MAYOR DEFENDS CITY IDEAS (L)
9/11/1991 AOll HOBO DAY OFFENDERS APPEAR IN COURT (COATES)
9/11/1991 A061 OFFICIALS WON'T REVEAL VANDALS' PUNISHMENTS (ED)
9/18/1991 AOll UPC SIGNS .38 SPECIAL FOR HOBO DAY (SLEEP)
9/25/1991 A052 SA CLUB IDENTIFIES CURRENT ISSUES (COATES)
9/25/1991 A072 PCAMPUS COMMENTS--.38 SPECIAL FOR HOBO DAY
9/25/1991 A074 DUO DEBATES HEALTH CARE
10/09/1991 A015 SCHEDULE OF EVENTS--HOBO DAY 1991
10/09/1991 A031 REVISITED--JOURNALISTS OFFER EXPLANATIONS (ERICKSON)
10/09/1991 A033 PHOBO WILLIE
10/09/1991 A041 ALUMNI TO BE HONORED
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SUBJECT
HOBO DAY
HOBO WEEK
HOCKEY
HOEKMAN KRISTI
HOLLENBECK JAY
HOLLEY JODI
HOLLEY LAURA
HOLLYDAY CHRISTOPH
HOLM BILL
HOLM JOHNY
HOME
HOME ECONOMICS
HOMOSEXUALITY
HORSE CLUB
HORSES
HOUSE PARTIES
HOUSING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/09/1991 A051 SA LEADERS TO SCOOP PARADE POOP (KUETER)
10/09/1991 A091 CAMPUS-COMMUNITY RELATIONS GET WORSE (L)
10/09/1991 AlOl TAKE ADVANTAGE OF SECOND CHANCE (ED)
10/09/1991 AlOl KSTUDENTS CAN DECIDE
10/16/1991 AOll HOBO DAY PASSES QUIETLY (WALKES)
10/16/1991 A051 RITTER PRAISES HOBO DAY SUCCESS
10/16/1991 A053 *HOBO HAVEN
10/16/1991 A061 *N0 HOBO DAY RIOTS
10/16/1991 A071 XHOLIDAY BRINGS MEMORIES
10/30/1991 A07<i *HOBO DAY MASCOT LACKS 'POLITICAL CORRECTNESS'
12/0A/1991 AOAl RIOTER GETS REPRIEVE (MILLER)
11/07/1990 A016 DRINKING WRITE-UPS PLUMMET (TRAUTMANN)
10/09/1991 A113 KCOLUMNIST GIVES HOBO WEEK HINTS
10/16/1991 AOll STUDENTS END HOBO WEEK WITH .38 SPECIAL (BAMSEY)
10/16/1991 AlAl ^STUDENTS COMPETE IN HOBO WEEK EVENTS (COATES)
11/28/1990 A151 KHOCKEY OPENS IN IOWA (HESBY)
12/05/1990 A116 UWI RACES BY STATE SKATERS (SIEVERT)
1/23/1991 AlOl KSDSU SPLITS MATCHES (GLOVER)
2/06/1991 A071 KPOWER PLAY
11/27/1991 A091 KCLUB TO HOST TOURNEY (NACHTIGALL)
11/27/1991 A09A SDSU HOCKEY UPS TO 2-2 (NACHTIGALL)
12/11/1991 B075 HOCKEY TEAM DROPS TWO GAMES (NACHTIGALL)
1/15/1992 B062 HOCKEY CLUB FALLS TO 2-8 (NACHTIGALL)
1/22/1992 B061 SDSU HOCKEY CLUB FALLS TO 2-10 (NACHTIGALL)
1/29/1992 B061 KHOCKEY CLUB SPLITS TWO WITH DRAKE (NACHTIGALL)
2/05/1992 B075 CLUB WINS 2 OF 3 ROAD GAMES (NACHTIGALL)
2/12/1992 B051 *CLUB CONTINUES UPSWING, WIN 1 OF 2 (NACHTIGALL)
2/26/1992 B021 HOCKEY CLUB TO HOST TOURNAMENT (NACHTIGALL)
2/26/1992 B02A XHOCKEY CLUB SPLITS WiTH ISU (NACHTIGALL)
2/05/1992 B021 GROWING UP WITH MISSIONARY PARENTS (FENGER)
9/26/1990 A165 KWHOA DOGGIE!
9/18/1991 A063 *KINDNESS MAKES GOOD BUSINESS
10/02/1991 A063 XAUTUMN BRINGS MEMORIES OF HOME
1/22/1992 B035 *CLEAR THE WAY
11/27/1991 A061 *JAZZ QUARTET MAKES FIRST APPEARANCE (KORKOW)
10/10/1990 A031 AUTHOR SPEAKS ON CHINA (SCHWARZ)
11/07/1990 AlOl XLOCAL FAVORITE ENTERTAINS HALLOWEEN CROWD (CROUSE)
9/11/1991 A063 ^THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOME
9/26/1990 AOAA *CLARK BECOMES ACTING DEAN (TRAUTMANN)
1/16/1991 A051 PUBLIC RELATIONS TEAM BOOSTS HOME EC IMAGE (SYKORA)
A/0^/1991 AOAA HOME EC EXPO OFFERS CAREER POSSIBILITIES (PETERSON)
4/17/1991 A053 TWO VIE FOR HOME EC DEAN POST
12/04/1991 BOll KSTUDENTS LIVE IN URBAN POVERTY (FENGER)
4/01/1992 B014 EXPOSITION OFFERS OLYMPIC IDEAS (WENISCH)
4/08/1992 B034 KHOME EC EXPO LAST WEEKEND
9/19/1990 A071 ANTI-HOMOSEXUAL POLICIES CRITICIZED (L)
11/27/1991 All! JfJESUS LOVES HOMOSEXUALS, TOO
12/11/1991 A083 GOD, JESUS DO NOT CONDONE HOMOSEXUALITY (L)
12/11/1991 A091 3CSH0ULD THE CHURCH CONDONE IT
1/15/1992 A064 HOMOSEXUALITY DEFENSE OFFERED (L)
1/29/1992 A063 HOMOSEXUALITY IS WRONG, SINFUL (L)
1/29/1992 A064 EVERYONE DESERVES LOVE (L)
3/25/1992 B041 KHORSIN' AROUND
4/29/1992 B021 KHORSIN' AROUND
5/01/1991 A036 HORSE SHOW ATTRACTS COMPETITORS (PETERSON)
10/03/1990 A073 ^EXCESS PARTYING RESULTS IN TRASHED...
10/24/1990 A012 ^PARTIES ESCALATE INTO VIOLENCE (FRISVOLD)
10/24/1990 A021 KFELONY CHARGES FILED AGAINST RIOTERS (ROSS)
10/24/1990 A021 FIRSTHAND ACCOUNT OF WEEKEND MOB ACTIVITY (WALKES)
10/24/1990 A034 STUDENTS APOLOGIZE (SCHWARZ)
10/31/1990 A081 PRESIDENTS, STUDENTS PUSH FOR SOLUTIONS (KRATZ)
11/07/1990 A012 STUDENTS DISCUSS ALCOHOL PROBLEMS (KRATZ)
11/07/1990 A061 PCAMPUS COMMENTS--ALTERNATIVES TO HOUSE PARTIES
11/14/1990 A012 P'PARTY' CITATIONS UPSET STUDENTS (ROSS)
1/16/1991 A031 PPANELISTS DEBATE STUDENT RIGHTS VIOLATIONS (ROSS)
1/23/1991 A113 OFF-CAMPUS RESIDENTS SHARE FRUSTRATIONS (STANLEY)
1/30/1991 AOll NUMBER OF KEGS ALLOWED IN HOUSES (FEICKERT)
2/06/1991 A081 PROPOSALS SOLVE NOTHING (ED)
2/13/1991 A063 ^STUDENTS DESERVE ADULT RIGHTS
3/13/1991 AlOl PKEG LAW REVAMPED BY COMMITTEE (STILLMAN)
SEE ALSO LEASE 8 RENT
1/16/1991 A031 PPANELISTS DEBATE STUDENT RIGHTS VIOLATIONS (ROSS)
1/23/1991 A016 PROPOSAL TERMINATES HEAT AID (STILLMAN)
1/23/1991 A113 OFF-CAMPUS RESIDENTS SHARE FRUSTRATIONS (STANLEY)
2/06/1991 A131 SEARCH FOR FALL HOUSING MEANS... (SCHUSTER)
2/13/1991 A081 PUNDERSTAND OFF-CAMPUS LEASES BETTER (STILLMAN)
5/01/1991 A073 FIREFIGHTERS RECEIVE CERTIFICATION (BAMSEY)
9/25/1991 A051 HOUSING AVAILABLE
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SUBJECT
HOUSING
HOWELL TODD
HPER CENTER
HRBEK KENT
HUDDLESTON JOHN
HUEBNER DAVE
HUMAN RIGHTS
HUMANITIES
HUNGER
HUNTING
HY-VEE
HVDER KAMAL
HYPNOTISM
ICE & SNOW REMVL
ICE RINKS
IDENTIFICATION
IMMUNIZATIONS
INCOME
INCOME TAX-SD
INCOME TAX-US
INDIAN CULTURE
INDIAN EDUCATION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/13/1991
12/0A/1991
1/29/1992
<1/01/1992
9/08/1992
9/22/1992
9/22/1992
9/22/1992
11/19/1990
11/27/1991
1/22/1992
9/17/1991
10/03/1990
1/22/1992
1/29/1992
1/29/1992
10/02/1991
10/29/1990
11/19/1990
9/12/1990
9/26/1990
10/03/1990
10/10/1990
10/29/1990
10/29/1990
11/07/1990
11/28/1990
11/28/1990
1/23/1991
2/06/1991
9/29/1991
9/11/1991
9/25/1991
10/02/1991
10/09/1991
10/23/1991
11/20/1991
1/15/1992
2/12/1992
9/08/1992
10/09/1991
1/30/1991
9/19/1990
11/20/1991
2/20/1991
11/20/1991
11/20/1991
11/20/1991
11/27/1991
2/05/1992
1/23/1991
A/0<«/1991
9/25/1991
11/14/1990
11/28/1990
9/18/1991
1/23/1991
2/13/1991
2/20/1991
11/14/1990
11/13/1991
1/29/1992
1/29/1992
9/12/1990
9/26/1990
10/03/1990
2/20/1991
3/13/1991
10/30/1991
3/18/1992
4/01/1992
B031
AlOl
A074
A061
A082
A012
A072
BOll
A015
A103
B064
Alll
A091
B034
BOll
BOll
A106
A081
AO 84
A193
A151
A152
A153
A165
A184
A145
A081
A154
A093
A171
A155
A174
A151
A171
A161
A171
B055
B074
B061
B071
A074
A041
A134
A061
A081
AOll
AO 3 4
A112
AlOl
B014
A044
A084
AOll
AOll
A051
A031
A121
A086
A081
A082
A051
A081
A082
A074
A074
A014
AOll
A072
A171
BOll
A094
INDIAN HEALTH
INDIAN RESERVATION
INDIANS-SD
1/22/1992 AOll
2/12/1992 B014
2/19/1992 AlOl
9/25/1991 A112
3/20/1991 A103
9/26/1990 A081
DISCUSSES FEES, HOUSING, SUICIDE (PAUL)
RENTAL AGREEMENTS UNFAIR TO STUDENTS (ED)
XHOUSING LEAVES MUCH TO BE DESIRED
EHaPJKS new residential facility (BIEBER)XMAKING YOUR MOVE (VERRILL)
HOUSING PLAN RAISES STUDENT CONCERNS (NELSON & KRIZ)
XCAMPUS COMMENTS--THE HOUSING CRUNCH
ON-CAMPUS HOUSING DEBATE DOMINATES (ERICKSON)
*REGENTS VOTE DOWN NSU PROGRAM (MOSS)
WEIGHT ROOM HOURS NEED CONSISTENCY (L)
HRBEK HAPPY WITH TWINS (NOEM)
ARTIST MAKES PHYSICS PRINCIPLES 'CLICK' (THILL)
XWINDOW DRESSER
HUMAN RIGHTS FORUM SCHEDULED
TISSUES OF HUMAN RIGHTS DISCUSSED (ERICKSON)
*PANEL DISCUSSES INMATE RIGHTS IN PRISONS (LUTTMAN)
SEMINAR SET, REVIVING SPIRIT
^STUDENTS COMBAT WORLD HUNGER (NELSON)
HOBOS GATHER FOOD (NELSON)
DOVE HUNTING PROVIDES EXCITING ACTION (HESBY)
KPHEASANT SEASON LOOKS GOOD (HESBY)
BIG GAME SEASONS TO OPEN FOR FALL
seOPENING DAY PROVIDES THRILLS (HESBY)
ARRESTS NOT GOAL OF LAW OFFICERS
GEESE OFFER CHALLENGE (HESBY)
NASTY WEATHER GIVES HUNTERS CHANCE (HESBY)
XHUNTERS HAVEN IN THE COUNTY
DEER HUNTERS IMPROVE ETHICS (HESBY)
HUNTERS' OPINIONS NEEDED (HESBY)
SQUIRRELS OFFER CHALLENGE UNMATCHED (HESBY)
HUNTING CONTROVERSY NEEDS TO BE EXAMINED (HESBY)
XDOVES PROVIDE EARLY HUNTING TEST (HESBY)
*FALL FORECAST FOR 1991 MAY LOOK PROMISING (HESBY)
FISH AND PARKS SET FALL LIMITS
XSD DUCK HUNTING (HESBY)
^UNETHICAL GOOSE HUNTERS AT OAKWOOD (HESBY)
WEATHER ENDS DUCK, GOOSE SEASON (HESBY)
RABBIT SEASON OPENS (HESBY)
TO PREPARE FOR WATERFOWL HUNTING SEASON (HESBY)
ILLEGAL HUNTING GOES ON (HESBY)
HY-VEE BUILDING LARGER (HOWE)
FOOD SCIENTIST REVEALS TECHNOLOGY SECRETS (ERICKSON)
^HYPNOTIST DAZZLES, EMBARRASSES AUDIENCES (CROUSE)
XSTUDENTS GO FISHING (NELSON)
*LET IT SNOW
SLIP SLIDIN' AWAY (FENGER)
SNOW REMOVAL OR CAR REMOVAL (MILLER)
XCAMPUS COMMENTS--UNIVERSITY'S SNOW REMOVAL
PHYSICAL PLANT SLIPS UP ON SNOW (ED)
CAMPUS SNOW REMOVAL POLICIES OUTLINED (ERICKSON)
*FILL 'ER UP
SDSU ID PERSONAL PROPERTY (L)
XBOUNCERS DETECT INCREASE IN FAKE ID'S (SLEEP)
IMMUNIZATION SHOTS PROVIDED
STUDENTS RECEIVE IMMUNIZATIONS AT CLINIC (SCHWARZ)
MEASLES OUTBREAK CAUSES CHANGES IN SERVICE (SYKORA)
S DAKQTANS FACE LOWEST IN REGION (STILLMAN)
TAX PLAN REJECTED (NOEM)
CORPORATE INCOME TAX FAILS (NOEM)
IRS URGES PARENTS TO PREPARE FOR TAXES
TAX CUT PROPOSAL
XTAX FORMS CONFUSE MANY STUDENTS (COATES)
KTIPS FOR THE WORKING STUDENT
NATIVE AMERICAN ISSUES TO BE FACED
CULTURAL IGNORANCE PERPETUATES MISTRUST
PROFESSOR GIVES VIEWS ON RACIAL CONFLICT (AVOK)
POWWOW OFFERS EDUCATION, ENTERTAINMENT (HAGEL)
KTHE POWWOW AND ITS MEANING
KAMIOTTE DESCRIBES LAKOTA SYMBOLS, WORKS (BAMSEY)
XANNUAL POWWOW ENTERTAINS, EDUCATES (WIEBENGA)
COLUMNIST SHARES WHAT NATIVE AMERICANS TEACH
SEE ALSO TRIBAL COLLEGE
XSTUDENT LEADER TRAVELS TO WASHINGTON (HOLLEY)
INDIAN EDUCATION NEEDS IMPROVEMENT (WIEBENGA)
TRIBAL COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES SEEK FUNDING (AVOK)
DOCTORS PROVIDE CARE FOR INDIANS
RESERVATION DUMP IMPACT TO BE STUDIED
UNIFIES NATIVE AMERICANS ACROSS THE STATE (RAINER)
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INDIANS-SD
INDIANS-US
INFORMATION EXCHAN
INSURANCE
INSURANCE AUTO
INTERNATIONAL DAY
INTERNSHIPS
INTERVIEWS
INTRAMURALS
IRAQ
ISCHEN LANCE
ISHOL DOROTHY
IVERSON CHRIS
JACKRABBIT RALLY
JACKRABBIT YEARBK,
JACOBY DAVID
JAIL
JANKLOW WILLIAM
JANSSEN LARRY
JAPAN
JENNINGS JEFF
JENSEN ANGTE
JENSEN DARRELL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/10/1990 AOll SDSU CLUB SPONSORS CONFERENCE
,10/10/1990 A071 NATIVE AMERICAN NICKNAMES (SPENCER S WOODARD)
10/17/1990 A031 ^SPEAKERS COVER NATIVE AMERICAN ISSUES
11/07/1990 A061 EDUCATION KEY TO RECONCILIATION (ED)
11/07/1990 A071 "FREE SCHOOL' MYTH DISPROVEN
1/16/1991 A083 DISPUTE RESOLUTION FOR RECONCILIATION (ROSS)
2/06/1991 A083 NATIVE AMERICANS IN MILITARY FORCES
A/10/1991 A063 NATIVE AMERICAN WOMEN STILL FIGHT STEREOTYPES
10/09/1991 A091 NATIVE AMERICANS DISPUTE COLUMN (L)
10/16/1991 AOAA ANNUAL NATIVE AMERICAN CONFERENCE TO BE HELD
10/16/1991 A063 COLUMN ELICITS ANGRY RESPONSES
10/23/1991 A031 CRAZY BULL PRESENTS NATIVE AMERICAN VIEWS (ERICKSON)
11/20/1991 A103 HOLIDAY SYMBOLIZES MORE THAN CORN
1/22/1992 AOll KSTUDENT LEADER TRAVELS TO WASHINGTON (HOLLEY)
1/29/1992 A05A INDIAN PASTOR TO PREACH IN SOUTH AFRICA
2/05/1992 A055 A NO-SHOW AT INDIAN CONFERENCES
2/19/1992 A091 WRITER CONCERNED BY LETTER (L)
A/08/1992 AOll RIGHTS UNEQUALLY APPLIED
A/22/1992 A071 NATIVE AMERICAN STUDENTS PRINT VIEWS
10/30/1991 A131 'CHOP SHOP' QUARREL SHINES LIGHT ON MASCOT (NOEM)
2/12/1992 A105 NATIVE AMERICANS SHOULD HELP SELVES (L)
11/20/1991 A075 INFORMATION HEADQUARTERS (KRIZ)
1/16/1991 A091 DESERT SHIELD FAMILIES QUALIFY FOR INSURANCE
3/25/1992 A021 SA DISCUSSES STUDENT INSURANCE
2/12/1992 A03A FAMILY CAN SUE FAMILY FOR LIABILITY
A/17/1991 A013 ^INTERNATIONAL DAY UNITES DIVERSE CULTURES (SYKORA)
A/08/1992 AOll MOVED TO FROST ARENA
A/22/1992 A051 ARTIST 'GETS CRAZY' AT INTERNATIONAL DAY (KORKOW)
A/22/1992 BOll *CULTURAL LESSONS AT INTERNATIONAL DAY (SYKORA)
A/29/1992 A06A INTERNATIONAL DAY PROMOTES DIVERSITY (L) ,
9/19/1990 A0A3 TWO RECEIVE CENEX/LAND 0'LAKES SCHOLARSHIPS
11/28/1990 A05I PHARMACY MAJORS FIND INTERNSHIPS, JOBS (ERICKSON)
10/16/1991 A031 CAP CENTER ENACTS INTERVIEW POLICY (KUETER)
9/19/1990 AI71 *NEW LEADER TAKES OVER (WOLLMAN)
10/16/1991 AH5 INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE CHANGES WITH SEASON (NOEM)
3/25/199.2 B071 *INTRAMURAL INSIGHT
10/10/1990 A081 SENATE PUSHING TOUGHER SANCTIONS (STANLEY)
11/13/1991 A062 AIR STRIKE HURTS IRAQI CHILDREN (L)
9/18/1991 AOIA XSUMMER WITHERS (SLEEP)
2/13/1991 A091 *T0 GRANDMOTHER'S HOUSE
12/0A/1991 BOll ^STUDENTS LIVE IN URBAN POVERTY (FENGER)
10/09/1991 AOll XIN LIMBO
9/11/1991 A015 YEARBOOKS DISTRIBUTED ON EARLIEST DATE EVER (CROUSE)
12/0A/1991 AOll JACK RABBIT WINS ALL-AMERICAN HONORS (COATES)
1/16/1991 A073 XWAR ENDS HOPES FOR NEW WORLD ORDER
1/23/1991 A131.XEXPERIENCE CULTURE WHILE BUILDING DESKS (THILL)
1/30/1991 A063 XENVIRONMENTAL ORIGINS FOUND IN CUB SCOUTS
2/13/1991 A071 XGARBAGE TREND UNITES SD CULTURES
3/13/1991 A083 XCORPORATE ENVIRONMENTALISM FALLS SHORT
A/OA/1991 A07A XECOLOGY LOSES TO ECONOMY
A/17/1991 A071 XPRACTICAL ENERGY STRATEGY NEEDED
5/01/1991 A05A XEAGLE TAKEN OFF ENDANGERED LIST
9/18/1991 A07A XEARTH NEEDS BETTER PROTECTION
10/02/1991 A074 XCANDIDATES FAIL TO IMPRESS
10/16/1991 A07A xALCOHOL NOT FOR GOOD 'SCHOOL SPIRIT'
10/30/1991 A07A XTERM LIMITS SOLVING PROBLEM DEMOCRATICALLY
11/20/1991 AHA XGARBAGE ISSUE STINKS
12/0A/1991 AHA XTAKE ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION
1/15/1992 A07A KRECYCLING LEGISLATION NEEDS CONSIDERATION
1/29/1992 A07A XCONDORS STILL HAVE A CHANCE
2/12/1992 AHA XRECYCLING IDEA NEEDS HELP
2/26/1992 AHA XENVIRQNMENT LACKS POWER WITH CANDIDATES
3/25/1992 A091 *MORE EXPENSIVE, BUT WORTH IT
A/08/1992 A07A XABOUT BIRDS, BEES, FLOWERS, TREES
A/29/1992 A07A XCONSIDER AN EARTH DAY RESOLUTION
2/06/1991 AlOA CITY JAIL MAY CLOSE (STILLMAN)
12/11/1991 A031 COUNTY OPTS FOR SOUTHEAST AUTHORITY (COATES)
10/23/1991 A091 REPUBLICANS TRYING TO DRAFT JANKLOW (COATES)
10/30/1991 A061 GIVE UP TRYING TO DRAFT JANKLOW (ED)
11/13/1991 AOIA DEMOCRATS DEVISE SATIRICAL DRAFT PLAN (COATES)
11/13/1991 A03A REPUBLICANS PROTEST PLAN (COATES)
2/12/1992 A0A6 JANKLOW--STUDY SUPPORTS ARGUMENT
2/20/1991 A031 FAMILY FARMS YIELD SUCCESS STORY (PETERSON)
1/15/1992 A07A XJAPAN WILL SEE FALL OF 'RICE BURNER'
1/29/1992 B02A *CHOP, CHOP <
A/22/1992 B061 *SDSU SOFTBALL TEAM STRUGGLES (GARDNER)
12/05/1990 A055,COLLEGE OF EDUCATION MOVES ACROSS CAMPUS
1/16/1991 A031 XLEARNING VS MAKING THE GRADE (KRATZ)
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JENSEN KEITH
JENSEN MICHELLE
JOB HUNTING
JOB SERVICE
JOHNSON AMY
JOHNSON CARTER
JOHNSON DEBRA
JOHNSON JAMES
JOHNSON KIRI
JOHNSON MAGIC
JOHNSON MELISA
JOHNSON PAUL
JOHNSON REBECCA
JOHNSON ROSS
JOHNSON SCOTT
JOHNSON SHANE
JOHNSON SHEILA
JOHNSON TIM
JONES JESSICA
JOURNALISM
JUDGING TEAMS
JUEL ORRIN
JUV DELINQ-BR
JUV DETENTION CTR
KANNEGIETER LISA
KANTACK BEN
KARATE CLUB
KAZEMBA MARY
KBRK FM
KEGS
KENNEDY CRAIG
KENNEDY JOHN F
KENNEDY MILES
KERREY BOB
KINDER KEVIN S KIM
KINDLER KAREN
KINDNESS
KING MARTIN LUTHER
KINSHIP
KLEIN IONIA
KLINE BRENDA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/25/1991 AOAl
10/17/1990 A012
11/13/1991
1/15/1992
10/2A/1990
A/10/1991
A/17/1991
10/17/1990
11/13/1991
11/13/1991
2/12/1992
9/12/1990
11/20/1991
2/13/1991
2/13/1991
2/13/1991
2/20/1991
2/20/1991
3/13/1991
9/25/1991
10/16/1991
9/11/1991
10/23/1991
12/11/1991
1/23/1991
10/10/1990
1/22/1992
3/13/1991
A/2A/1991
.11/07/1990
ll/lA/1990
12/05/1990
1/30/1991
10/30/1991
3/25/1992
3/25/1992
A/08/1992
9/26/1990
10/2A/1990
10/31/1990
2/13/1991
11/13/1991
1/29/1992
11/28/1990
A/OA/1991
A/OA/1991
11/27/1991
1/29/1992
11/20/1991
11/27/1991
12/0A/1991
1/29/1992
2/05/1992
2/26/1992
2/26/1992
1/16/1991
2/05/1992
A/08/1992
2/20/1991
10/10/1990
1/29/1992
2/12/1992
2/19/1992
10/09/1991
10/09/1991
1/22/1992
1/22/1992
9/18/1991
11/27/1991
9/18/1991
1/22/1992
2/05/1992
9/19/1990
10/02/1991
A/2A/1991
12/12/1990
A052
AOAl
A053
A085
AlOl
A15A
A072
B053
A112
A012
A015
AOll
AO 6 3
A072
A07A
A 0.7 A
A082
AOAl
A161
AO 7 3
A07A
A09A
A131
A131
A031
A202
A151
Ao7A
A071
A071
A 051
A031
B015
BO 21
B031
A033
A05A
AOll
A051
B02A
BO 31
A071
A062
Alll
A051
A031
AOAl
A051
A051
A031
B061
B016
B031
AOAl
B062
BOll
Alll
A033
AOIA
BOll
A061
AOll
A013
AOll
A03A
A09A
A06A
AO 63
A103
A063
A105
A0A3
A072
Alll
JOURNALISTS SHARE RUSSIAN EXPERIENCES (COATES)
TO SEE CHANGES (COATES)
SEE OCCUPATIONS
JOB SERVICE RANKS
DIFFERENT VIEW OF SOVIET COLLAPSE IN RUSSIA
PROFESSOR RECEIVES RESEARCH CONTRACT
COUNSELOR OFFERS ART, MUSIC THERAPY (BAMSEY)
*FAIRY TALE COMES ALIVE ON STAGE (THILL)
*WOMEN RULE WISCONSIN RUN
XCAMPUS COMMENTS--MAGIC JOHNSON'S ANNOUNCEMENT
AIDS STEALS AWAYS THE MAGIC (NOEM)
XCAMPUS COMMENTS--MAGIC JOHNSON
*SDSU WOMAN DIES OF NATURAL CAUSES (FRISVOLD)
PUB COUNCIL WILL REVIEW COLLEGIAN ERROR (PAUL)
*CAR ACCIDENT CLAIMS STUDENT'S LIFE
*SDSU LEADER MISSED
COMES THE DAWN
XLESSONS OF LIFE LEARNED FROM DEATH OF STUDENT
XLOSS OF FRIEND ADDS TO PAINFUL WEEK
JOHNSON REMEMBERED (L)
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP BEGUN (LUTTMAN)
*BLADING ENTERTAINS PEERS (BAKKE)
KSHOULD THE DEFENSE BUDGET BE CUT, BY HOW MUCH
DUO DEBATES THOMAS CONFIRMATION PROCESS
KEY TO SURVIVAL LIES IN COMMUNICATION
KEXPERIENCE CULTURE WHILE BUILDING DESKS (THILL)
KSENIOR WINS GOLF TITLE AT TRIANGULAR (GLOVER)
JOHNSON ADDRESSES ECONOMIC WOES (WENISCH)
XSOFTBALL TEAM OPENS IN VERMILLION (GLOVER)
TERRORS PLAGUE SDSU'S WEEK (WOLLMAN)
'COMMENTS' MISTAKE UPSETS, ANGERS STUDENT (L)
CHECK IN A FEW YEARS FOR 'ADVANTAGE' (L)
ALUMNUS RANG COWBELLS AT FOOTBALL GAMES (L)
ADVERTISERS COMPETE IN NATIONAL CONTEST (SLABA)
^JOURNALIST SPEAKS ON MEDIA FREEDOMS (ERICKOSON)
ISWNE MOVES HEADQUARTERS (KUETER)
JOURNALISM WEEK PROGRAM SET (NELSON)
*NEWSROOM DIVERSITY ENCOURAGED (WENISCH)
SOIL JUDGERS HEAD FOR NATIONAL COMPETITION (COATES)
TEAM WINS THIRD
DAIRY JUDGES TAKE SECOND
*WOOL TEAM CAPTURES NATIONAL AWARDS (ERICKSON)
*TEAM CLAIMS NATIONAL TITLE
WOOL JUDGING TEAM PLACES
MAYOR DISCREDITS EDITORIAL (L)
MAYOR DEFENDS CITY IDEAS (L)
KSTATE BEER KEG LEGISLATION (STILLMAN)
BROOKINGS MULLS JOINING DETENTION FACILITY (COATES)
CITY DONATES ROOM FOR JUVENILE SERVICES... (COATES)
JUVENILE DETENTION CENTER IN DEBATE (COATES)
BROOKINGS MULLS JOINING DETENTION FACILITY (COATES)
COMMISSION HEARS FROM REGIONAL DIRECTORS (COATES)
CITY DONATES ROOM FOR JUVENILE SERVICES... (COATES)
BERGEMANN NAMED NCC PLAYER OF WEEK (NOEM)
KANNEGIETER NAMED PLAYER OF THE WEEK
KKANNEGIETER LEADS JACKS (NOEM)
ENTOMOLOGIST RETIRES AFTER 28 YEARS (BERG)
TO HOST INVITATIONAL TOURNEY (SCHERR)
*STUDENTS VIEW POVERTY FIRSTHAND (SCHERR)
LOCAL RADIO STATION CHANGES FORMAT (ANDERSON)
SEE LIQUOR TRAFFIC
^BROADCASTERS DISCUSS PROBLEMS WITH SOURCES (MERSCH)
LECTURE TO ADDRESS KENNEDY KILLING (COATES)
XTELLS WHO KILLED PRESIDENT KENNEDY (KLEINJAN)
FORMER SDSU STUDENT MEETS NIRVANA (WAXDAHL)
^CANDIDATE'S VISIT SPARKS LOCAL INTEREST (COATES)
FRESHMAN SENATOR DOES NOT BOAST HISTORY (COATES)
CANDIDATE'S SISTER PARTICIPATES IN CAMPAIGN (COATES)
^CAMPAIGNING
XFUN IN THE PARK
ARTIST PUTS HOME ON CANVAS (BAKKE)
xKiNDNESs Makes good business
KPUBLIC ENEMY MISSES POINT ON KING HOLIDAY
SONG NOT MEANT AS HISTORY LESSON (L)
PROVIDES ROLE MODELS FOR YOUNGSTERS (STANLEY)
PROGRAM SEARCHES FOR VOLUNTEERS (LUTTMANN)
XCAMPUS COMMENTS--LOTTO AMERICA
XWOMAN HELPS CHILDREN BY SELLING CARDS (THILL)
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KLINE CARL
KNIPSEL ERIC
KNUTSEN MIKE
KOEPSELL PAUL
KONDONASSIS YOLAND
KOOL MIKE
KOREA SOUTH
KRATZ GREGORY
KROES WONNE
KROGMAN RYAN
KRUSE GERRY
KRUSE LAURIE
KUECHLE KURT
KUJAWA CHRIS
KUSSER KIP
KUWAIT
LADSON JOHN
LAFAVE LEANN
LAKE THOMPSON
LANDAU ELVITA
LANDFILLS
LANDOLPHI SUZI
LANDOWNERS
LANDSCAPE
LANGER TRACY
LAROUCHE LYNDON
LARSEN PARK
LARSON COMMONS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/12/1990 A071 kMONARCH FLIGHT INSPIRES COLUMN
9/19/1990 A071 *FACING DEATH BRINGS UNDERSTANDING
9/26/1990 A071 *TROOPS INVOLVEMENT IN MIDDLE EAST
10/03/1990 A071 KTIME FOR OTHERS COULD ALLEVIATE...
10/10/1990 A071 36CENTENNIAL CELEBRATIONS LEAD TO CONTEMPLATION
10/17/1990 A07A XBIBLE INTERPRETED LITERALLY
10/2A/1990 A071 BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS SEEN DIFFERENTLY (L)
10/2A/1990 A073 WORD OF BIBLE DOES NOT GIVE ANIMALS SOULS (L)
10/2A/1990 A074 KDOG DISPLAYS VARIED HABITS
10/31/1990 A07'i XGAMBLING, GARBAGE HINDER DEVELOPMENT
11/07/1990 A07A KPREDICTION OF ATTACK IN MIDDLE EAST GIVEN
ll/lA/1990 A07<» ^NATURE'S ELEMENTS REFLECT HUMAN TRAITS
11/28/1990 A071 ^COMPASSION, TENDERNESS ALSO 'TOUGH'
12/05/1990 A074 KEMPIRES OVERRATED, SIMPLICITY MAKES SENSE
12/05/1990 A07A BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION QUESTIONED (L)
12/12/1990 A012 KFASTERS HUNGER FOR PEACE (TRAUTMANN)
12/12/1990 A071 ^CHRISTMAS SPIRIT FOUND IN SIMPLE THINGS
1/16/1991 A063 K'JUST' WAR SHOULD BE DEFENSIVE
1/23/1991 A063 *BUSH'S VIOLENT NEW WORLD ORDER
1/30/1991 A07'5 KFLAGS, RIBBONS SYMBOLIZE INDIVIDUAL CONVICTIONS
2/06/1991 A09A *ANNUAL PRAYER WEEK UNITES DENOMINATIONS
2/13/1991 A07A ^MODERN WARFARE LEAVES OUT HUMAN FACTOR
2/20/1991 A07A *LOSS OF FRIEND ADDS TO PAINFUL WEEK
3/13/1991 A09A *HUMANS KEEP ESTRANGED FROM GARDEN OF EDEN
3/20/1991 A051 STUDENTS FACE DEATH, GRIEF (KRATZ)
3/20/1991 A07A KOWLS SERVE AS BOND WITH FRIEND IN NEED
A/OA/1991 A07^i *'OBSCENITY' VS 'NORMAL'
^/10/1991 A07A KSILENCE OF MIDWEST WELCOME
'i/17/1991 A07A XMALE MYTHS MUST BE SHATTERED
A/2A/1991 A03A XMINISTER LEAVES AFTER YEARS OF SERVICE (SLABA)
A/2A/1991 A061 MILITARY RESPONSE JUSTIFIED (L)
A/2A/1991 A07A XEARTH DAYS ARE NUMBERED
5/01/1991 AO'i'i *THE LEANING LOOK FOR LIGHT
10/09/1991 A089 MINISTER OFFERS ALTERNATIVES TO VIOLENCE (HOWE)
10/30/1991 A081 LOCAL MEN RECOGNIZED FOR WORK IN PEACE
1/29/1992 BOll TISSUES OF HUMAN RIGHTS DISCUSSED (ERICKSON)
12/12/1990 A012 XFASTERS HUNGER FOR PEACE (TRAUTMANN)
2/20/1991 AOll *TWO MORE SLATES VIE FOR SA POSITION (KRATZ)
3/13/1991 A031 ^STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION ELECTION '91
9/29/1992 BOll *ENGINEERING EXPLORATION DAYS... (COATES)
11/27/1991 A069 *A TOUCH OF CLASS
12/12/1990 A161 ^ASSISTANTS LOOK FOR NEW ASSIGNMENTS (SIEVERT)
3/13/1991 A059 ^UNIVERSITY PACT FORMED WITH KOREA (HAGEL)
9/25/1991 A059 KRATZ AWARDED
10/17/1990 A131 FOREIGN PIANIST CALLS AMERICA HOME (THILL)
9/18/1991 A161 XFALL BALL
9/18/1991 A033 *ART IN THE PARK
12/12/1990 A181 KSENIOR BALANCES ACADEMICS, ATHLETICS (SCHERR)
3/13/1991 A205 *KRUSE, WHITE HONORED (GLOVER)
9/29/1991 A161 KEND OF THE YEAR SPORTS AWARDS (WALKES S LANGE)
3/25/1992 B021 ^STUDENTS CREATE BIOSTRESS LAB LANDSCAPE (WIEBENGA)
10/10/1990 A091 KCOMPUTER ROOM DEDICATED (BERG)
10/16/1991 A161 XBLADING ENTERTAINS PEERS (BAKKE)
10/03/1990 A019 KKUWAITI STUDENT--FIRSTHAND PERSPECTIVE (FRISVOLD)
10/03/1990 A031 KSURVEY SAYS...
1/29/1992 B019 ISSUES RELATED TO SEXUAL HARASSMENT (ERICKSON)
9/29/1991 A093 WILDLIFE PROJECT NEAR DE SMET (DAWOUD 8 COATES)
9/25/1991 Alll LIBRARY DIRECTOR URGES STUDENTS TO GET CARDS
10/29/1990 A091 BROOKINGS GETS NEW LANDFILL (RAINER)
2/06/1991 A109 COMMITTEE APPROVES LONETREE PERMIT (ANDERSON)
2/13/1991 A071 ^GARBAGE TREND UNITES SD CULTURES
2/13/1991 A086 SENATE NEARLY KILLS LONETREE WASTE PERMIT (NOEM)
2/20/1991 A091 *LONETREE BALEFILL NARROWLY PASSES SENATE (NOEM)
3/13/1991 A105 LONETREE PASSES, SENT TO GOVERNOR (NOEM)
3/20/1991 A103 RESERVATION DUMP IMPACT TO BE STUDIED
9/09/1991 A079 *ECOLOGY LOSES TO ECONOMY
11/20/1991 A119 KGARBAGE ISSUE STINKS
1/15/1992 A051 COMMISSION STARTS PAYING FOR NEW LANDFILL (JACOBY)
2/26/1992 B079 LANDFILL CONTRACT CREATES PROBLEMS (BIEBER)
12/12/1990 A121 *COMEDIENNE/LECTURER EXPLAINS FACTS OF LIFE (CROUSE)
2/12/1992 A031 LANDOWNERS RECEIVE FREE DEER LICENSES
3/25/1992 B021 ^STUDENTS CREATE BIOSTRESS LAB LANDSCAPE (WIEBENGA)
9/10/1991 A131 *NCC PLAY BEGINS FRIDAY IN SF (WERRE)
1/15/1992 A03I LAROUCHE TO CAMPAIGN FOR SD PRIMARY (BROKAW)
9/29/1991 A081 ^TRAFFIC LIGHT REGULATES 22ND AVENUE (COATES)
2/06/1991 A091 BLUE EYES RESTRICT STUDENTS (PETERSON)
2/13/1991 A091 PIZZA PLANS ROLL INTO ACTION (SYKORA)
9/29/1991 A035 LARSON COMMONS INITIATES FACELIFT (ERICKSON)
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LARSON JOSEPH
LAUCK JON
LAUNDRY
LAURITZEN MICHELLE
LAW ENFORCEMENT
LAWYERS
LEADERSHIP
LEARNING
LEASE S RENT
LEBSACK SHANE
LECTURES
LEE RICHARD 8 MARY
LEE ROBERT
LEGISLATIVE DISTRI
LEGISLATORS
LEGISLATURE-SD 91
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/13/1991 A121.XTALKS WITH BRYAN GOMS AND MCGRUFF THE CRIME DOG
9/26/1990 A071 XPEACE DIVIDEND SERVES AS MYTH
10/10/1990 A074 ^DECISION UP TO STATE GOVERNMENTS
10/2A/1990 A071 KSENATOR'S RECORD PROVES EFFECTIVE
11/07/1990 A071 *DRINKING AGE POLICY HYPOCRITICAL
11/28/1990 A071 ^EDUCATION SYSTEMS DESPERATELY NEED REFORM
12/12/1990 A07A *VIEWS GIVEN ON GULF ACTION, PRESENCE
1/23/1991 A071 ^NATIONAL PROGRAMS DISCRIMINATE
2/06/1991 A091 *ANTI-WAR PROTESTS DEMEAN POLICY IN GULF
2/20/1991 A071 ^RECONCILIATION SHOULD BEGIN IN BROOKINGS
3/20/1991 A071 *UAFBC, US BUDGETS INFLATED WITH WASTE
9/10/1991 A071 ^LIBERAL HISTORIAN REFUTES CURRENT VIEWPOINT
9/29/1991 A071 KDEFEAT OF COMMUNISM BRINGS CHANGE
5/01/1991 A092 LAUCK GETS LAMBASTED (L)
9/18/1991 A079 KDOOMSDAY SCENERIO STILL ALIVE
10/02/1991 A071 XPELTIER'S CRIME ALIENATES NATIVE AMERICANS
10/09/1991 A091 NATIVE AMERICANS DISPUTE COLUMN (L)
10/16/1991 A079 KEEP MIDWESTERN INTERESTS IN MIND
10/23/1991 A063 LAUCK RESPONDS TO PELTIER SUPPORT (L)
10/30/1991 A063 STICK TO FACTS CD
10/30/1991 A079 *HOBO DAY MASCOT LACKS 'POLITICAL CORRECTNESS'
11/20/1991 A119 ^BUCHANAN FOR PRESIDENT
12/09/1991 A119 XSANTA BRINGS CHOICES
1/15/1992 A079 XJAPAN WILL SEE FALL OF 'RICE BURNER'
1/29/1992 A079 KHOUSING LEAVES MUCH TO BE DESIRED
2/12/1992 A119 XCONTRACT EXTENSION QUESTIONED
2/26/1992 A103 COLUMNIST'S FACTS QUESTIONED (D
2/26/1992 A106 COLUMNIST OFFERS RESPONSE (L)
3/18/1992 A071 *SA PRESIDENT LISTS GOALS OF OFFICE
9/01/1992 A083 *SA PRESIDENT EXPLAINS HIS POSITION
9/25/1991 A081 KPINK UNDERWEAR (ALBERTSON 8 TRAUTMANN)
9/25/1991 A085 STUDENTS DISCOVER SINGLE SOCK SYNDROME (KRIZ)
11/27/1991 A071 XWOMEN CHOOSE ENGINEERING CAREER (KRIZ)
9/18/1991 AlOl BROOKINGS HAS LOW CRIME RATE (FREEMAN)
11/27/1991 A121 XYOU'RE UNDER ARREST (ERICKSON)
1/29/1992 A091 SF LAWYERS FORM ACLU GROUP
9/19/1990 A071 ^LEADER'S JUDGEMENT CALLS QUESTIONED
10/03/1990 A039 CONFERENCE HELPS STUDENT GROUPS IMPROVE (BERG)
9/29/1991 A085 OFFICIALS SPEAK TO YOUNG LEADERS (COATES)
11/20/1991 B031 LEADERSHIP QUALITIES BUILT UPON ADVERSITY (SYKORA)
3/25/1992 B095 LEADERSHIP BEHAVIOR ASSESSMENT EVALUATED (DEWEY)
11/13/1991 B051 EDUCATION SHOULD BEGIN AT HOME (STANLEY)
1/16/1991 A031 ^PANELISTS DEBATE STUDENT RIGHTS VIOLATIONS (ROSS)
2/13/1991 A081 *UNDERSTAND OFF-CAMPUS LEASES BETTER (STILLMAN)
5/01/1991 A079 RENTAL HOUSING ORDINANCE BECOMES LAW (NOEM)
12/09/1991 AlOl RENTAL AGREEMENTS UNFAIR TO STUDENTS (ED)
9/08/1992 A079 ^STUDENTS MUST KNOW RIGHTS
9/10/1991 A099 XROLL WITH IT, BABY
11/07/1990 A031 XANIMAL RIGHTS, MODERN UNIVERSITY TRENDS (KRATZ)
10/16/1991 A031 XPROFESSORS, FAMILY GET FEET WET IN CHINA (CECIL)
3/25/1992 B015 ISWNE MOVES HEADQUARTERS (KUETER)
1/30/1991 A091 LEGISLATURE TO REDRAW DISTRICTS (STILLMAN)
10/09/1991 A081 SD LEGISLATURE APPROVES REDISTRICTING PLAN (ROSS)
1/16/1991 A083 LOCAL LEGISLATORS DISCUSS PENDING BILLS (ROSTYNE)
1/16/1991 A093 XSTATE SENATOR REVIEWS DECADE OF SERVICE (ROSTYNE)
2/06/1991 Alll REPRESENTATIVE RECOUNTS EXPERIENCE (STILLMAN)
10/09/1991 A103 XTERM LIMITS MISS POINT
10/30/1991 A079 XTERM LIMITS SOLVING PROBLEM DEMOCRATICALLY ,
1/29/1992 AOll LEGISLATORS DISCUSS TAX REBATE PLAN (WENISCH)
2/05/1992 A035 DISCUSSES LOTTERY, TAX, SEATBELT ISSUES (WENISCH)
1/16/1991 A081 LEADERS RECOGNIZE MAJOR STATE ISSUES (COATES)
1/16/1991 A083 *32 STUDENTS TO LEARN LEGISLATIVE POWERS (DAWOUD)
1/23/1991 A121 TO KEEP TUITION DOWN (DAWOUD)
1/30/1991 A085 COMMITTEE APPROVES BED, BOARD, BOOZE TAX (COATES)
1/30/1991 A09'i SENATE CONSIDERS INCREASE (COATES)
2/06/1991 AlOl ABORTION BILL MEETS FIRST TEST (COATES)
2/06/1991 AlOl SF LAWYER DISCUSSES WOMEN'S ISSUES (STANLEY)
2/06/1991 A10<i COMMITTEE APPROVES LONETREE PERMIT (ANDERSON)
2/13/1991 AOll ABORTION BILL PASSES HOUSE (NOEM)
2/13/1991 A086 SENATE NEARLY KILLS LONETREE WASTE PERMIT (NOEM)
2/20/1991 A015 SHED HELPS STUDENTS LEARN LEGISLATIVE ISSUES
2/20/1991 A081 CORPORATE INCOME TAX FAILS (NOEM)
2/20/1991 A08<i GOVERNOR'S ENVIRONMENTAL BILL PASSES (NOEM)
2/20/1991 A091 *LONETREE BALEFILL NARROWLY PASSES SENATE (NOEM)
2/20/1991 A16A BILL THREATENS MONEY CONTROL (HESBY)
3/13/1991 AlOl ABORTION BILL FAILS IN LEGISLATURE (STILLMAN)
3/13/1991 A105 LONETREE PASSES, SENT TO GOVERNOR (NOEM)
3/13/1991 A105 SALES TAX INCREASE DELAYED FOR NOW (NOEM)
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LEGISLATURE-SD 91
LEGISLATURE-SD 92
LEISURE
LESNER SEAN
LETTERS
LEUKEMIA
LIBERIA
LIBERTARIAN PARTY
LIBRARIES PUBLIC
LIBRARY
LIBRARY PUBLIC
LIFELONG LEARNING
LIFESTYLES
LINCOLN MUSIC HALL
LING THERESA
LINGREN TOM
LIP SYNC CONTEST
LIQUOR TRAFFIC
LIS ANTHONY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
'^/OA/1991
«5/04/1991
1/15/1992
1/15/1992
1/22/1992
1/22/1992
1/29/1992
1/29/1992
2/05/1992
2/05/1992
2/05/1992
2/05/1992
2/05/1992
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
2/19/1992
2/19/1992
3/25/1992
1/22/1992
12/0<i/1991
3/18/1992
5/01/1991
ll/lA/1990
11/20/1991
11/07/1990
10/30/1991
9/12/1990
1/23/1991
10/09/1991
10/30/1991
9/25/1991
10/17/1990
11/28/1990
2/19/1992
2/13/1991
9/18/1991
2/26/1992
2/06/1991
12/0A/1991
9/12/1990
9/12/1990
10/2A/1990
10/31/1990
10/31/1990
10/31/1990
10/31/1990
10/31/1990
11/07/1990
11/07/1990
11/07/1990
1/16/1991
1/23/1991
1/30/1991
2/06/1991
2/06/1991
2/13/1991
3/13/1991
3/20/1991
A/OA/1991
A/0<1/1991
A/OA/1991
A/17/1991
A/17/1991
A/17/1991
A/17/1991
A/2A/1991
5/01/1991
9/25/1991
10/16/1991
10/23/1991
10/23/1991
10/23/1991
10/23/1991
10/16/1991
AlOl TO BE RECOGNIZED FOR LACK OF ACTION (NOEM 8 C0ATES3
AlOI LAST-MINUTE COMPROMISE FAILS (NOEM)
A031 SEAT BELT MEASURE GAINS SUPPORT (BROKAW)
A035 TO PUT VIDEO GAMING TO VOTE (COATES)
A015 STUDENTS NEEDED TO LOBBY
A0A5 FEWER LOBBYISTS TO DEAL WITH (AVOK)
A0A5 BILL CALLING FOR INCREASED STATE AID (BROKAW)
A051 FIREY ISSUE TO BE PLACED (BROKAW)
AOAl ADDICT URGES LAWMAKERS TO REPEAL VIDEO LOTTERY
AOAl MODIFIED VERSION OF MICKELSON'S TAX REBATE (BROKAW)
A051 SENATE NARROWLY DEFEATS SEAT BELT LAW (BROKAW)
A051 LONGER DAYS AS '92 SESSION ROLLS ON (BROKAW)
A061 PASSIVITY PLAGUE HITS STUDENTS AGAIN (ED)
A031 LEGISLATURE REACHES HALFWAY MARK
AOAl JeFARMERS RALLIED TAX (BIEBER)
A051 VIDEO LOTTERY BILL KILLED BY THE PUBLIC
A103 UNIVERSITY LICENSE PLATE BILL DIES (AVOK)
AlOA BEVERAGE DEPOSIT BILL FAILS (KAFKA)
A106 LEGISLATURE BREAKS FUNDING IMPASSE (BROKAW)
A06A LEISURE SKILLS CENTER OFFERS PLACES TO GO (KORKOW)
A0A3 XCHECKIN' THE CANDLES
AD61 LETTERS POLICY
AG31 KSTUDENT BATTLES FOR LIFE (HAGEL)
AlOl XSTUDENT SPENDS SUMMER IN LIBERIA (THILL)
A051 PARTY ON THE BALLOT
A085 XLOCAL LIBRARY OFFERS ALTERNATIVE (ROSTYNE)
A091 LIBRARIES OFFER DIFFERENT SERVICES (MILLER)
A12A KNITTING THE BOOKS EARLY
A031 KBOOKS CROWD OUT STUDENTS (SYKORA)
A071 OBSCENE BOOKS, MOVIES CONNECTED TO CRIMES (FREEMAN)
A091 LIBRARIES OFFER DIFFERENT SERVICES (MILLER)
Alll LIBRARY DIRECTOR URGES STUDENTS TO GET CARDS
A0A5 CLASS TAUGHT VIA TELECOMMUNICATION (SCHWARZ)
SEE ALSO STUDENTS, YUPPIES
SEE ALSO STUDENT LIFE
A061 AMERICAN SOCIETY LIFESTYLES CONTINUE TO PLAGUE (ED)
Al-^Z KPRACTICAL-LOVING GIFT COLLECTOR (SCHERR)
AOll LINCOLN MUSIC HALL ROOF CONSTRUCTION (PETERSON)
A121 KMUSIC PIT OFFERS STUDENTS PRIVATE GETAWAY (KRIZ)
BQ53 KROMANTIC STRINGS
AHA *0H, SAY CAN YOU SEE...
A061 STUDENTS MIMIC WELL-KNOWN BANDS (SYKORA)
SEE ALSO PARTIES, HOUSE PARTIES
AOll BAR BURNS, LOUNGE CLOSED FOR REPAIRS
AlOl COMMISSION KILLS LIQUOR LICENSES BID (STEINLEY)
A012 KPARTIES ESCALATE INTO VIOLENCE (FRISVOLD)
A015 TASK FORCE LOOKS AT SOLUTIONS TO RIOTS (KRATZ)
A031 PRESIDENT EMERITUS REMEMBERS (TRAUTMANN)
A031 SOCIOLOGIST APPLIES THEORY TO RIOTS (TRAUTMANN)
A071 SOCIAL STATEMENT MADE (L)
A081 KRESIDENTS, STUDENTS PUSH FOR SOLUTIONS (KRATZ)
A012 STUDENTS DISCUSS ALCOHOL PROBLEMS (KRATZ)
A016 -DRINKING WRITE-UPS PLUMMET (TRAUTMANN)
A071 KDRINKING AGE POLICY HYPOCRITICAL
A071 KBROOKINGS BAR SCENE OFFERS FUN
Alll KTAX RAISES ALCOHOL PRICES (STANLEY)
AOll NUMBER OF KEGS ALLOWED IN HOUSES (FEICKERT)
A016 SA DISCUSSES KEG LICENSING (KRATZ)
A081 PROPOSALS SOLVE NOTHING (ED)
A091 BIGGER ALCOHOL FINES REJECTED
AlOl KKEG LAW REVAMPED BY COMMITTEE (STILLMAN)
A015 NEW KEG PROPOSAL LIMITS FIVE A NIGHT (COATES)
A015 CITIZENS TO VOTE ON SUNDAY LIQUOR SALES (STILLMAN)
A081 STUDENTS HAVE ADULT RIGHTS (L)
Alll KSTATE BEER KEG LEGISLATION (STILLMAN)
AOll KEG LAW TAKES EFFECT MAY 3 (BAMSEY)
A061 NEW KEG ORDINANCE BENEFITS STUDENTS, CITY
A07A KCOMMUNITY, STUDENTS NEED UNDERSTANDING
A08I VOTERS REJECT SUNDAY LIQUOR SALES (STANLEY)
A015 KEG ORDINANCE MAY FACE PUBLIC VOTE (ROSS)
A052 KCAMPUS COMMENTS--KEG ORDINANCE
AOll KBOUNCERS DETECT INCREASE IN FAKE ID'S (SLEEP)
A074 KALCOHOL NOT FOR GOOD 'SCHOOL SPIRIT'
Alll KBARS OFFER ATMOSPHERE (KRIZ)
A112 LOCAL BARS SHOW UNIQUENESS (NELSON & BAMSEY)
A121 KMANAGERS CREATE WAYS TO ENTERTAIN (RATZLAFF)
A131 KMUSIC A BIG PART IN BARS' 'PERSONALITIES' (BAKKE)
A161 COMPOSER'S PIECE PERFORMED AT FESTIVAL (RATZLAFF)
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LITERACY
LITTER (TRASH)
DATE PAPER NOTATION
LITTLE I
LIVESTOCK BARN
LLAMAS
LOBBYING
LOBBYISTS
LOCKER ROOMS
A091
AO 11
A012
A 035
AlOl
A05A
AOll
BOll
A03A
A031
A065
A121
LOCKWOOD DON
LOCKWOOD DON 8 CLE
LOHR JERRY
LOLLEY GRANT
LOMBARD CHRISTOPHE
LORANG KEVIN
A/01/1992
10/2A/1990
10/31/1990
10/31/1990
10/23/1991
A/OA/1991
A/01/1992
A/01/1992
A/08/1992
1/30/1991
10/23/1991
1/23/1991
10/10/1990
10/17/1990
10/2A/1990
A/10/1991
2/19/1992
11/07/1990
11/07/1990
A/22/1992
1/16/1991
1/30/1991
2/13/1991
3/13/1991
A/OA/1991
A/17/1991
5/01/1991
9/11/1991
9/25/1991
10/23/1991
11/13/1991
11/27/1991
12/11/1991
11/07/1990
10/16/1991
10/16/1991
10/23/1991
10/23/1991
10/30/1991
1/15/1992
2/05/1992
2/12/1992
A/29/1992
9/19/1990
9/19/1990
A/2A/1991
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
3/18/1992
A/29/1992
10/16/1991
11/13/1991
11/07/1990
11/28/1990
AlAl
A061
A173
AOll
AOAl
A0A3
AOAl
AOll
A071
A063
A063
A083
A063
A063
AOAA
A063
A063
AO 61
A062
A103
A081
AlOl
AOIA
A12A
A061
AlOl
A073
A035
AOAl
A051
B051
AlOl
A102
A072
A121
A122
A015
BOAA
A131
B033
AO 31
A121
LOTTERY
LOTTO
LOVE
LUACK JON
LUAU
LUND DENNIS
LUNDERS GWEN
MALES JAMES
MANFRED FREDERICK
MARCHING BAND
MARKER ERICKA
MARRIAGE
MARRIOTT FOOD
MASCOT
MATHEMATICS
MATTHEWS TONY
MBA
MCDONALD ROSE
MCDOWELL DOROTHY
MCGINNIS MARK
MCKEE RANDY
MCKINNEY JIM
MCLAUGHLIN BILLY
MCLAUGHLIN GREG
MEASLES
MEAT JUDGING
MEBRAHTU PAULOS
12/11/1991
12/11/1991
A/2A/1991
2/12/1992
10/02/1991
3/20/1991
3/20/1991
Il/lA/1990
1/22/1992
2/20/1991
2/05/1992
9/26/1990
11/28/1990
9/18/1991
2/12/1992
A/10/1991
9/11/1991
9/25/1991
10/23/1991
9/18/1991
11/28/1990
5/01/1991
B021
A051
A061
AHA
AOll
A055
A1A2
A015
BOH
A121
BOAl
A015
A071
AHl
A08A
A081
A073
A07A
A07A
A031
A031
A031
^television may make it OBSOLETE
'getting^trashed'
CLEAN BROOKINGS (STANLEY)
IppaSR STILL NEEDED (COATES)
*c?Mn?ij?c COMPETITORS (MAUDE)
*I5maFc SKILLS AT LITTLE I (HEINE)
Ki-CITEKENffRirflpf <»IEBENGA)
SDDnfSSSL'PSSfi'SSS:?
TO KEEP TUITION DOWN (DAWOUD)
SEE NAMES OF LOBBYISTS
harassment undesirable in sports (GLOVER)
*CAMPUS COMMENTS--LOCKER ROOMS
DcPxi^ili change (scherr 8 walkes)READABLE GRADE SLIPS (SYKORA)
the year (kleinjan)
XDARN SPOTS FOR BUSINESS SUCCESS (COATES)
WITH CAR BURGLARIES (COATES)
XBROOKINGS BAR SCENE OFFERS FUN
*'GILLIGAN*S ISLAND' MAKES GOOD NOSTALGIA
*MTV SURROUNDS 'DOORS' WITH HYPE
*UNION ART TREND PRAISED
^FONDNESS FOR FOOD EXPRESSED
*COLUMNIST COINS SUMMER GREETING
*HOUSE ROBBED DURING SPRING FLING
XCOLUMNIST TRIES TO TACKLE DEEPER ISSUES
^COLUMNIST HELPS UNDER-AGE FEMALE
XRECURRING DREAMS...DOOGIE...WOMEN
XTRIX AREN'T JUST FOR KIDS
*HELP CUT TURKEYS' HEADS OFF
FROM CAMPUS TOURS TO HOUSE NAMING...
SOME LOSE, SOME WIN AT VIDEO LOTTERY (PAUL)
"viDEO^LOTTERY MACHINES (FREEMAN)
VIDEO LOTTERY MUST END (ED)
OFFICIALS--STATE LOTTERY IS LEGITIMATE (FREEMAN)
XCAMPUS COMMENTS--VIDEO, LOTTERY
TO PUT VIDEO GAMING TO VOTE (COATES)
URGES LAWMAKERS TO REPEAL VIDEO LOTTERY
VIDEO LOTTERY BILL KILLED BY THE PUBLIC
VIDEO GAMING MACHINES INCREASING IN SD
LOTTO AMERICA BRINGS MEGABUCKS (MOSS)
HOW LOTTO AMERICA IS PLAYED
XCAMPUS COMMENTS--LOTTO AMERICA
*COUPLES FACE RELATIONSHIP PROBLEMS (VERRILL)
VOICE THEIR trials OF LOVE (DERTIEN)
triumphs despite BAD PUBLICITY (KRIZ)
LARAS SPONSORS LAWN LUAU (DEWEY)
RAISES EXOTIC ANIMALS (MILLER)
*nu HUM
KANIMAL RIGHTS, MODERN UNIVERSITY TRENDS (KRATZ)
^THERE'S GOTTA,BE SOMETHING OPEN
couple MARRIED 72 YEARS STRONG (SLEEP)
MARRIOTT MONOPOLY MUST END (ED)
^CONTRACT EXTENSION QUESTIONED
KSCHOOL SPIRIT SOARS
MATH EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP OFFERED
XJACKS FALL IN REGIONAL FINALS (WALKES)
*REGENTS VOTE DOWN NSU PROGRAM (MOSS)
STRIVES TO SATISFY STUDENTS (KUETER)
SISTERS THROUGH TAE KWON DO (SCHUSTER)
OF HISTORY TEXTBOOKS (TRAUTMANN)
USD TO REJOIN STUDENT FEDERATION (ROSS)
PRESIDENT GIVES VIEWS ON COVERAGE (L)
XPRIDE OF THE DAKOTAS MARCHES INTO FALL (BAKKE)
GUITARIST RETURNS (KRIZ)
^FEDERATION PRESIDENCY COMES TO SDSU (STANLEY)
KSHOULD THE DEFENSE BUDGET BE CUT,,BY HOW MUCH
DUO DEBATES, HEALTH CARE
DUO DEBATES THOMAS CONFIRMATION PROCESS
MEASLES OUTBREAK CAUSES CHANGES IN SERVICE (SYKORA)
MEAT JUDGERS FINISH SEASON IN NEBRASKA
XSTUDENT BATTLES FOR LIFE (HAGEL)
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MEBRAHTU PAULOS
MEDICAL SERVICES
MEMORIAL ART CTR
MEMORY
MENDELSON ROBERT
MENTAL HEALTH
MENTONE EILEEN
MEXICO
MEYER FRED
MICKELSON GEORGE
MICROWAVE OVEN
MIDDLE EAST
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/18/1991 AOll *BROOKINGS HELPS CANCER PATIENT (ERICKSON)
10/30/1991 AD9A KCOUNTY PICKS UP BILL (JACOBY)
1/15/1992 B012 JCSTUDENT STARTS TREATMENT (ERICKSON)
10/30/1991 A09A KCOUNTY PICKS UP BILL (JACOBY)
1/15/1992 B012 KSTUDENT STARTS TREATMENT (ERICKSON)
FOR LATER SEE ART MUSEUM
2/I9/I992 A1A2 ^TECHNIQUES AID INFORMATION RETENTION (VERRILL)
10/31/1990 A031 SOCIOLOGIST APPLIES THEORY TO RIOTS (TRAUTMANN)
SEE ALSO FEARS, STRESS
A/10/1991 A085 COUNSELOR OFFERS ART, MUSIC THERAPY (BAMSEY)
12/11/1991 BOH AIDS STUDENTS DEALING WITH DIFFICULTIES (FENGER)
1/22/1992 A122 XBEATING THE BLUES
1/22/1992 A121 DEPRESSION (SABERS)
1/22/1992 A125 HAPPINESS (HOLLEY)
2/05/1992 B03A MENTONE NAMED ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT
9/19/1990 A015 ACADEMIC BONDS THROUGH INTERNATIONAL STUDY (KRATZ)
9/12/1990 A031 ^STUDENTS LIVE THREE TO A ROOM (TRAUTMANN)
10/17/1990 A012 XTRIPLE ROOMS LIKELY TO SEE CHANGES (COATES)
10/03/1990 A081 COUNTIES RECEIVE FUNDING (STANLEY)
10/10/1990.A08A TASK FORCE FOR RURAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
10/17/1990 A083 MICKELSON, SAMUELSON LOCK HORNS (FRISVOLD)
1/16/1991 AOll GOVERNOR DEFINES STATE'S OPPORTUNITIES (COATES)
1/16/1991 A063 KANNUAL 'STATE OF STATE' ADDRESS
1/16/1991 A081 MICKELSON TAKES OATH OF OFFICE (COATES)
1/23/1991 A035 MICKELSON ENCOURAGES SDSU TO REVIVE NURSING (SYKORA)
1/23/1991 A123 LOCAL WOMAN AWARDED STATE CERTIFICATE (DAWOUD)
A/17/1991 A095 GOVERNOR PROCLAIMS RECONCILIATION CENTURY
5/01/I99I A073 ^GOVERNOR ADDRESSES TROOPS
9/25/1991 AlOl XMICKELSON SPEAKS
11/27/1991 A103 *TURNS STATEHOUSE INTO FAMILY EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
1/22/1992 AOAl ECONOMY IS GOOD, MAKING PROGRESS (BROKAW)
1/22/1992 A0A5 GOVERNOR ANNOUNCES TAX REBATE (JACOBY)
1/22/1992 A055 STATE VIDEO NETWORK PASSES FIRST TEST (AVOK)
2/12/1992 A031 EDUCATION RECEIVES MONITARY AWARD (BIEBER)
9/19/1990 AOll WEEKEND MICROWAVE OVEN THEFT INVESTIGATED
9/12/1990 A031 TEACHER'S SON DEPLOYED FOR GULF CRISIS (MUSTEK)
9/12/1990 A061 *D0 YOU AGREE WITH WHAT THE US,..
9/19/1990 A102 EXPLAINS SHIPPING TO TROOPS IN SAUDI ARABIA
9/26/1990 A015 MIDDLE EASTERN STUDENTS OFFER PERSPECTIVE (FRISVOLD)
9/26/1990 A071 KTROOPS INVOLVEMENT IN MIDDLE EAST
10/03/1990 AOIA KKUWAITI STUDENT--FIRSTHAND PERSPECTIVE (FRISVOLD)
10/03/1990 A061 CONFLICT DESERVES VOTER ATTENTION (ED)
10/03/1990 A071 VIEWS OF 'PASSIVE' PATRIOTS DEFENDED (L)
10/2A/1990 A083 HELP EACH OTHER THROUGH GULF CRISIS (STANLEY)
11/07/1990 A07A ^PREDICTION OF ATTACK IN MIDDLE EAST GIVEN
ll/lA/1990 A07A *MIDDLE EAST CRISIS NOW GETS HIGHER PRIORITY
11/28/1990 AOll ADDRESSES OF ACTIVATED STUDENTS TO BE PUBLISHED
11/28/1990 A012 REGENTS GRANT STUDENT SOLDIERS GRADES (COATES)
11/28/1990 A015 STUDENTS SEND SUPPORT (ROSS)
11/28/1990 A033 ^PROFESSOR SPEAKS OF SON'S EXPERIENCE (ERICKSON)
11/28/1990 A061 *CAMPUS COMMENTS--MILITARY ACTIONS
11/28/1990 A063 *TROOPS SERVING QUESTIONABLE CAUSE
11/28/1990 A091 CONCERN GROWS IN CONGRESS (ROSTYNE)
11/28/1990 A104 ^MIDDLE EAST POLICY DICTATES PERFORMANCE
12/05/1990 AOll COOKIE LIFT SUCCESSFUL
12/05/1990 A031 *MONSTER COOKIE LIFT
12/05/1990 A063 KNARROWLY ESCAPES ACTIVE MILITARY DUTY
12/05/1990 A086 FAMILIES KEEP FAITH FOR RETURN (STANLEY)
12/12/1990 AOll SURVEY REVEALS MANY TIES TO GULF
12/12/1990 A012 KFASTERS HUNGER FOR PEACE (TRAUTMANN)
12/12/1990 AOIA STRIVES FOR A DIPLOMATIC RESOLUTION (COATES)
12/12/1990 A015 MUSLIMS REVIEW CRISIS (COATES)
12/12/1990 A061 SUPPORT AND POLITICS UNRELATED (ED)
12/12/1990 A063 KGULF STRUGGLE CONSIDERED
12/12/1990 A07A *VIEWS GIVEN ON GULF ACTION, PRESENCE
I2/I2/I990 A074 SOLUTIONS TO PERSIAN GULF CRISIS GIVEN (L)
1/16/1991 A013 KSTUDENTS MARCH FOR PEACE (ROSS)
1/16/1991 A061 LESSON OF 1960'S FORGOTTEN (ED)
1/16/1991 A06I 'NO FORCE' APPROACH WOULD BE JOKE (L)
1/16/1991 A063 ^TERRORISM WILL MAKE A DIRECT HIT
1/16/1991 A063 K'JUST' WAR SHOULD BE DEFENSIVE
1/16/1991 A073 XWAR ENDS HOPES FOR NEW WORLD ORDER
1/23/1991 AOAl SPECTATORS GATHER SUPPORT DURING BOMBINGS (COATES)
1/23/1991 A0A2 MINISTERS DEBATE MEANING BEHIND... (COATES)
1/23/1991 A061 PRESSLER'S SUPPORT FOR PERSIAN GULF WAR (ED)
1/23/1991 A063 XBUSH'S VIOLENT NEW WORLD ORDER
1/23/1991 A072 XCAMPUS COMMENTS--PERSIAN GULF WAR
1/23/1991 A07A *COLUMNIST STRUGGLES WITH WAR ISSUE
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MIDDLE EAST
MIKKELSEN KELLY
MILITARY SCIENCE
MILITARY SERVICES
MILLER BOB
MILLER GLENN
MILLER JOHN
MILLER SHANA
MILLER WALTER DALE
MINES S MINING
MISSIONARIES
MISSOURI RIVER
MIU NICOLAE
MONEY
MOORHEAD STATE
MORAN CLINT
MORRISON CONNIE
MORTALITY
MORTAR BOARD
MORTENSON DEB
MOSLEMS
MOTIS TIM
MOV PICT IND
MOV PICT REV
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/23/1991
1/30/1991
1/30/1991
1/30/1991
1/30/1991
1/30/1991
2/06/1991
2/06/1991
2/06/1991
2/06/1991
2/06/1991
2/06/1991
2/13/1991
2/13/1991
2/13/1991
2/13/1991
2/20/1991
2/20/1991
3/20/1991
3/20/1991
3/20/1991
'i/OA/1991
A/OA/1991
<4/10/1991
A/17/1991
A/2A/199J
10/02/1991
10/09/1991
12/11/1991
3/18/1992
3/13/1991
3/25/1992
Il/lA/1990
11/28/1990
11/28/1990
11/28/1990
12/05/1990
12/12/1990
1/16/1991
1/30/1991
2/06/1991
2/06/1991
2/13/1991
A/17/1991
10/30/1991
9/12/1990
9/12/1990
12/12/1990
9/19/1990
10/03/1990
10/17/1990
10/31/1990
ll/lA/1990
12/05/1990
10/10/1990
10/10/1990
10/17/1990
10/31/1990
ll/lA/1990
ll/lA/1990
1/22/1992
2/05/1992
2/06/1991
2/20/1991
2/12/1992
10/31/1990
11/07/1990
10/03/1990
1/30/1991
2/05/1992
A/01/1992
3/20/1991
10/23/1991
ll/lA/1990
A/OA/1991
9/19/1990
A112
AOll
A051
A061
A063
A07A
A031
A03A
A051
A053
A 081
A091
A061
A07A
A07A
A081
A061
AO 61
A063
Aid
AlOl
AO 71
A083
A031
A095
A 061
A061
A09A
A08A
A065
A16A
B025
SERVICE FAMILY HOT LINE STARTED
^TnnPNT'^ Mprpc'"n^uC2c SUPPORT (STILLMAN)IrvPTTlu SOLDIER' (TRAUTMANN)iuAP PPAri PERSIAN GULF WAR (L)*WAR, PEACE ISSUE SHOULD NOT DIVIDE AMERICA
*UAP®lnpliM®A?fnLii'^ Sn2P^^ INDIVIDUAL CONVICTIONS*WAR FORUM ALLOWS PUBLIC TO SPEAK (TRAUTMANN)PROTEST ISSUE LEADS TO CONFLICT CSYKORA)
*HOMe"oF°THe'^ BRAV^^^^ COMMITTEE (ERICKSON)
SAM??^S9i ^ CATEGORIES ON WAR ISSUE (L)
Sao DEMEAN POLICY IN GULFWAR SPELLS DRAFT FOR YOUNG (L)
22Xn2II^.9oo9o.-°F rising blood PRESSURE (L)XMODERN WARFARE LEAVES OUT HUMAN FACTOR
29p coo'^ooi'-k WITHIN WEEKS (STILLMAN)WAR FOR PEACE, OIL NECESSARY (L)
CRISIS PLAGUED WITH SCANDAL (L)
LIBERATING COUNTRIES
*STUDENTS REACT TO GULF PEACE (STILLMAN)
discussed at rally (NOEM)
*GULF GAMBLE WILL COST US
WAR INVOLVEMENT WRONG (L)
*FAMED AUTHOR QUESTIONS WAR (ERICKSON)
STfJ^Ao!/ BUSH'S TACTICS (BAMSEY)MILITARY RESPONSE JUSTIFIED (L)
inhumanity unlawfulness (L)
US 'DID WELL* IN GULF (L)
HENDRICKS' REPORT NOT ALL ACCURATE (L)
LOAN DELAY HURTS PEACE, ECONOMY (L)
*CONCENTRATION
BERRY NAMED DEPARTMENT HEAD
SEE ALSO ROTC
"REMEMBERS. . . (SCHWARZ)
GRANT STUDENT SOLDIERS GRADES (COATES)
MA??uP92pof^!f '^^ L2n SON'S EXPERIENCE (ERICKSON)NATIVE AMERICAN SERVICE OVERLOOKED
faith for return (Stanley)
ADDRESSES OF STUDENT SOLDIERS OFFERED
QUALIFY FOR INSURANCESTUDENT URGES OTHERS--'ADOPT A SOLDIER' (TRAUTMANN)
CONGRESS AVOIDS DRAFT LEGISLATION (ROSS)
NATIVE AMERICANS IN MILITARY FORCES
*CAMPUS COMMENTS--DRAFTING WOMEN
PERSIAN GULF BENEFITS PACKAGE SIGNED
'RATJLAFF,
^STUDENT LEADER REMEMBERED
PROFESSOR WRITES BOOK ABOUT HIGHWAY lA (TRAUTMANN)
XWETLANDS DISAPPEAR
XPAPER PRODUCERS SHOULD LOOK TO PAST
KPAPER PRODUCTION POSES PROBLEMS
XEUROPEAN-STYLE PAPER CLASSIFICATION
^CANDIDATES GO HEAD TO HEAD ON DEBATE (NELSON)
^INITIATIVE 2 WOULD LIMIT MINING (RAINER 8 MOSS)MINING NEEDS LIMITATIONS (ED) « ""^5)
*INITIATIVE TWO EXPLAINED
NO SURPRISES EXPECTED FROM MINING STUDY (ANDERSON)
RECLAMATION STARTS BEFORE MINING (MOSS)
LEGISLATOR PROPOSES 3,500-ACRE MINING LIMIT
GROWING UP WITH MISSIONARY PARENTS (FENGER)
PROPOSED BILL TO GIVE STATE MORE CONTROL
FIGHTS TO SAVE MISSOURI RIVER (STILLMAN)
JANKLOW--STUDY SUPPORTS ARGUMENT ii-LnMMj
^ROMANIAN FAMILY ENJOYS FREEDOM (THILL)
JCINSTANT CASH CARDS--MIXED BLESSING (ARCHER)
MOOREHEAD STATE STUDENTS PROTEST
STUDENT URGES OTHERS--'ADOPT A SOLDIER* (TRAUTMANN)
JfWINTER HOBBIES ELIMINATE BOREDOM (KRIZ)
ACCIDENTS NUMBER 1 CAUSE OF DEATH FOR YOUTH (KAFKA)
1991 MEMBERS INITIATED
LOTTERY IS LEGITIMATE (FREEMAN)
ott MUSLIMS
JfSTUDENT SPENDS SUMMER IN LIBERIA (THILL)
JfOSCARS MAKE GOOD SHOW
THE ONLY HIGHPOINT IN 'GHOST DAD' (WHITEPIPE)
A033
A012
A033
A07A
A086
A051
AO 91
A051
AOll
A083
AO 7 2
AO 9 2
A161
A063
Alll
AOAl
A07A
A07A
A07A
A071
A071
A071
A012
A081
A061
A063
A093
A09A
A051
B021
All 5
AO 9 3
AO A6
Alll
A095
AOll
A051
A08I
A06A
AO 56
AlOl
AlOl
A063
AlAl
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MOV PICT REV
MOVIES TO GO
MOWING
MUENSTER TED
MUGS
MULTICULTURAL CLUB
MURRA BARBARA
MURRA GENE
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
MUSEUMS-BR
MUSIC BAND
MUSIC CHAMBER
MUSIC CHOIR
MUSIC CLINIC
MUSIC CONCERTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/03/1990 A093 'DANCES WITH WOLVES' PREMIERING
10/03/1990 AHA PLOT, CHARACTERS SOAR IN 'GHOST' (WHITEPIPE)
10/17/1990 A12I 'MEN AT WORK' STARS HIGHLIGHT (WHITEPIPE)
10/31/1990 AlOA MARTIN, MORANIS MAKE 'HEAVEN' SHINE (WHITEPIPE)
11/1A/I990 AlOl 'RIVALRY' IS ENTERTAINMENT FOR STUDENTS (WHITEPIPE)
11/28/1990 A063 *MOVIE CHANGES VIEWS
12/05/1990 A095 ACTING, PLOT DO NOT PACK IN 'ROCKY V (WHITEPIPE)
12/05/1990 AlOA BROOKINGS RESIDENT SEEN IN HIT MOVIE (CROUSE)
12/05/1990 AlOA CLUB SUPPLIES ACTORS FOR 'DANCES' (SCHUSTER)
1/16/1991 AlOl KCOSTNER'S MOVIE RECEIVES THUMBS UP (WHITEPIPE)
1/30/1991 A12A 'HOME ALONE' A SUCCESS (WHITEPIPE)
2/13/1991 AllI SUSPENSFUL ACTION IN 'MISERY' (WHITEPIPE)
3/13/1991 A1A3 XAWAKENINGS 8 SLEEPING WITH THE ENEMY (WHITEPIPE)
A/OA/1991 A121 X'SCISSORHANDS' MAKES CUT (WHITEPIPE)
A/10/1991 A05A MOVIES DEPICT PAST, PRESENT WAR VIEWS (TRAUTMANN)
A/17/1991 A123 MOVIE FALLS SHORT OF POTENTIAL COMEDY (WHITEPIPE)
5/01/1991 AlOl HOLD ON TIGHT (WHITEPIPE)
9/11/1991 AlAl *SUMMER CHARTS KEEP THEIR SPARK (BUCHHOLZ)
9/18/1991 A061 CINEMA CRITICIZED FOR POOR FILM VARIETY (L)
9/25/1991 A171 *'THELMA & LOUISE' INCLUDE LESSONS (BARTHOLOMEW)
10/09/1991 A231 *APPEARS OFF THE WALL (BARTHOLOMEW)
10/23/1991 A121 XMOVIE PLAYS PART IN REAL-LIFE (BARTHOLOMEW)
10/30/1991 A16A KHORROR SHOW 'ROCKS' STUDENTS
11/13/1991 B083 'FRANKIE S JOHNY' IN LOVE (BARTHOLOMEW)
12/0A/I991 A071 *ADDAMS FAMILY, OTHER PEOPLE'S MONEY (BARTHOLOMEW)
12/11/1991 A125 REMAKE RANKS HIGH (BARTHOLOMEW)
1/22/1992 A085 NOLTE SOARS IN 'TIDES'... (BARTHOLOMEW)
3/18/1992 AOAl 3 FILMS PORTRAY WILLS OF STEEL (MCENTREE)
3/25/1992 A0A5 REVIEWS COVER, SOBER TO STUPID (BUCHHOLZ)
A/01/1992 AOAA 'MEDICINE MAN' S 'BASIC INSTINCT' (MCENTEE)
9/26/1990 A012 *LETTER MAN
10/23/1991 A09A *TIDYING UP
10/03/1990 A071 XSENATE CANDIDATES LACK LEADERSHIP QUALITIES
10/17/1990 A091 XSENATE CANDIDATES GO HEAD TO HEAD (STANLEY)
10/2A/1990 A08A 96SENATE CANDIDATES DIFFER ON BUDGET
10/31/1990 A015 SENATE CANDIDATE STUDIES DEBT ISSUE (ROSS)
11/28/1990 A075 SENATE CANDIDATE THANKS RESIDENTS (L)
A/2A/1991 A0A3 *REFILLABLE MUGS AID ENVIRONMENT (PETERSON)
10/16/1991 AOAl RETREAT TEACHES CULTURAL AWARENESS (KUETER)
ll/lA/1990 A081 ^COMMITTEE LOOKS FOR SOLUTIONS (STANLEY)
12/12/1990 A08I *COMMISSIONER REPAYS DEBT TO SOCIETY (STANLEY)
9/19/1990 A035 ^NEWSPAPER EDITORS COME TO SDSU (KRATZ)
SEE DANCE FOR DYSTROPH
3/20/1991 A021 GREEKS GEAR UP FOR HYPER A MDA (SCHUSTER)
A/17/1991 A031 *PURSUIT FOR A CURE
5/01/1991 A0A3 HPER A MDA APPRECIATED (L)
A/01/1992 B021 *MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY ASSOC RAISES $7,300 (NELSON)
SEE ALSO AG HERITAGE
9/19/1990 A121 ST PAUL BAND ENJOYS LOCAL SUCCESS (RITTER)
10/03/1990 A121 KORIGINAL MUSIC POWERS LOCAL BAND (ANDERSON)
11/07/1990 Alll MUSIC MAKES 'MADHOUSE' UNIQUE (ADERMAN)
11/28/1990 AlOl ^MINNEAPOLIS BAND PLAYS 'BLUES-BASED ROCK' (CROUSE)
11/28/1990 Alll KNORTH CAROLINA BAND GAINS SUCCESS (ANDERSON)
12/12/1990 A115 FACULTY MEMBER REMINISCES PAST (PAUL)
12/12/1990 A131 LOCAL BAND HEADS BACK TO THE STUDIO (RAINER)
1/23/1991 AlAl 3CBAND SCORES NEW FANS IN SD (THILL)
3/13/1991 A131 KSF BAND WINS COMPETITION AT CLUB 51A (CROUSE)
A/17/1991 A113 KTWO BANDS OFFER SATURDAY NIGHT VARIETY (THILL)
A/2A/I991 A173 *THE SHOWDOWN SHAKE DOWN
2/26/1992 AOll NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND BOOKED (KLEINJAN)
A/08/1992 A012 *DIRT BAND DRAWS 5,000
A/29/1992 A051 KBAND CLOSES SPRING FLING, CAREER (SCHUCH)
11/27/1991 A06A *A TOUCH OF CLASS
A/2A/1991 A132 CHOIR CONCERT USHERS IN SPRING SEASON
12/11/1991 Alll XSINGERS SHARE ENGLISH TRADITIONS (KRIZ)
2/26/1992 B0A3 xVlENNA CHOIR BOYS DELIVER SOUND OF MUSIC (SCHUCH)
2/05/1992 B05I SDSU HOSTS MUSIC CLINIC (NELSON)
9/I2/I990 A12I CONCERTS KEEP MUSIC DEPARTMENT BUSY (KRIZ)
9/I9/I990 Ali5 KMUSIC GROUP TEACHES, ENTERTAINS (ANDERSON)
12/05/1990 AlOl *BAND DISPLAYS BLUES (ANDERSON)
1/30/1991 A072 XCAMPUS COMMENTS--A HOBO DAY CONCERT
3/13/1991 AOll UPC BOOKS PISCOPO FOR APRIL CONCERT (ROSS)
A/10/1991 AlOA BANDS JAZZ UP SPRINGTIME (KRIZ)
A/2A/1991 AOll XCONNELLS' LEAD SINGER TALKS (THILL) ^
10/09/1991 A211 XLOOSE TIES USES BLUE6RASS, JAZZ TUNES (KRIZ)
10/16/1991 A171 ^HISTORICAL SOUNDS PLAYED AT BRASS CONCERT (KRIZ)
1/29/1992 B051 KHIGH NOON
3/25/1992 AOAl *BLUE SOLO
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MUSIC CONCERTS
MUSIC CONTESTS
MUSIC DEPT
MUSIC EDUCATION
MUSIC FESTIVAL
MUSIC GUITAR
MUSIC INDUSTRY
MUSIC JAZZ
MUSIC RADIO
MUSIC ROCK
MUSIC SINGING
MUSIC SPANISH
MUSICIANS
MUSLIMS
MYRTLE BEACH
NAATJES RYAN
NAGY IMRE
NAGY SCOTT
NAMES
NAPA AUTO PARTS
NATIVE AM CLUB
NATIVE AMERICANS
NATL GUARD
NATURAL LAW
NAVRAT DENNIS
NEDVED AL
NEGSTAD RICHARD
NEITZEL DOUG
NELSON ANTHONY
NELSON JEFF
NELSON JERRICE
NELSON NICOLE
NESS JACOB
NEW YEAR
NEWSPAPERS
NICKNAMES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/01/1992
A/01/1992
A/01/1992
A/01/1992
A/IO/1991
9/12/1990
2/13/1991
9/18/1991
9/18/1991
10/09/1991
A/01/1992
1/15/1992
2/12/1992
1/30/1991
1/30/1991
A/10/1991
A/10/1991
11/27/1991
3/20/1991
A/29/1992
2/12/1992
3/20/1991
3/13/1991
10/16/1991
2/05/1992
12/12/1990
12/12/1990
12/12/1990
1/23/1991
A/2A/1991
2/26/1992
A/2A/1991
3/20/1991
12/05/1990
10/23/1991
3/20/1991
AOll
A031
AOAl
A092
A091
A121
A03A
All 5
A121
A21A
AO 51
B0A3
A08A
A015
A121
AOll
AlOA
A061
A072
A031
A091
A136
A16A
A161
B052
A015
A031
A03A
A061
A09A
A121
A171
A151
A121
A071
A023
10/10/1990 AOll
2/19/1992 A083
2/26/1992 AOAl
9/12/1990
9/26/1990
10/2A/1990
ll/lA/1990
12/12/1990
10/23/1991
3/18/1992
A/01/1992
11/27/1991
1/16/1991
2/06/1991
3/18/1992
A/29/1992
9/26/1990
3/18/1992
9/18/1991
10/02/1991
10/16/1991
10/30/1991
11/20/1991
12/0A/1991
1/15/1992
2/26/1992
3/25/1992
A/08/1992
A/29/1992
10/23/1991
1/15/1992
9/19/1990
10/17/1990
3/25/1992
10/10/1990
10/23/1991
10/30/1991
10/30/1991
10/30/1991
10/30/1991
A031
AO 36
A083
A012
A051
A066
AOAA
B0A5
AOAA
A083
Alll
B031
BOAl
A083
A065
A063
A065
A061
A071
AlOl
A103
A061
AlOl
A083
A07A
A07A
A09A
A061
A035
A031
B015
A071
A073
A061
A065
A066
A131
WEEK'S END (SCHUCH)
IIamIq PxkSS "'^ "E DIRT BAND (SCHERR)*AMES PIANO QUARTET PERFORMS (KORKOW)
witty gritty dirt band
rnl^^pyk LIiIJoW^iSELS MUSICIANS' (SCHUSTER)
keep busy with REHEARSALS (NELSON)
c^imJSTc^L^DAii^^^TUDENTS PRIVATE GETAWAY (KRIZ)STUDENTS PREPARE FOR RECITALS (BAKKE)
SHOWCASES VARIETY (WAXDAHL)
^GUITARIST DAN WHITE OF BLACK VELVET
GUITARIST RETURNS (KRIZ)
MUSIC INDUSTRY CLUB DENIED FUNDS (KRATZ)
TRIO BRINGS NEW ORLEANS TO SD (CROUSE)
BANDS MAKE WEEKEND APPEARANCE (ROSS)
BANDS JAZZ UP SPRINGTIME (KRIZ)
"""^KES first appearance (KORKOW)
*CAMPUS COMMENTS--NEW CAMPUS RADIO STATION
*SINGING°Ouf ^W^I^TIANS SPREAD MESSAGE (KORKOW)
SPANISH MUSIC EXPLORED MARCH 21
XCONCENTRATION
COMPOSER'S PIECE PERFORMED AT FESTIVAL (RATZLAFF)
^JOURNALISM STUDENT ENTERTAINS (KORKOW)
MUSLIMS REVIEW CRISIS (COATES)
explains ITS RELIGIOUS LIFESTYLE (COATES)
EXPRESS FREEDOM TO WORSHIP (COATES)
MISCONCEPTIONS IN STORY ARE CLASSIFIED (L)
MUSLIMS CELEBRATE FEAST (COATES)
GRAND STRAND REMAINS HOT SPOT
VALUABLE ROLES (WALKES)
track stars sprint, JUMP TO SUCCESS (SCHERR)
*CAGE COACH BRINGS SINCERE OULOOK (WALKES)
^CONVERT LABELS POSITIVELY
crI°Arcn^fimI«KI relocates to lucky lady (COOPER)SEE ALSO INDIANS
SDSU CLUB SPONSORS CONFERENCE
CHANCE FOR CULTURAL EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL DAY PLANNED FOR POWWOW (WIEBENGA)
SEE INDIANS
TEACHER'S SON DEPLOYED FOR GULF CRISIS (MUSTEK)
PROCEDURES STATED FOR MILITARY SERVICE
HELP EACH OTHER THROUGH GULF CRISIS (STANLEY)
AnnncoliP^WT FACING POSSIBLE SERVICE (FRISVOLD)
ADDRESSES OF STUDENT SOLDIERS OFFERED
CATHOLICS SAY SEX IS 'UNNATURAL' (L)
^ARTIST MIXES IMAGES OF MAN, NATURE (SCHUCH)
XMEASURING^Up"'^ '^ '^^ ^ SKILLS TO ART STUDENTS (RIPPE)
legislators DISCUSS PENDING BILLS (ROSTYNE)
KEVACUATIoiS^^^ RECOUNTS EXPERIENCE (STILLMAN)
*BATTER UP
FUND DRIVE RAISES $1.7 MILLION (NELSON)
FORMER EDITOR SUPPORTS WRITER (L)
XANTI-ABORTION PROTESTERS WREAK HAVOK
JCCOLUMNIST ATTACKS CIA PROCEDURES
KNO HOBO DAY RIOTS
XBEWARE OF THE FASHION PATROL
XPHILANTHROPISTS GIVE SUPPORT TO PROGRAMS
XSHOPPER'S SHOWCASE
*NEW YEAR BRINGS ENLIGHTENMENT
KTURNING 21 REVEALS TRUE HORROR STORIES
*BOMB THREATS CAUSE UNDUE EXPENSE
*STUDENTS MUST KNOW RIGHTS
KFUN TIME COMES UP ON SHORT END
XTIDYING UP
*NEW YEAR BRINGS ENLIGHTENMENT
KNEWSPAPER EDITORS COME TO SDSU (KRATZ)
DAIRY UNIT USES SHREDDED-PAPER (TRAUTMANN)
ISWNE MOVES HEADQUARTERS (KUETER)
NATIVE AMERICAN NICKNAMES (SPENCER S WOODARD)
XCAMPUS COMMENTS--'TOMAHAWK CHOP'
SDSU NEEDS CHANGE
'CHOP' QUESTION POORLY WORDED (L)
RACIAL PROTEST DEFENDED (L)
'CHOP SHOP' QUARREL SHINES LIGHT ON MASCOT (NOEM)
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SUBJECT
NICKNAMES
NIKE
NIKOLAS MARIA
NOISE ORDINANCE
NON-TRADITIONALS
NONVIOLENT ALTERNA
NORRIS BUCK
NORTHEIMER WILLIAM
NORTHERN STATE UNI
NUDITY
NURSERY SCHOOL
NURSING
NUTRITION
O'RILEY KELLI
OAKWOOD
OBSCENITY
OCCUPATIONS
ODEGAARD ANITA
ODEGAARD WYNNE
OIEN FRED
OLSON BRYAN S RACH
OLSON KRIS
OLYMPICS
OMODT CAROL
OOZEBALL
OPERA
OPINION POLLS
ORDINANCES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/13/1991 A07A MASCOTS SHOULD NOT INSULT... (JOHNSON 8 MCLAUGHLIN)
11/20/1991 A106 TEAM NAMES NOT DEMEANING (L)
1/29/1992 A053 NEW STATE NICKNAME PROPOSED
1/29/1992 A05A INDIANS ARE PEOPLE, NOT MASCOTS
2/05/1992 A031 COMMITTEE APPROVES CHANGING STATE NICKNAME (BROKAW)
12/0A/1991 A125 NIKE REIGNS CLEARING)
12/09/1991 BOAl *CLAYING AROUND
9/18/1991 AlOl STUDENT SENATE TO PROTEST ORDINANCE (ROSS)
9/25/1991 AOll STUDENTS--ORDINANCE VAGUE, DISCUSSION AWAITS (ROSS)
10/09/1991 A091 COMMISSION RE-ENACTS LOUD NOISE ORDINANCE (SLEEP)
1/16/1991 A093 NONTRADS JUGGLE WORK, SCHOOL, FAMILY (STlLLMAN)
9/29/1991 A039 *MINISTER LEAVES AFTER YEARS OF SERVICE (SLABA)
11/13/1991 B012 *HARD AT IT
2/19/1992 A035 DAIRY LAB NAMES DIRECTOR
11/19/1990 A015 XREGENTS VOTE DOWN NSU PROGRAM (MOSS)
3/20/1991 AOll JCPETITIONERS PROTEST PAINTING (ANDERSON)
3/20/1991 A061 OBSCENITY IS IN INDIVIDUAL'S MINDS (ED)
9/09/1991 A082 ARTIST DEFENDS 'ANATOMIST' (L)
9/09/1991 A089 NO LIMITS ON EXPRESSION (L)
9/09/1991 A085 NUDE ART CONDEMNED (L)
9/10/1991 A061 MALE NUDES SHOULD ALSO BE REPRESENTED (L)
5/01/1991 A013 SURVEYS STUDENTS' OPINION OF ART IN UNION (SYKORA)
9/17/1991 A052 PRESCHOOL SIGN-UP FOR FALL 1991 STARTS
9/12/1990 A091 UPWARD MOBILITY NURSING PROGRAM ESTABLISHED
9/12/1990 A093 NURSING COLLEGE GETS $10,000 FULD GRANT
1/23/1991 A035 MICKELSON ENCOURAGES SDSU TO REVIVE NURSING (SYKORA)
2/06/1991 A099 KNURSING INSTRUCTOR HONORED BY ACADEMY (PETERSON)
2/26/1992 A031 *CONVENTION FOCUSES ON RURAL HEALTH (NELSON)
10/17/1990 A035 PROFESSOR IMPROVES ARMY NUTRITION (TRAUTMANN)
10/02/1991 A031 KWINICK ON MOTHER/CHILD NUTRITION (CHRISTENSON)
10/09/1991 A121 NUTRITIONISTS RECOMMEND GROUPS CLEARING 8 HANSON)
12/09/1991 A125 COMPETING ATHLETES REQUIRE CARBOHYDRATES CLEARING)
2/19/1992 A191 HIGH CARBO'S REPLENISH BODY FUEL
9/19/1990 A079 *TRUE FRIENDSHIP OFFERS LESSONS FOR LIVING
10/03/1990 A073 KEXCESS PARTYING RESULTS IN TRASHED...
10/17/1990 A071 KFAMILY REUNIONS CAN BE STRESSFUL
11/19/1990 A071 KCOLUMNIST CONTEMPLATES STUDENT
12/05/1990 A079 KIT'S FIVE O'CLOCK...
1/23/1991 A079 CHRISTMAS BREAK CREATES NEW LIFE FORMS
2/06/1991 A083 KBLIND DATES CREATE UNCOMFORTABLE SITUATIONS
2/20/1991 A063 VALUABLE LESSON CAN BE LEARNED
3/20/1991 A063 KDENTAL PROBLEMS TEACH LESSON ABOUT LIFE
9/10/1991 A063 KLITTLE PUPPY PROVIDES BIG HEADACHES
9/29/1991 A063 KCOLUMNIST ADVOCATES ROSE SMELLING
9/18/1991 A053 OAKWOOD PUBLICATIONS REVIVED (LUTTMAN)
3/20/1991 A061 OBSCENITY IS IN INDIVIDUAL'S MINDS (ED)
9/09/1991 A079 K'OBSCENITY' VS 'NORMAL'
10/31/1990 A053 KCAREER FAIR BRINGS EMPLOYERS (RATZLAFF)
1/16/1991 A093 JOB FAIR OFFERS CAREER PLACEMENT (PETERSON)
11/27/1991 A071 KWOMEN CHOOSE ENGINEERING CAREER (KRIZ)
1/29/1992 A063 JOB MARKET LOOKS HOPEFUL (NELSON)
2/12/1992 A055 UPCOMING JOB FAIR FOCUSES ON RECRUITING GRADUATES
3/25/1992 A109 KDOIN' THE STROLL
10/17/1990 A012 KTRIPLE ROOMS LIKELY TO SEE CHANGES (COATES)
9/12/1990 A161 KATHLETIC DIRECTOR EYES CHALLENGES (WALKES)
1/30/1991 A161 KTO DEVELOP POSITIVE FUTURE FOR ATHLETES (GLOVER)
12/11/1991 A086 HPER DIRECTOR APOLOGIZES (L)
9/17/1991 AOll KFIRE DESTROYS FAMILY'S HOME (COATES)
12/11/1991 B033 KTHAT TIME OF THE YEAR AGAIN
12/09/1991 B052 FORMER ATHLETE EYES SUMMER OLYMPICS (WALKES)
10/02/1991 A089 KSUNDAY STROLL
9/29/1991 A115 A LITTLE DIRT WILL NOT HURT (KRIZ)
5/01/1991 A013 KOOZEBALL PROVES FUN (CROUSE)
5/01/1991 A091 KCAMPUS OOZES INTO SPRINGTIME (KRlZ)
9/29/1992 B061 KTOURNAMENT ATTRACTS CAMPUS MUDLOVERS (SYKORA)
11/07/1990 AlOl REGIONAL COMPANY PERFORMS MOZART OPERA (SCHUSTER)
3/20/1991 A131 TASTE OF OPERA TO CAMPUS (KRIZ)
9/09/1991 A091 HOBO DAY RIOT SURVEY TALLIED (SYKORA)
1/15/1992 A031 SEAT BELT MEASURE GAINS SUPPORT (BROKAW)
SEE ALSO NOISE ORDINANCE, HOUSE PARTIES, ETC.
1/30/1991 AOll NUMBER OF KEGS ALLOWED IN HOUSES (FEICKERT)
9/17/1991 AOll KEG LAW TAKES EFFECT MAY 3 (BAMSEY)
9/17/1991 A061 kCOMMISSION TAKING BAND-AID APPROACH ,
9/17/1991 A081 KDECISIONS, DECISIONS
9/29/1991 A015 KEG ORDINANCE MAY FACE PUBLIC VOTE (ROSS)
5/01/1991 A073 FIREFIGHTERS RECEIVE CERTIFICATION (BAMSEY)
9/11/1991 A031 SA REFUTES CITY ORDINANCES (PAUL)
9/11/1991 A069 NOISE ORDINANCE LACKS CONSTITUTIONALITY
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ORDINANCES
ORGANIZATIONS
ORIENTATION- AMBASS
OSTENSON CHAD
OSTER JERRY
OSTER MIKE
OUTDOOR LIFE
OWLS
PACKARD SUE
PADDOCK JOE
PALISADES PARK
PALMQUIST JENNIFER
PAPERMAKING
PARENT 8 CHILD
PARKING
PARKING 8 TRAFFIC
PARKS 8 RECREATION
PAULSON TERI
PAYCHECKS
PEACE
PEACE BRIGADE
PEACE CORPS
PEARL HARBOR
PEDERSON JAMES
PELTIER LEONARD
PENGRA ROBERT
PERIODICALS
PERKINS BOYD
PERPICH MARY
PERSONAL CONDUCT
PESICKA DAVE 8 LYN
PETERSON CAROL
PETERSON DOUG
PETERSON GLENDA
PETERSON NICOLE
PETERSON SETH
PHARMACY
PHEASANTS
PHELPS DAVE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
q/Ic/JqqJ aSU VAGUE, DISCUSSION AWAITS (ROSS)9/25/1991 A013 COMMISSION TABLES NOISE ORDINANCE (SLEEP)
9/25/1991 A052 SA CLUB IDENTIFIES CURRENT ISSUES (COATES)
10/09/1991 AOAl COMMISSION RE-ENACTS LOUD NOISE ORDINANCE (SLEEP)
12/0*4/1991 AlOl RENTAL AGREEMENTS UNFAIR TO STUDENTS (ED)
<4/2*4/1991 A021 SA TO CHANGE RELATIONS COMMITTEE (AVOK)
*4/2*4/1991 A03*4 KMINISTER LEAVES AFTER YEARS OF SERVICE (SLABA)
2/26/1992 A0*4l STUDENTS ON CAMPUS (KLEINJAN)
*4/22/1992 B081 5CR0DE0 GOALS ARE BEING MET (NOEM)
10/10/1990 A033 ^BROADCASTERS DISCUSS PROBLEMS WITH SOURCES (MERSCH)
9/12/1990 A063 *SA PRESIDENT PAYS TRIBUTE
9/19/1990 A063 5fSA PRESIDENT INVITES INPUT
9/26/1990 A063 *STUDENT FEDERATION FACES CHALLENGES
10/10/1990 A063 *FEDERATION ISSUE FACED
10/2*4/1990 A063 *COMMITTEE DESERVES CREDIT FOR ACTIVITIES
11/07/1990 A063 *STUDENT FEDERATION DISCUSSED OPTIONS
11/1*4/1990 A012 KSA PRESIDENT FACING POSSIBLE SERVICE (FRISVOLD)
12/05/1990 A063 *NARROWLY ESCAPES ACTIVE MILITARY DUTY
1/16/1991 A071 XLIFE'S PRIORITIES SET
1/30/1991 A07*4 KSA AVOIDS WAR, AWAITS ELECTIONS
3/13/1991 A09*i KSTUDENT HOPES TO BENEFIT CAMPUS, COMMUNITY
*4/0*4/1991 A091 KCAMPUS CANDIDATES ON CITY BALLOTS (STANLEY)
5/01/1991 AOll ELECTED TO CITY COMMISSION (STILLMAN)
5/01/1991 AO-il INVOLVEMENT APPLAUDED (ED)
9/11/1991 A015 AUDIT OF SA BOOKS RAISES CONTROVERSY (PAUL)
9/18/1991 A061 COLLEGIAN REGRETS OSTER ENDORSEMENT (ED)
10/03/1990 A053 *REAP THE KNOWLEDGE NATURE OFFERS
3/20/1991 AOTii KOWLS SERVE AS BOND WITH FRIEND IN NEED
9/19/1990 A071 XFACING DEATH BRINGS UNDERSTANDING
*4/17/1991 Alll AUTHORS TO VISIT CAMPUS FOR READING
9/26/1990 AlOl *FOCUS
9/12/1990 AOll KMISS SDSU TRAVELS, COMPETES FOR TITLE
9/19/1990 Alll XPALMQUIST CREDITS SUCCESS TO SETTING... (PAUL)
*4/01/1992 B0*45 *TEACHES PAPERMAKING SKILLS TO ART STUDENTS (RIPPE)
9/11/1991 A151 XHEADIN' BACK TO SCHOOL (ALBERTSON)
9/11/1991 A151 STARTING SCHOOL AS A SINGLE PARENT (HOLLEY)
9/11/1991 A155 TIPS FOR ACTIVE PARENTS (HOLLEY)
SEE AUTO PARKING
10/10/1990 A012 LOW-MAINTENANCE PARKING LOTS (MERSCH)
9/26/1990 A15*4 PARK VISITATION UP
2/12/1992 B025 SENIOR TALKS ABOUT OVERSEAS TRIP (LUTTMAN)
2/13/1991 A013 DIRECT DEPOSIT TO BE OFFERED (PETERSON)
3/13/1991 A091 ^UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEES PROVOKE ANGER
9/26/1990 A071 *PEACE DIVIDEND SERVES AS MYTH
12/12/1990 A012 *FASTERS HUNGER FOR PEACE (TRAUTMANN)
3/13/1991 A131 CONFERENCE HELD IN CHICAGO TO ENDORSE (ROSS)
10/09/1991 A113 *NEW ORDER MEANS PEACE
10/30/1991 A081 LOCAL MEN RECOGNIZED FOR WORK IN PEACE
2/12/1992 B025 SENIOR TALKS ABOUT OVERSEAS TRIP (LUTTMAN)
9/25/1991 A031 PEACE CORPS OFFERS ADVENTURE (LUTTMAN)
11/20/1991 A051 REMEMBERING
3/13/1991 A065 CENTER AIDS STUDENTS' FUTURE (SYKORA)
10/02/1991 A071 *PELTIER'S CRIME ALIENATES NATIVE AMERICANS
10/16/1991 A061 PELTIER COLUMN CRITICIZED (L)
10/16/1991 A065 PELTIER COLUMN EXPLAINED (LAUCK)
10/23/1991 A063 LAUCK RESPONDS TO PELTIER SUPPORT (L)
1/23/1991 A051 KCARING FOR STUDENTS (TRAUTMANN)
11/13/1991 B021 XUNITED MINISTRIES OFFERS OUTLET (KUETER)
1/29/1992 B021 ADVISES AUDIENCE TO TRUST THEMSELVES... (ERICKSON)
9/26/1990 A10*i LOCAL MAGAZINE OFFERS VARIETY (THILL)
*i/10/1991 A091 NATIONAL COMPETITION CALLS MUSICIANS' (SCHUSTER)
9/18/1991 A121 XMUSIC PIT OFFERS STUDENTS PRIVATE GETAWAY (KRIZ)
10/23/1991 A031 GRANT TO ENHANCE CULTURAL DIVERSITY (SYKORA)
2/19/1992 A081 KPEOPLE PIECING TOGETHER BROKEN LIVES
9/11/1991 A151 XHEADIN' BACK TO SCHOOL (ALBERTSON)
11/1*4/1990 A031 SDSU ACCREDITATION (BERG)
10/23/1991 A1<42 KSONS SHARE FATHERS' SUCCESS (TUCKER 8 NOEM)
*4/2*4/1991 Alll KPAGEANT MORE THAN BEAUTY COMPETITION (CROUSE)
*4/01/1992 A055 *SING1NG SENIORS
*i/08/1992 B021 STUDENT LEADER EXPANDS GOALS (NELSON)
I2/0*i/1991 AOll XPRESIDENT-APPOINTED VICE PRESIDENT (PAUL)
1/29/1992 A061 SASSE PROGRAM HOPES TO CREATE AWARENESS
2/12/1992 Alll XVOTING IS A PRIVILEGE
9/12/1990 A0*42 pharmacy STUDENTS CHOSEN FOR NATIONAL INTERNSHIPS
10/10/1990 A031 PHARMACY STUDENTS ATTEND DRUG SEMINAR (SCHWARZ)
11/28/1990 A051 PHARMACY MAJORS FIND INTERNSHIPS, JOBS (ERICKSON)
9/26/1990 A151 XPHEASANT SEASON LOOKS GOOD (HESBY)
11/20/1991 A0*4*4 *STR1KE
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
PHILANTHROPISTS
PHOTOCOPYING
PHOTOGRAPHY
11/20/1991 Aid
SEE ALSO NAMES OF PHILANTHROPISTS
XPHILANTHROPISTS GIVE SUPPORT TO PROGRAMS
SEE COPYING
BEHEADING, DISMEMBERMENT COMMON... (THILL)
EXHIBIT FEATURES PHOTOGRAPHY (ADERMAN)
KWATERFOWL PHOTOGRAPHY OFFERS UNIQUE CHALLENGE
SEE ALSO HPER
CITY TRAILS AN EXERCISE PATH (FREEMAN)
KEXERCISE BUILDS BODIES, SELF-ESTEEM (ALBERTSEN)
KTAE KWON DO OFFERS DEFENSE (GARDNER)
TIPS SIMPLIFY 'PRETEND EXERCISING* (SCHERR)
CAMPUS IMPROVEMENTS OVER SUMMER BREAK (PRIESZ)
DISPOSES OF CONTAMINATED SOIL FOLLOWING LEAK (ROSS)
DISCUSS ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES (TRAUTMANN)
*PHYSICAL PLANT TO CUT POLLUTION (KRATZ)
HEATING PLANT PLANS ENFORCING REGULATIONS (SYKORA)
PHYSICAL PLANT SLIPS UP ON SNOW (ED)
PHYSICAL PLANT PRAISED FOR REPAIR (ED)
ASTRONOMY PROFESSOR GETS GRANT EXTENSION (SCHWARZ)
PHYSICS BOWL, SCIENCE FAIR (HAUG)
PHYSICS CONFERENCE UPCOMING
BOARD OF REGENTS FUNDS PRISMS PROGRAM (WENISCH)
FOREIGN PIANIST CALLS AMERICA HOME (THILL)
UPC BOOKS PISCOPO FOR APRIL CONCERT (ROSS)
SURFER BOY MADE IT BIG TIME WITH HUMOR (ADERMAN)
XPISCOPO HEATS UP CROWD IN FROST ARENA (ANDERSON)
EDITORIAL CONTRADICTORY BY STUDENTS (L)
PIZZA PLANS ROLL INTO ACTION (SYKORA)
*PIZZA PUSHER
*A PIE WITH PIZZAZZ (VERRILL)
SEE OCCUPATIONS, CAP CENTER
*DIG IT
RANGE SCIENCE TEAM WINS NATIONAL CONTEST (SYKORA)
KCAREFUL PLANNING FOR PUGSLEY PLAYGROUND (SYKORA)
SEE DRAMA
COLONEL INDUCTED INTO HALL OF FAME
KSHARP SHOOTER
FACULTY WORKS FOR CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING
TIP'S DONATION MADE
DEER POACHERS MUST BE STOPPED (HESBY)
CONTEST OPEN TO STUDENTS
*PROFESSOR PUBLISHES POETRY (SCHERR)
SEE NAMES OF POETS
CITY JAIL MAY CLOSE (STILLMAN)
*TALKS WITH BRYAN GOMS AND MCGRUFF THE CRIME DOG
STUDENTS PATROL WITH LOCAL POLICE (HAUG)
XBROOKINGS CRIME RATE CLIMBS (NOEM)
POLICE ARE READY (LUTTMANN)
XYOU'RE UNDER ARREST (ERICKSON)
ALCOHOL, DRUG CRIMES TOP (HENSON)
KYOU'RE BUSTED
UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPT PROPOSAL (SCHWARZ)
UNIVERSITY POLICE LOG
SUSPICIOUS MEN SEEN (HOLLEY)
UNIVERSITY POLICE LOG
UNIVERSITY POLICE LOG
UNIVERSITY POLICE LOG
UNIVERSITY POLICE LOG
UNIVERSITY POLICE LOG
UNIVERSITY POLICE LOG
UNIVERSITY POLICE LOG
UNIVERSITY POLICE LOG
UNIVERSITY POLICE LOG
POLICE LOG
POLICE LOG
POLICE LOG
WOMEN ENTER POLITICS (STANLEY)
KBUCHANAN FOR PRESIDENT
NEGATIVE POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENTS (COATES)
*PHYSICAL PLANT TO CUT POLLUTION (KRATZ)
RIGHTS UNEQUALLY APPLIED
KPOOL SHARK SWIMMING WITH THE BIG BOYS (SCHUSTER)
XSHARP SHOOTER
XCOUNTY PICKS UP BILL (JACOBY)
GRADUATE ASSISTANT BROADENS HORIZENS (SYKORA)
AMERICA'S PEOPLE 'GRAYING UP' FAST
*PORN MOCKS GIFT OF GOD ,
^GUITARIST, PERCUSSIONIST DISPLAY TALENT (CROUSE)
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PHYSICAL FITNESS
PHYSICAL PLANT
PHYSICS
PIANISTS
PISCOPO JOE
PIZZA
PLACEMENT
PLANTING DESIGN
PLANTS
PLAYGROUND
PLAYS
PLIHAL JOSEPH
PLUMMER MATT
PLURALISMS
POACHING
POETRY
POETS
POLICE
POLICE CAMPUS
POLITICS 8 GOVT-SD
POLITICS 8 60VT-US
POLLUTION
POMMERSHEIM FRANK
POOL (GAME)
POOR
POORE SHERI
POPULATION
PORNOGRAPHY
PORTER WILLIE
2/20/1991
A/10/1991
A/22/1992
10/30/1991
12/0A/1991
12/0A/1991
1/22/1992
9/12/1990
10/10/1990
11/07/1990
11/28/1990
2/06/1991
11/27/1991
2/19/1992
9/12/1990
A/2A/1991
3/25/1992
A/29/1992
10/17/1990
3/13/1991
3/20/1991
A/OA/1991
A/10/1991
2/13/1991
12/0A/1991
3/18/1992
A/22/1992
2/20/1991
A/2A/1991
12/0A/1991
2/19/1992
10/30/1991
10/03/1990
12/0A/1991
3/13/1991
2/19/1992
2/06/1991
3/13/1991
A/OA/1991
A/17/1991
10/09/1991
11/27/1991
11/27/1991
10/10/1990
11/28/1990
10/16/1991
11/13/1991
11/13/1991
11/20/1991
1/15/1992
1/22/1992
1/29/1992
2/05/1992
2/12/1992
2/19/1992
2/26/1992
A/01/1992
A/22/1992
A/29/1992
2/13/1991
11/20/1991
3/25/1992
11/28/1990
A/08/1992
A/10/1991
2/19/1992
10/30/1991
3/13/1991
2/26/1992
11/27/1991
10/10/1990
A121
A091
B091
A091
A121
B052
A121
AOAl
A033
A031
A031
A035
AlOl
A081
A031
AO 31
B025
B021
A131
AOll
Alll
AOll
A061
AOAl
B03A
A081
B025
A031
A055
BO 22
A051
A051
A15A
B075
A153
A06A
AlOA
A121
AOAA
AO 91
A031
A121
A121
A051
AOAA
A051
AOll
BOII
BO 12
BOll
BOll
B021
B021
BOIA
A031
A033
BOll
BOll
BOIA
A083
AHA
BOll
A031
AOll
A091
A051
A09A
A161
A121
AHA
AlOl
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POSTAL SERVICE
POVERTY
POWER (PSVCHOLOGV)
POWERLIFTERS
POWERS POLLY
POWWOW
DATE PAPER NOTATION
POZNER VLADIMIR
PRAIRIE DOGS
PRAIRIE REPERTORY
PRESSLER LARRY
PREST RACK INC
PRESTON TODD
PRIMARIES
PRISMS
PRIVACY ACT
PROCRASTINATION
PROM
PROPERTY TAX
PRUNTY BETTY
PRUNTY ROGER
PRYOR MATT
PSYCHOLOGY
PUBLIC LIBRARY
PUBLIC TELEVISION
PUBLIC UTIL-BR
PUBLIC UTIL-SD
PUBLICATIONS COUNC
PUMPKINS
PURRINGTON BILL
qUAYLE DAN
QUILT
RABBITS
RACISM
RADIO STATION
RADIOACTIVE WASTES
RANGE CLUB
2/13/1991
A/08/1992
2/19/1992
A/0A/199I
A/2A/1991
11/28/1990
2/20/1991
. 2/20/1991
3/13/1991
3/I3/199I
3/20/1991
2/19/1992
2/26/1992
3/18/1992
3/18/1992
10/31/1990
3/25/1992
9/12/1990
12/12/1990
A/2A/1991
9/11/1991
A/29/1992
9/19/1990
9/26/1990
9/26/1990
10/03/1990
10/17/1990
10/2A/1990
10/2A/1990
10/2A/1990
11/07/1990
12/05/1990
1/23/1991
1/23/1991
2/06/1991
2/06/1991
2/20/1991
3/20/1991
12/05/1990
1/23/1991
11/27/1991
11/27/1991
1/15/1992
1/15/1992
1/22/1992
1/22/1992
2/26/1992
2/26/1992
2/26/1992
a/29/1992
9/26/1990
A/01/1992
5/01/1991
11/20/1991
1/22/1992
3/13/1991
11/07/1990
1/22/1992
A/22/1992
AO 13
BOll
A 081
A161
A091
AOll
AOll
A063
A061
A072
AO 6 3
Ad83
AOAl
A07A
BOll
AOAl
B03A
A121
A021
A023
A131
A03A
A102
A09A
A09A
A071
A091
A071
A08A
AO 9 6
A08I
A081
AO 61
Alll
Alll
All 3
A093
AlOA
A053
A131
AOll
A055
A031
AOAl
AOll
A031
B071
B083
B083
B021
A063
AlOl
AOll
AOll
A0A5
A115
A012
B021
B03A
11/13/1991
10/2A/1990
11/20/1991
10/02/1991
10/23/1991
A/17/1991
2/05/1992
1/30/1991
1/15/1992
AOAl
A093
AO 15
A095
A105
A081
A0A5
A131
B07A
1/29/1992 A072
2/05/1992 A065
1/23/1991 Alll
2/20/1991 A031
POSTAGE RATES JUMP A CENTS (NELSON)
FIRSTHAND (SCHERR)
*POWER GRUNT CHANGE IN POWER IDEA
rl^nn oScfABOUT MONEY (STANLEY)CLUB RAFFLES QUILT FOR POWWOW
ENTERTAINMENT (HAGEL)UPCOMING POWWOW WILL PROVE
EXCEEDS CLUB'S EXPECTAIONS (PETERSON)
*THE POWWOW AND ITS MEANING
POWWOW'S SUCCESS
CULTURAL EDUCATION
planned FOR POWWOW (WIEBENGA)
CULTURE IS MORE THAN POWWOW
ENTERTAINS, EDUCATES (WIEBENGA)
XPEEK-A-BOO accept REFORMS (SCHWARZ)
SEE ALSO THEATER
PRAIRIE REP SEASON SUCCESSFUL (SCHUSTER)
SA FULLY FUNDS PRT (SCHWARZ)
PRT SCHEDULES PERFORMANCES (ADERMAN)
THE OLD BEHIND (BAKKE)
PLAYHOUSE (WAXDAHL)
TO TROOPS IN SAUDI ARABIA
SENATE APPROVES BIOSTRESS LAB (STANLEY)
CONGRESS SHOULD CUT OWN PAY
CANDIDATES LACK LEADERSHIP QUALITIES
TO HEAD (STANLEY)
^SENATOR'S RECORD PROVES EFFECTIVE
XSENATE CANDIDATES DIFFER ON BUDGET
RICH ALLIES SHOULD PAY OWN WAY
PRESSLER--TIGHTEN CONGRESS' BELT
PRESSLER PUSHES SUBSTANTIVE SESSION
PRESSLER'S SUPPORT FOR PERSIAN GULF WAR (ED)
LEGISLATION FIGHTS NUCLEAR DUMP
PRESSLER DISCUSSES FEDERAL ISSUES OF WAR (NOEM)
HOLDS FORUM ON RESERVATION WASTE
TO SAVE MISSOURI RIVER (STILLMAN)
INVITES BUSH TO MOUNT RUSHMORE
CAMPUS CLUB GIVEN CORPORATE GRANT
XEXPERIENCE CULTURE WHILE BUILDING DESKS (THILL)
c^nnEiS'^TES BATTLE IN THE HEARTLAND (COATES)
STUDENTS MEET CANDIDATES (COATES)
"e"n"buchInan"f"ball5t"" "*
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES OUTLINE POSITIONS (COATES)
CANDIDATES DEBATE ISSUES (COATES)
POLITICAL) MEDIA DIGNITARIES ATTEND (COATES)
board OF REGENTS FUNDS PRISMS PROGRAM (WENISCH)
SEE FERPS
XPROCRASTINATING WAYS HARD TO CHANGE
XEXPERT PROMSTERS STRUT THEIR STUFF
BOARD REQUESTS PROPERTY TAX INCREASE (STANLEY)
OFFICIAL PROPOSES PROPERTY TAX CUT (JACOBY)
GOVERNOR ANNOUNCES TAX REBATE (JACOBY)
FIRST WOMAN TO RUN FOR BROOKINGS MAYOR (STANLEY)
*RE0ENTS DELAY HOBO DAY DECISION (ANDERSON & MOSS)
^SlucERXKE
KFOLLOW ME
SEE LIBRARY PUBLIC
SEE TELEVISION PUBLIC
COMMISSION TO RAISE UTILITY RATES (MILLER)
WINTER UTILITIES GRACE PERIOD IN EFFECT
PUB COUNCIL WILL REVIEW COLLEGIAN ERROR (PAUL)
XPUMPKIN SALE v mud
XBROOKINGS MAN ADDS COLOR TO PUMPKINS (HOLLEY)
XDECISIONS, DECISIONS
QUAYLE TO SPEAK IN PIERRE
QUILT DISPLAYS CULTURE (ADERMAN)
RABBIT SEASON OPENS (HESBY)
SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION
XCAMPUS COMMENTS--RACISM AT SDSU
READER QUESTIONS CAMPUS COMMENTS (L)
SEE BROADCASTING
LEGISLATION FIGHTS NUCLEAR DUMP
RANGE SCIENCE TEAM WINS NATIONAL CONTEST (SYKORA)
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RANGE MANAGEMENT
RAPE
RASMUSSEN JESSIE
RASMUSSEN WAYNE
RAWSTERN TERRY
RAY'S CORNER
REAGAN RONALD
RECK JENNIFER
RECLAMATION
RECONCILIATION
RECORDINGS
RECOVERY PRODUCTIO
RECREATION
RECYCLING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/18/199Z B021 PLANT TEAM EARNS THIRD (KRIZ)
2/13/1991 A031 CAMPUS MALE RAPE COUNSELING ORGANIZATION (SLABA)
10/02/1991 A131 DATE RAPE (ALBERTSEN)
10/02/1991 A133 KURBAN CITIES TOP RAPE NUMBERS (COATES)
10/02/1991 AlAl XAPPEARANCE PROVES UNRELATED TO RAPE (TRAUTMANN)
11/13/1991 B0A2 RAPE VICTIM CONTRACTS STD (TRAUTMANN)
1/22/1992 Alll KSYSTEM RECYCLES RAPISTS, WITH LIGHT SENTENCES
2/19/1992 A09A *BEWARE OF IT HERE
1/22/1992 AOll CANDIDATE'S SISTER PARTICIPATES IN CAMPAIGN (COATES)
1/22/1992 A034 KCAMPAIGNING
10/23/1991 A1A2 KSONS SHARE FATHERS' SUCCESS (TUCKER S NOEM)
<1/22/1992 B03<» *FOLLOW ME
9/12/1990 AlOl COMMISSION KILLS LIQUOR LICENSES BID (STEINLEY)
5/01/1991 A051*REAGAN 'LEGACY' FADES
2/19/1992 AOIA KGAME BRINGS PROSPECTS TOGETHER (KRIZ)
ll/lA/1990 A09A RECLAMATION STARTS BEFORE MINING (MOSS)
10/17/1990 A031 XSPEAKERS COVER NATIVE AMERICAN ISSUES
11/07/1990 A061 EDUCATION KEY TO RECONCILIATION (ED)
12/12/1990 A071 FAITH IN WORDS PROPELS CULTURE
12/12/1990 A073 NEEDS SUPPORT FROM GOVERNMENT (L)
12/12/1990 A081 REQUIRES ONGOING DEDICATION (ROSS)
1/16/1991 A083 DISPUTE RESOLUTION FOR RECONCILIATION (ROSS)
1/30/1991 A131 QUILT DISPLAYS CULTURE (ADERMAN)
2/20/1991 A071 ^RECONCILIATION SHOULD BEGIN IN BROOKINGS
<i/17/1991 A095 GOVERNOR PROCLAIMS RECONCILIATION CENTURY
A/2A/1991 A063 RECONCILIATION MOVEMENT AIDS MULTI-CULTURAL EVENT
10/02/1991 A061 'SWEAT LODGE' REFERENCE INSULTS READER (L)
9/12/1990 AHA WILSON PHILLIPS, POISON BOMB (RITTER)
9/26/1990 A12A WINGER FLOUNDERS ON SECOND ATTEMPT (RITTER)
10/10/1990 Alll BLACK CROWES SHAKE THEIR FIRST ALBUM (RITTER)
10/2A/1990 AlAA RAKES RAP ALBUM FOR PROFANE LANGUAGE (RITTER)
11/07/1990 AlOA METAL BAND DELIVERS MESSAGE (RITTER)
11/28/1990 AHA TESLA, OUTFIELD RATE HIGH ON NEW ALBUMS (RITTER)
12/12/1990 Alll PUBLIC IMAGE, LTD. EFFORT RATES HIGH (RITTER)
1/23/1991 A131 MEDIOCRE SIDE OF THE GRADING SCALE (RITTER)
2/06/1991 A121 XFACIAL HAIR BECOMES A MUSICAL ISSUE (RITTER)
2/20/1991 Alll COUNTRY ALBUM RATES HIGHLY (RITTER)
3/20/1991 A12i REM'S NEW ALBUM BEST EFFORT (RITTER)
A/10/1991 Alll PRINCE'S GRAFFITI BRIDGE (RITTER)
A/2A/1991 Alll REVIEWER TAKES FINAL BOW (RITTER)
9/18/1991 A121 K'90'S VOCAL QUARTET CAPTURES THE SOUND (BUCHHOLZ)
10/02/1991 AI21 ^COLUMNIST CRITIQUES MULTI-FACETED ALBUMS (BUCHHOLZ)
10/16/1991 A173 *SD BAND, COUNTRY REVIEWED (BUCHHOLZ)
10/23/1991 A065 HEADBANGER DEFENDS ALBUM (L)
10/30/1991 AlOl NEW POWER GENERATION ADDS TO SOUND (BUCHHOLZ)
11/20/1991 A091 GIGANTIC MUSIC SHOPPING BONANZA (BUCHHOLZ)
12/0A/1991 A081 *BANDS OFFER NEW SOUNDS (BUCHHOLZ)
1/15/1992 B051 NEW RELEASES... OUTSTANDING (BUCHHOLZ)
1/29/1992 B053 HIT SONGS ROCKET TO THE TOP (BUCHHOLZ)
2/12/1992 A095 RELEASES HIT HARD (BUCHHOLZ)
2/26/1992 B051 NEW URBAN, COUNTRY ALBUMS RATE HIGH (BUCHHOLZ)
A/08/1992 A053 SONGWRITING SHINES IN DIFFERENT STYLES (BUCHHOLZ)
A/22/1992 AOAl FAMILIAR ARTISTS RETURN TO FORM (BUCHHOLZ)
A/08/1992 A051 GROUP EDUCATES, ENTERTAINS STUDENTS (WAXDAHL)
10/30/1991 A091 CITY TRAILS AN EXERCISE PATH (FREEMAN)
9/19/1990 A091 BROOKINGS RESIDENTS ARE SLOW TO JOIN (ROSTYNE)
9/26/1990 AOll RECYCLING EFFORTS BEGUN
10/03/1990 AOAl CAMPUS RECYCLING COMMITTEE MEETS
10/10/1990 A091 KRESIDENTS CHALLENGED TO RECYCLE FOR MONTH (ROSTYNE)
10/17/1990 AOll RECYCLING DAY CHANGES PLANS
10/31/1990 A051 TO HOST RECYCLING AWARENESS DAYS (KRATZ)
12/05/1990 A0A5 BROOKINGS RESIDENTS RECYCLE 585 CARLOADS (PETERSON)
12/05/1990 A051 STUDENT IMPLEMENTS CAN TAB RECYCLING (SLABA)
3/13/1991 A051 JOIN WASTE RECYCLING PROGRAM (PETERSON)
A/OA/1991 A095 RECYCLING DAY COMING SATURDAY (COATES)
A/10/1991 AOll RECYCLING PROJECTS FOCUS ON SOLID WASTE (NELSON)
A/2A/1991 A063KRECYCLING ACTIVISTS GO TOO FAR
A/2A/1991 A091 *BAG THAT
5/01/1991 AOAl RECYCLING NEEDS CHANGE (L)
10/16/1991 A08I KGREEN SCENE (COATES)
10/16/1991 A08A COMMUNITIES SUPPORT 3 R'S CLEARING)
12/11/1991 AOAl BROOKINGS TO BEGIN RECYCLING (FREEMAN)
1/15/1992 A05I CITY APPROVES COMPANY (WENISCH)
1/15/1992 A07A KRECYCLING LEGISLATION NEEDS CONSIDERATION
1/22/1992 AI12 KCAMPUS COMMENTS--MANDATORY RECYCLING LAW
2/12/1992 AHA *RECYCLING IDEA NEEDS HELP
3/18/1992 BOAA RECYCLING DAY SET (COATES)
3/25/1992 A091 KMORE EXPENSIVE, BUT WORTH IT
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RECYCLING
REE TERRY
REED MARK
REFUSE 8 REF DISP
<4/08/1992
<4/29/1992
<4/0A/1991
11/27/1991
9/26/1990
10/2<4/1990
10/2<i/1990
10/31/1990
<4/10/1991
9/19/1990
10/2<i/1990
. 10/2<4/1990
11/07/1990
11/1<4/1990
11/28/1990
3/13/1991
<4/0<4/1991
10/02/1991
10/02/1991
2/19/1992
3/25/1992
<4/01/1992
. <4/22/1992
11/28/1990
12/12/1990
12/05/1990
1/16/1991
9/25/1991
12/11/1991
2/19/1992
11/1<4/1990
12/12/1990
12/12/1990
2/06/1991
<4/0<4/1991
10/10/1990
10/10/1990
10/17/1990
10/2<4/1990
1/15/1992
11/13/1991
3/20/1991
<4/10/1991
9/12/1990
9/19/1990
9/26/1990
10/17/1990
10/2<4/1990
10/31/1990
11/1<4/1990
1/30/1991
1/30/1991
5/01/1991
9/18/1991
11/20/1991
12/0<4/1991
<4/01/1992
<4/22/1992
<4/22/1992
<4/22/1992
<4/22/1992
1/23/1991
<4/29/1992
A012
B05<4
A121
A051
A095
A073
A091
A07<4
AOll
AOll
A 025
Alll
A012
A015
AO<4<4
Alll
AOll
A015
A081
A106
AlOl
A061
B023
A036
A115
A015
A0<45
A061
B021
A055
A071
A031
A03<4
A09<4
A095
A061
Al<41
A061
A173
B033
A03<4
Alll
A051
A031
A061
Alll
A012
A031
A063
A063
A015
A061
A013
A081
A103
A015
A061
A012
A061
A072
BOll
A123
Bll<4
REGENTS
REGER MIKE
REGIER JOE
REGISTRATION
RELIGION
REMEDIAL CLASSES
REPORTERS
REPUBLICAN PARTY
RESIDENCE ASSISTAN
RESIDENCE HALLS
RESTAURANTS
RETAIL TRADES
REVENUE
REVOLUTION
RHODES SCHOLARSHIP
RIBSTEIN GORDON
RICHARDSON MARILYN
RIECK DAVID
RIFLE CLUB
RIFLE TEAM
RITTENHOUSE JON
9/12/1990
12/12/1990
<4/29/1992
10/17/1990
1/23/1991
12/05/1990
10/02/1991
10/31/1990
11/28/1990
11/20/1991
3/20/1991
2/05/1992
A091
A091
B05<4
AO 71
A071
A081
AlOl
A081
A0<41
B012
A055
BOll
SA DISCUSSES USE OF RECYCLED PAPER
STATE RECYCLING PICKS UP
*'INDIAN AND WHITE GUY' POWWOW (ANDERSON)
SCRAPING (WENISCH)
STATES CAN SAY NO TO GARBAGE
INITIATIVE INVOLVES MORE THAN FACTS (L)
BROOKINGS GETS NEW LANDFILL (RAINER)
HANDLING GARBAGE (L)
FOCUS on solid waste (nelson)
REGENTS, COLLEGES/UNIV
REGENTS TO MEET AT USD
REGENTS THREATEN FUTURE HOBO DAYS (MOSS)
OF HOBO day (ANDERSON)
DECISION (ANDERSON 8 MOSS)
^REGENTS VOTE DOWN NSU PROGRAM (MOSS)
PROPOSAL (SCHWARZ)STUDENTS TO SEE FEE INCREASES (DAWOUD)
HOBO DAY WILL CONTINUE (COATES)
REGENTS OK TUITION HIKE (SLEEP)
WORKS TO BENEFIT STUDENTS (ROSS)
NEW REGENTS CHOSEN
COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES (BROKAW)
RESIDENTIAL FACILITY (BIEBER)
REGENTS HONOR CLUBS (DEWEY)
FACULTY CONDEMNS VIOLENCE (COATES)
FACULTY MEMBER REMINISCES PAST (PAUL)
KSTEP^RIGHT^UP^^^"" '^^ ^ (SCHWARZ)
OFFICIALS HELP STUDENT (L)
^THERE'S GOTTA BE SOMETHING OPEN
REGISTRATION TIME DECREASES (ERICKSON)
CONCERN, ADVICE OFFERED FOR THOSE LEADING (L)
^SOCIETY EXPLAINS ITS RELIGIOUS LIFESTYLE (COATES)
MUSLIMS EXPRESS FREEDOM TO WORSHIP (COATES)
*ANNUAL PRAYER WEEK UNITES DENOMINATIONS
REMEDIAL CLASSES POSSIBLE (COATES)
LOCKER ROOM DEBATE NEEDS REALISTIC LOOK (ED)
SEXUAL HARASSMENT UNDESIRABLE IN SPORTS (GLOVER)
XCAMPUS COMMENTS--LOCKER ROOMS
POSSIBLE CHANGE (SCHERR 8 WALKES)
REPORTER EARNS NATIONAL AWARD
REPUBLICANS PROTEST PLAN (COATES)
*WORK FOR, NOT AGAINST FELLOW STUDENTS (THILL)
ETHICS SPEECH INFORMS RA'S (TRAUTMANN)
*STUDENTS LIVE THREE TO A ROOM (TRAUTMANN)
XCAMPUS COMMENTS--JUNIORS AND SENIORS
RESIDENTS STAND UP FOR THEIR RIGHTS (THILL)
JfTRIPLE ROOMS LIKELY TO SEE CHANGES (COATES)
BEDS ROLL OVER CAMPUS DURING RACES (TRAUTMANN)
^ELIMINATE BUREAUCRACY, MAKE ROOMS LIVEABLE
XSTUDENT ADVISERS OFFER IMPROVEMENT POSSIBILITY
BOMB THREAT DISRUPTS 2 RESIDENCE HALLS (ARCHER)
FREE SPEECH QUESTIONED (ED)
SENATE CONSIDERS RELEASING SOPHOMORES (AVOK)
XDECORATE CAMPUS ROOMS WITH STYLE (DELIAS)
DORMS ARE DORMS (L)
MAN SENTENCED FOR UNLAWFUL ENTRY (FREEMAN)
FUNDING STUDY FOR NEW RESIDENTIAL FACILITY (BIEBER)
HOUSING PLAN RAISES STUDENT CONCERNS (NELSON 8 KRIZ)
RESIDENTIAL LIFE NEEDS BETTER POLICY (ED)
KCAMPUS COMMENTS--THE HOUSING CRUNCH
ON-CAMPUS HOUSING DEBATE DOMINATES (ERICKSON)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF RESTAURANTS
XEXPERIENCE INTERNATIONAL CUISINE (DAWOUD)
FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS GOBBLE UP DOLLARS
SEE ALSO BUSINESS, SHOPLIFTING
TO ADD WAL-MART TO BUSINESS COMMUNITY (STANLEY)
KCHRISTMAS SEASON STARTS WITH FLURRY (DAWOUD)
STAFF INCREASES AID TAX FRAUD SEARCH
XBLOODLESS REVOLUTION IMMINENT
*NATIONAL PROGRAMS DISCRIMINATE
KSHERIFF RAISES FAMILY 'IN JAIL' (PAUL)
*CLUB UTILIZES DANCE AS FORM OF EXPRESSION (KRIZ)
STATE SENATE CANDIDATES DEBATE KEY ISSUES (RAINER)
XRIFLERS SHOOT PAPER TURKEYS (PETERSON)
XTHAT ONE LOOKS YUMMY
RIFLE TEAM GRABS KEARNEY MATCHES
LECTURER DISCLAIMS SATANISM (LUTTMAN)
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RITTER CHUCK
RITTER ERIK
RITTER TAMARA
RITZ GALLERY
ROBBERY
ROCK CLIMBING
RODEO
ROE BOB
ROLLER BLADES
ROLLER SKATING
ROMANIA
ROMANS KAY
ROOMMATES
ROSE CARLEEN
ROSE MADELEINE
ROSE PETE
ROSEBUD SIOUX
ROSS DENISE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/20/1991 AOll KTWO MORE SLATES VIE FOR SA POSITION (KRATZ)
3/13/1991 A031 KSTUDENTS' ASSOCIATION ELECTION '91
A/OA/1991 A063 KNEW PRESIDENT OUTLINES POLICY
A/17/1991 A07A ^COMMUNITY, STUDENTS NEED UNDERSTANDING
5/01/1991 A05A KSHOULD CARE MORE ABOUT THEIR EDUCATIONS
9/11/1991 A061 INVOLVEMENT MAKES COLLEGE REAL (L)
9/25/1991 A061 KADDRESSES AUDIT, NOISE ORDINANCE
10/16/1991 A051 RITTER PRAISES HOBO DAY SUCCESS
10/30/1991 A0A6 KRITTER CRITICIZES BYLAWS
11/20/1991 BOll *SA PRESIDENT DEFENDS BYLAW ACTION
12/0A/1991 B031 KWHAT ARE WE PAYING FOR
1/22/1992 AHA *PRESIDENT EXPLAINS PROPOSALS
2/05/1992 A07A *SA PRESIDENT DISCUSSES FEES
2/19/1992 A081 KCOLUMNIST ADVOCATES CHANGE IN POWER IDEA
2/26/1992 A103 KSTUDENTS SHOULD DEMAND HARD WORK OF SA
3/18/1992 BOll RITTER SAYS GOODBYE TO SENATE (ERICKSON)
9/26/1990 A121 KCHAIRMAN BRINGS IN NEW IDEAS (KRIZ)
10/2A/1990 AlAl ARTISTS TAKE EXHIBITS TO WORTHINGTON (KRIZ)
10/10/1990 A055 KDECISIONS
9/25/1991 A161 KVISUAL ARTS DEPARTMENT PUTS ON THE 'RITZ* (NELSON)
3/13/1991 A015 ARRESTED IN CONNECTION OF STABBING (FEICKERT)
9/26/1990 A131 JOYS OF CLIMBING SPUR QUESTION (GLOVER)
5/01/1991 A091 UNIQUE SPORT CLIMBS TO NEW HEIGHTS (SCHUSTER)
9/26/1990 A163 RODEO TEAM SCORES HIGH POINT TOTAL
9/26/1990 A165 KWHOA DOGGIE!
10/03/1990 A1A5 SF TO BE SITE OF RODEO FINALS
10/03/1990 A161 KLOVE OF BULL-RIDING, ANIMALS (ROSS)
10/10/1990 A151 RODEO MEN CAPTURE SECOND IN IOWA (WERRE)
10/17/1990 A161 KNICE TOSS, WRANGLER
<»/0<i/1991 Al'iS KTEAM HEADS TO BLUEHAWK STAMPEDE (WALKES)
4/10/1991 A122 RODEO SCORES SEASON BEST (WALKES)
4/17/1991 A144 GATES CONTINUES DOMINANCE (WALKES)
5/01/1991 A112 STAMPEDE RETURNS FOR 37TH YEAR (WALKES)
9/18/1991 A142 TEAM PREPARES TO OPEN SEASON (ARCHER)
9/25/1991 A121 KBACK IN THE SADDLE
9/25/1991 A153 KAFTER THE FALL
10/02/1991 A162 RODEO TEAMS TAKE 1ST AND 2ND (WOLLMAN)
10/23/1991 A175 RODEO TEAMS LEAD REGION (NACHTIGALL)
12/11/1991 B071 KMEN'S RODEO RANKED FIRST, WOMEN FOURTH (WOLLMAN)
2/26/1992 B065 RODEO QUEEN (SCHERR)
4/01/1992 B066 RODEO TEAM READY FOR NEW SEASON (NOEM)
4/08/1992 B065 TEAM EASILY WINS FIRST COMPETITION (NOEM)
4/22/1992 B081 KRODEO GOALS ARE BEING MET (NOEM)
4/29/1992 B072 JACKRABBIT STAMPEDE TO BE HELD (NOEM)
1/16/1991 A083 LOCAL LEGISLATORS DISCUSS PENDING BILLS (ROSTYNE)
2/20/1991 A093 KSERVES 3RD LEGISLATIVE TERM (NELSON)
2/12/1992 A041 KFARMERS RALLIED TAX (BIEBER)
4/10/1991 A094 KROLL WITH IT, BABY
10/16/1991 A161 KBLADING ENTERTAINS PEERS (BAKKE)
SEE SKATING
10/31/1990 Alll KROMANIAN FAMILY ENJOYS FREEDOM (THILL)
2/20/1991 A081 KLET IT SNOW
9/18/1991 A085 STUDENT GUIDE AIDS ROOMMATE RELATIONS (ALBERTSEN)
3/25/1992 B084 KROSE HELPS JACKS REACH GOALS (NOEM)
10/17/1990 A035 PROFESSOR IMPROVES ARMY NUTRITION (TRAUTMANN)
2/06/1991 A151 RULING LEADS TO MEMORIES OF AN IDOL (GLOVER)
2/26/1992 B074 LANDFILL CONTRACT CREATES PROBLEMS (BIEBER)
9/12/1990 A061 USE OF STUDENT DOLLARS DISPUTED (ED)
9/19/1990 A063 KPAGEANTS FAIL TO FIND TRUE BEAUTY
9/26/1990 A061 FEDERATION SEEKS SUPPORT OF USD
10/03/1990 A063 KDAD'S QUOTES GENERATE MEMORIES
10/10/1990 A061 LOCKER ROOM DEBATE NEEDS REALISTIC LOOK (ED)
10/17/1990 A063 KEDITORIAL CRITICISM RULES DEFINED
10/31/1990 A063 KELIMINATE BUREAUCRACY, MAKE ROOMS LIVEABLE
11/07/1990 A061 EDUCATION KEY TO RECONCILIATION (ED)
11/14/1990 A063 KSTAY TUNED FOR MORE DETAILS
11/28/1990 A061 AMERICAN SOCIETY LIFESTYLES CONTINUE TO PLAGUE (ED)
12/05/1990 A063 KBLESSED ARE THE MEEK
12/12/1990 A061 SUPPORT AND POLITICS UNRELATED (ED)
1/16/1991 A063 KTERRORISM WILL MAKE A DIRECT HIT
1/23/1991 A061 PRESSLER'S SUPPORT FOR PERSIAN GULF WAR (ED)
1/30/1991 A063 KWAR, PEACE ISSUE SHOULD NOT DIVIDE AMERICA -
2/06/1991 A081 PROPOSALS SOLVE NOTHING (ED)
2/13/1991 A063 KSDSU LEADER MISSED
2/20/1991 A061 BUDGETING PROCESS SHOWS NEED FOR CHANGE (ED)
3/13/1991 A083 KVACATION AT HOME CAN BE FUN
3/20/1991 A061 OBSCENITY IS IN INDIVIDUAL'S MINDS (ED)
4/04/1991 A063 KOSCARS MAKE GOOD SHOW
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ROSS DENISE
ROSSMAN TOM
ROTARY CLUB
ROTC
ROTUNDA
ROWLES MARY
RUGBY
RUHLMAN JEANETTE
RURAL HEALTH
RURAL WATER SYSTEM
RUSHMORE
RUSSIA
RUUD KIM
RYAN JON
SA-ADMINISTRATION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/10/1991 A061 STUDENTS HAVE A COVENIENCE PROBLEM (ED)
5/17/1991 A063 K21ST BIRTHDAY MARKS LAST MILESTONE
^/2A/1991 A061 MARRIOTT MONOPOLY MUST END (ED)
5/01/1991 A043 KYEAR'S END SPARKS MEMORIES
9/25/1991 AOM AWARDED^"''''"'" OHmPIM DAZZLES (SCHUSTER)
10/03/1990 A012 BANZAI!
10/03/1990 AO<iI NO LONGER ELIGIBLE FOR DOUBLE PAYMENTS (SCHWARZ)
il/l°/199§ aSu R0fc'?iA"wi!!s"i5ENT"""'"' '^ """THANH)
Y^n'AlVi Ji?? Igss I?R"?§Jcl'gPE!n'A5Sf
A/17/1991 A03A ROTC AIR FORCE AWARDED (PETERSON)
MILITARY ACTION (ERICKSON)
9/11/1991 A03A *ROTC STUDENTS TO TOUR WASHINGTON
9/18/1991 A051 AFROTC TO TOUR WASHINGTON
10/02/1991 A031 ROTC FINANCIAL AID IS AVAILABLE
iS/zi/ll'l Joil " palisades state park (SVKORA)
10/23/1991 A033 *0H SAY CAN YOU SEE
10/30/1991 AOAl COLLEGE ROTC TEAMS TO SHOOT IT OUT (KUETER)
JS/iH/JnoJ 52IS. PRISONER OF WAR VIGIL (KUETER)SOCIETY ORGANIZATION DESCRIBED (KUETER)
10/30/1991 A052 AIR FORCE GENERAL VISITS
12/0A/1991 B022 COLONEL INDUCTED INTO HALL OF FAME
2/19/1992 A031 *ROTC PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES (KUETER)
12/04/1991 B013 JeROTUNDA ACOUSTICS PREVENT STUDENTS... (KUETER)
1/23/1991 A141 TO ENTERTAIN STUDENTS WITH FREE PERFORMANCE (KRIZ)
3/18/1992 B065 NEW RUGBY CLUB HAS ADVANTAGES (NOEM)
4/01/1992 B083 KRUGBY ANYONE
IN FIRST YEAR ACTION (ANDREJESKl)
10/31/1990 A091 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS OCTOBER FOCUS (STANLEY)
1/23/1991 A035 MICKELSON ENCOURAGES SDSU TO REVIVE NURSING (SYKORA)
2/06/1991 A064 HEALTH CARE GRANT OFFERS RURAL AID (PETERSON)
2/26/1992 A031 KCONVENTION FOCUSES ON RURAL HEALTH (NELSON)
Piy?rk stressed during SEMINAR (WIEBENGA)4/17/1991 A094 WATER BILL GETS BIPARTISAN SUPPORT
3/20/1991 A105 SPECIAL COINS ISSUED FOR MOUNT RUSHMORE (STILLMAN)
10/09/1991 A053 STUDENTS TO ATTEND RUSSIAN UNIVERSITY (SYKORA)
1/15/1992 A041 DIFFERENT VIEW OF SOVIET COLLAPSE IN RUSSIA
2/05/1992 B081 XSWIMMERS LOSE TO MANKATO AT HOME (NOEM)
1/15/1992 B025 *BALD IS BEAUTIFUL
9/12/1990 A061 USE OF STUDENT DOLLARS DISPUTED (ED)
9/19/1990 A012 SA GIVES THE NOD FOR SUMMER TRAVEL (MERSCH)
9/19/1990 A063 *SA PRESIDENT INVITES INPUT
9/26/1990 A012 KSA CHOOSES NEW VICE PRESIDENT (MERSCH)
11/14/1990 A012 KSA PRESIDENT FACING POSSIBLE SERVICE (FRISVOLD)
3/20/1991 AOll SA SUPPORTS NAME CHANGE (AVOK)
4/04/1991 A031 NEW LEADERS TAKE POSITIONS CSLABA)
4/04/1991 A063 KNEW PRESIDENT OUTLINES POLICY
4/24/1991 A021 SA TO CHANGE RELATIONS COMMITTEE (AVOK)
9/11/1991 A015 AUDIT OF SA BOOKS RAISES CONTROVERSY (PAUL)
9/18/1991 A015 SA PLANS CHANGES FOLLOWING AUDIT (PAUL)
9/18/1991 A061 COLLEGIAN REGRETS OSTER ENDORSEMENT (ED)
9/18/1991 A072 KYOUR OPINION OF THE REt^ENT SA AUDIT
9/25/1991 A052 ANNUAL AUDIT OF SA FUNDS DISCUSSED (PAUL)
9/25/1991 A052 SA CLUB IDENTIFIES CURRENT ISSUES (COATES)
9/25/1991 A061 KADDRESSES AUDIT, NOISE ORDINANCE
10/16/1991 A014 COMMISSIONER MEETS WITH SA (PAUL)
10/23/1991 A014 SA ORGANIZES 'GREEN ZONE' PLAN (PAUL)
10/23/1991 A051 VICE PRESIDENT PRAISES SA ACCOMPLISHMENTS
10/30/1991 AOll STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION ALTERS BYLAWS (PAUL)
10/30/1991 A046 KRITTER CRITICIZES BYLAWS
10/30/1991 AlOl STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION BYLAWS REWRITTEN
11/27/1991 AOll STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION VICE PRESIDENT RESIGNS (PAUL)
12/04/1991 AOll KPRESIDENT-APPOINTED VICE PRESIDENT (PAUL)
12/11/1991 A014 SA ALLOCATES STUDENT FEES (PAUL)
1/15/1992 BOll SA PROPOSES STUDENT SERVICE PLAN (PAUL)
1/22/1992 A114 KPRESIDENT EXPLAINS PROPOSALS
1/29/1992 A061 SASSE PROGRAM HOPES TO CREATE AWARENESS
2/05/1992 AOll ACCEPTS NOMINATIONS, FEE REQUESTS (PAUL)
2/26/1992 A103 KSTUDENTS SHOULD DEMAND HARD WORK OF SA
3/18/1992 A061 ACCOUNTABILITY NEEDED IN SENATE (ED)
3/18/1992 A071 KSA PRESIDENT LISTS GOALS OF OFFICE
3/18/1992 BOll RITTER SAYS GOODBYE TO SENATE (ERICKSON)
3/25/1992 AOll SA DEBATES ITS OWN SIZE (ERICKSON)
4/01/1992 A083 KSA PRESIDENT EXPLAINS HIS POSITION
4/08/1992 A012 SA DISCUSSES USE OF RECYCLED PAPER
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SA-ADMINISTRATION
SA-BUDGET
SA-BYLAWS
SA-ELECTIONS
SA-SENATE
SA-VEARBOOK
SABATO LARRY
SABBATICAL LEAVE
SAFETY
SALARIES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/22/1992 A012 PASSES NEW MEETING ATTENDANCE POLICY CERICKSON)
A/22/1992 B031 CHANGES PROPOSED FOR CONDUCT CODE (ERICKSON)
11/28/1990 A012 SA CRANKS OUT MORE BUDGETS (SCHWARZ)
11/28/1990 A031 SA APPROVES BUDGETS (SCHWARZ)
12/05/1990 A031 SA ALLOCATES ANOTHER $557,570 (SCHWARZ)
12/12/1990 A021 SA FULLY FUNDS PRT (SCHWARZ)
1/16/1991 AOll ASSOCIATION CUTS HEALTH SERVICE BUDGET (SCHWARZ)
1/16/1991 A071 XLIFE'S PRIORITIES SET
1/23/1991 A033 ACTIVITY FEE BOARD INSPECTS BUDGETS (PETERSON)
1/30/1991 A015 MUSIC INDUSTRY CLUB DENIED FUNDS (KRATZ)
2/06/1991 AOll DAY CARE PROPOSAL FLOUNDERS AGAIN (SLABA)
2/06/1991 AO<il SA EXPENSES REDUCE FUNDING (ERICKSON)
2/20/1991 A061 BUDGETING PROCESS SHOWS NEED FOR CHANGE (ED)
12/11/1991 AOIA SA ALLOCATES STUDENT FEES (PAUL)
2/26/1992 A033 BUDGETING PROCESS EVALUATED (LUTTMAN)
11/13/1991 A061 BYLAW CHANGES ARE BUTT OF SA JOKE (ED)
11/20/1991 BOll KSA PRESIDENT DEFENDS BYLAW ACTION
10/03/1990 A063 KEXPRESS YOURSELF BY VOTING
2/13/1991 A061 SA PRESIDENT TICKETS NEEDED (ED)
2/20/1991 AOll *TWO MORE SLATES VIE FOR SA POSITION (KRATZ)
3/13/1991 A031 XSTUDENTS' ASSOCIATION ELECTION '91
3/13/1991 A0<11 ^CANDIDATES TACKLE TOUGH CAMPUS ISSUES (HAUG)
3/13/1991 A0<i4 SA CONSIDERS ABSENTEE BALLOT (AVOK)
3/13/1991 A081 slates BALANCE STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES (ED)
3/20/1991 A061 ENDORSEMENT DID NOT ADDRESS ISSUES (L)
3/20/1991 A061 LEADERSHIP UNDERESTIMATED BY COLLEGIAN (L)
3/20/1991 A061 CANDIDATES OBJECT TO COLLEGIAN REMARKS (L)
3/20/1991 A081 ^STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION ELECTION 1991
^/0'4/1991 A033 1991 SA ELECTION
<4/0^/1991 A072 XCAMPUS COMMENTS--VOTE FOR STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
'i/10/1991 A07A ^TEMPERS FLAIR OVER VOtER APATHY
9/18/1991 A075 APATHETIC STUDENTS URGED TO REGISTER, VOTE
2/05/1992 A012 SA PRESIDENTIAL TICKETS ANNOUNCE STRATEGIES (PAUL)
2/12/1992 AOll SA PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGNS ANALYZED (PAUL)
2/12/1992 AlOl SA PREVENTS FREEDOM OF SPEECH (ED)
2/12/1992 Alll KVOTING IS A PRIVILEGE
2/19/1992 A012 TWO MORE SA SLATES (PAUL)
2/26/1992 AOll NEWEST CANDIDATES' CAMPAIGN ANALYZED (PAUL)
2/26/1992 A016 CANDIDATES DROP OUT OF SA RACE (PAUL)
2/26/1992 A06I *SA ELECTION 1992
2/26/1992 A081 KBRYCE HEALY/PETER NIELSON
2/26/1992 AOOl *JON LAUCK/JULIE HYLAND
2/26/1992 A091 *SETH PETERSON/GREG MCLAUGHLIN
2/26/1992 AlOl SA ELECTION CHOICES LEFT TO STUDENTS (ED)
2/26/1992 A112 *CAMPUS COMMENTS--SA PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
2/26/1992 AHA KCOLUMNIST MAKES PICK FOR SA ELECTION
3/18/1992 A015 NEW PRESIDENT TRIUMPHS DESPITE BAD PUBLICITY (KRIZ)
3/18/1992 B02A *VOTING
3/25/1992 B031 XSENATE STILL SEEKING OFFICEHOLDERS (KRIZ)
9/12/1990 A012 STUDENT SENATE DISCUSSES PROGRAM (MERSCH)
10/17/1990 A012 SA FILLS OPEN SENATE SEAT (MERSCH)
2/06/1991 A016 SA DISCUSSES KEG LICENSING (KRATZ)
5/01/1991 A013 SENATE CONSIDERiS RELEASING SOPHOMORES (AVOK)
9/11/1991 A031 SA REFUTES CITY ORDINANCES (PAUL)
9/18/1991 A031 SA FORMS NEW COMMITTEE (PAUL)
9/18/1991 AlOl STUDENT SENATE TO PROTEST ORDINANCE (ROSS)
10/02/1991 A055 SA SAYS NO ESCORTS (KUETER)
11/13/1991 AOIA STUDENTS MAY SOON BENEFIT (PAUL)
11/13/1991 B031 DISCUSSES FEES, HOUSING, SUICIDE (PAUL)
1/22/1992 A015 STUDENT SERVICE FUNDING DISCUSSED (PAUL)
3/18/1992 A061 ACCOUNTABILITY NEEDED IN SENATE (ED)
3/18/1992 B033 ENGINEERING SENATOR POSITION STILL VACANT (DEWEY)
A/01/1992 A016 EX-OFFICIO SENATORS APPROVED (ERICKSON)
A/01/1992 B031 APPOINTS FOURTH, FINAL AG/BIO SENATOR (NELSON)
A/08/1992 B0A2 COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES LOSES ONE SEAT (KRIZ)
SEE JACKRABBIT YEARBK
3/25/1992 BOll NEGATIVE POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENTS (COATES)
9/18/1991 AOAl SABBATICALS IMPROVE SDSU IN LONG RUN (SYKORA)
9/18/1991 A103 XWAL-MART HOSTS SAFETY WEEK (HOWE)
10/09/1991 A08A TO PLACE STUDENTS ON STREET CORNERS (COATES)
11/20/1991 A123 AIR BAGS--A CUSHION OF SAFETY (HENSON)
11/27/1991 A113 XCAMPUS COMMENTS--SEAT BELT LAW
1/15/1992 A081 ^PREPARED DRIVERS AVOID TRAGEDIES (TRAUTMANN)
2/05/1992 B03A OSHA TRAINING COURSE SCHEDULED
9/26/1990 A012 TUITION RAISED TO AUGMENT SALARIES (MOSS)
10/17/1990 AOIA PROFESSORS RECEIVE PAY HIKE (BERG) . .
11/28/1990 A034 FACULTY SALARIES DON'T MEET NATIONAL AVERAGE (SLABA)
2/12/1992 AO-iS SALARY BILL PASSES (BIEBER)
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SALEH NAEL
SALES TAX
DATE PAPER NOTATION
SAMMONS STEVE
SAMUELSON BOB
SANDNESS LINDA
SANDNESS ROGER
SASSE
SATAN
SATANISM
SCARBOROUGH MARTIN
SCHAEFER VERNON
SCHAK DARCY
SCHEMP JON
SCHERR MARTY
SCHERR NICOLE
SCHIEFFER KEVIN
SCHIFRIN-TOPINGRUD
SCHILLER STEPHEN
SCHLESINGER ARTHUR
SCHMIDT KEN
SCHMIDT PAT
SCHOLARSHIPS
SCHOOL BOARD-BR
SCHOOLS-BR
SCHOOLS-SD
SCHULTZ CHRISTY
SCHWEITZER ARLETTE
SCIENCE
10/03/1990
1/30/1991
2/06/1991
3/13/1991
9/18/1991
9/12/1990
10/17/1990
11/27/1991
11/27/1991
2/05/1992
1/22/1992
ll/lA/1990
2/05/1992
1/15/1992
3/25/1992
2/13/1991
12/0A/1991
10/09/1991
9/18/1991
10/02/1991
10/30/1991
11/20/1991
2/05/1992
3/18/1992
A/01/1992
10/10/1990
ll/lA/1990
9/12/1990
A/10/1991
A/10/1991
11/07/1990
A/22/1992
9/12/1990
9/12/1990
9/19/1990
9/26/1990
9/26/1990
9/26/1990
10/03/1990
10/10/1990
10/17/1990
11/07/1990
3/13/1991
A/17/1991
A/17/1991
9/25/1991
10/16/1991
10/30/1991
12/0A/1991
1/29/1992
5/01/1991
10/30/1991
A/08/1992
2/20/1991
10/16/1991
11/13/1991
11/20/1991
3/18/1992
2/06/1991
10/30/1991
9/12/1990
A/2A/1991
1/29/1992
A/01/1992
2/05/1992
AOIA
A09A
A112
A105
A053
A081
A083
A031
A031
A016
A102
AOAl
BOll
B032
BOll
AOAA
AOAl
A132
AO 81
AlAl
A121
A121
A081
A081
AlOl
A033
AOAl
A031
A031
A071
A031
B052
A012
AOAl
AOAA
A035
A036
A06I
AOAl
A071
A152
AOll
AOAl
AOAl
A051
AOAl
A0A2
A122
BOll
B033
AOll
A08A
B081
A085
A121
AOAA
A031
BOAA
A053
A015
A0A3
AO 31
B031
BOIA
A031
SCULPTURE
SD
SD STATE UNIV
SDSU
SEARLS SCOTT
SEAT BELTS
SECRETARIES
10/03/1990
10/10/1990
ll/lA/1990
11/27/1991
3/25/199.2
A/29/1992
A/17/1991
11/20/1991
11/20/1991
1/15/1992
2/05/1992
A/OA/1991
A012
A093
A031
AHA
A08A
A072
Alll
AlOl
A123
A031
A051
A082
PERSPECTIVE (FRISVOLD)SENATE CONSIDERS INCREASE (COATES)
SENATE KILLS INCREASE FOR NOW
SALES TAX INCREASE DELAYED FOR NOW (NOEM)
*GONE FISHIN'
XCAMPAIGN TRAIL
MICKELSON, SAMUELSON LOCK HORNS (FRISVOLD)
perspectives in alaska cfenger)
PERSPECTIVES IN ALASKA (FENGER)UAFBC APPROVES SASSE ALLOCATION (KUETER)
KSATAN IS AN AIR HEAD
*DEV1L1SH STUDY
LECTURER DISCLAIMS SATANISM (LUTTMAN)
SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED
^cdPtIu^cS, WINNING TRADITION (WENISCH)
*5rLISH SPLASH
RIOTER GETS REPRIEVE (MILLER)
COUNTRY RUNNERS GET 'INKED' (WALKES)
XSUMMER SPENT WITH CHILDREN
^FATHER'S MASSIVE SHELF-BUILDING SPREE
*C0LUMN1ST TRAVELS LEMON MEMORY LANE
NEW BOOK IN JACKSON'S AIRPORT LOCKER
KCOLUMNIST BURSTS SOAP OPERA BUBBLES
XWOMEN STICK TOGETHER ON BATHROOM TRIPS
KEXPERT PROMSTERS STRUT THEIR STUFF
XBROADCASTERS DISCUSS PROBLEMS WITH SOURCES (MERSCH)
XDEVILISH STUDY
GRANT EXTENSION (SCHWARZ)
*FAMED AUTHOR QUESTIONS WAR (ERICKSON)
XLIBERAL HISTORIAN REFUTES CURRENT VIEWPOINT
DISCUSS ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES (TRAUTMANN)
*WEATHER SLOWS ACTION ON DIAMOND (NACHTIGALL)
STUDENT SENATE DISCUSSES PROGRAM (MERSCH)
SCHOLARSHIP CREATED
SDSU RECEIVES TWO DAR SCHOLARSHIPS
THRUGOOD MARSHALL SCHOLARSHIP STARTED
GROSS PHARMACY SCHOLARSHIP STARTED
XCAMPUS C0MMENTS--ADD1NG AN EXTRA DOLLAR
STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR PTA SCHOLARSHIPS
SCHOLARSHIP FUND SHOULD BE VOTED (L)
NEW TRACK SCHOLARSHIP ESTABLISHED AT STATE
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
DAKTRONICS OFFERS SCHOLARSHIPS (ERICKSON)
BANQUET HONORS ECONOMIC STUDENTS
SCHOLARSHIP OFFERED TO FUTURE WOMAN TEACHER
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP BEGUN (LUTTMAN)
ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIP
*SCH0LARSH1P FRAUD STRIKES STUDENTS (HENSON)
^STUDENTS LIVE IN URBAN POVERTY (FENGER)
SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED
BOARD REQUESTS PROPERTY TAX INCREASE (STANLEY)
BROOKINGS SCHOOL DISTRICT SUING STATE (COATES)
VOTE IN CITY, SCHOOL ELECTIONS NEXT WEEK (COATES)
XBROOKINGS SCHOOL BOARD SUES STATE (DAWOUD)
RESIDENTS TO VOTE ON PROPOSED NEW SCHOOL (SLEEP)
NEW SCHOOL TO IMPROVE EDUCATION (FREEMAN)
VOTERS KILL BOND (FREEMAN)
GOVERNOR SIGNS CHASTITY BILL (KAFKA)
KHOME OF THE BRAVE
KWOMAN BEARS GRANDCHILDREN (SLEEP)
MINORITY GRADUATE GRANTS TO BE OFFERED
PHYSICS BOWL, SCIENCE FAIR (HAUG)
SCIENCE CLASSES FOR TEACHERS PLANNED IN SF
KDON'T REMOVE
committee approves changing state nickname (BROKAW)
*PACES STATEWIDE CAMPUS ENROLLMENT INCREASES (MOSS)
STUDENTS BOOST BROOKINGS ECONOMY
SDSU ACCREDITATION (BERG)
SHOULD BE MORE CHALLENGING (JOHNSON 8 MCLAUGHLIN)
STUDENT POINTS OUT INADEQUACIES (L)
*CAMPUS COMMENTS--THE BIGGEST ISSUE OR EVENT
1991 COORDINATORS CHOSEN FOR UPC
SEAT-BELT LAW WOULD SAVE LIVES (ED)
KSAFETY BELTS SECURE LIVES (CROUSE 8 SABERS)
SEAT BELT MEASURE GAINS SUPPORT (BROKAW)
SENATE NARROWLY DEFEATS SEAT BELT LAW (BROKAW)
SDSU SECRETARY HELPFUL (L)
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SECRETARIES
SECURITY
SENATE
SEX DISCRIMINATION
A/OA/1991 A083
9/18/1991 AO-iA
SEX EDUCATION
SEX ROLE
SEX ROLES
SEXUAL HARASSMENT.
SEXUALLY TRANSMIT
SF ARGUS LEADER
SHELDON PAM
SHERIFFS
SHIRTS
SHOPPING
SHYNESS
SIERRA CLUB
SIFF BARRY
SIGL ARDEN
SIMONSON PAULETTE
SINCLAIR DEAN
SINGLES
SISSETON-WAHPETON
SISTER SCHOOLS
SKATING
SKATING ROLLER
SKORR LAURA
SKYFORCE SKYLINE
SLEEP DEE
SLOCUM CHARLES
SLYTER LOWELL
SMALL BUSINESS
SMITH V J
SMOKING
SNACK FOODS
SOCCER
SOCIALISM
SOCIOLOGY
SOFTBALL
SOIL JUDGING
SOLID WASTE
SORORITIES
SOUTH DAKOTA
SOVIET UNION
SPANISH
2/06/1991
2/05/1992
3/18/1992
3/18/1992
A/0A/I991
A/2A/I991
A/17/1991
10/30/1991
1/29/1992
11/13/1991
10/23/1991
A/OA/1991
12/05/1990
10/31/1990
12/05/1990
2/19/1992
I2/0A/1991
1/29/1992
A/29/1992
A/22/1992
10/17/1990
2/12/1992
10/02/1991
9/19/1990
2/06/1991
11/13/1991
ll/lA/1990
10/10/1990
9/11/1991
9/25/1991
10/09/1991
11/20/1991
12/0A/1991
1/15/1992
11/13/1991
2/13/1991
,3/20/1991
11/28/1990
2/13/1991
10/23/1991
11/27/1991
10/09/1991
9/12/1990
A/2A/1991
9/19/1990
3/13/1991
3/20/1991
A/OA/1991
A/10/1991
A/17/1991
A/2A/1991
5/01/1991
3/18/1992
3/25/1992
A/01/1992
A/08/1992
A/22/1992
A/29/1992
A/29/1992
9/26/1990
10/30/1991
A/2A/1991
AlAl
A066
A07A
BOAA
A082
A 035
A07A
A063
BOIA
BOAl
A07A
A133
A081
AlOA
A09A
AlAl
A03A
BOll
BOll
B081
A091
A055
A061
A015
AO 51
BO 71
A012
AlOA
A063
A063
A103
A015
AOll
A015
A081
A051
AlOl
AOll
A092
A06A
A035
A121
A192
AOAl
A012
A202
A161
A151
A122
A136
A151
A131
B061
B052
B081
B052
B061
BOAl
B085
A033
A05A
A09A
10/17/1990 AiOl
10/03/1990
10/2A/1990
10/2A/1990
10/31/1990
12/12/1990
A/OA/1991
A/OA/1991
9/25/1991
1/15/1992
AO 31
A031
AlAl
AOAl
A 071
A08A
A12A
AOAl
B021
COURTESY TOP PRIORITY (L>
UNDER LOCK AND KEY (LUTTMAN)
SEE ACADEMIC SENATE, SA-SENATE
SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION, SEXUAL HARASSMENT
MALES* ENROLLMENT IN TRADITIONAL COURSES (KRIZ)
OTHER COLLEGES PROTECT SEXUAL ORIENTATION (L)
^COLUMNIST URGES CHASTITY
GOVERNOR SIGNS CHASTITY BILL (KAFKA)
MALE TRAITS OK IN HDCFS (L)
MALE ROLES, myths EXPLORED (ERICKSON)
KMALE MYTHS MUST BE SHATTERED
KNO ONE DESERVES TO BE HARASSED
ISSUES RELATED TO SEXUAL HARASSMENT (ERICKSON)
*THE SCARE (ALBERTSEN 8 HENSON)
KSF MEDIA FAIL AGAIN
GALLERY RECEPTION FEATURES ARTIST (THILL)
XSHERIFF RAISES FAMILY 'IN JAIL' (PAUL)
XSA T-SHIRTS MAKE RETURN (KRIZ)
TASTES VARY AMONG STUDENTS (KRIZ)
SHYNESS PRODUCES POSITIVE TRAITS
GROUP PLANS LAWSUIT (WENISCH)
SPEAKER DETAILS CIVIL RIGHTS PROGRESS (ERICKSON)
XENGINEERING EXPLORATION DAYS... (COATES)
KRODEO GOALS ARE BEING MET (NOEM)
XSENATE CANDIDATES GO HEAD TO HEAD (STANLEY)
SUPPORT GROUP FOR SINGLES PLANNED
REMAINS STAND AS PAINFUL REMINDER OF PAST
ACADEMIC BONDS THROUGH INTERNATIONAL STUDY (KRATZ)
XSKATE, ME?
*WHISTL1N* WHEELS OFFERS ALTERNATIVE (BAKKE)
K'PARTY* CITATIONS UPSET STUDENTS (ROSS)
^STUDENTS CHEER FOR PROFESSIONAL TEAM (ADERMAN)
^THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOME
*AN1MAL LOVER DISAGREES WITH PETA
KCOLLEGIAN SHOULD PUBLISH TWICE WEEKLY
PUB COUNCIL WILL REVIEW COLLEGIAN ERROR (PAUL)
JACK RABBIT WINS ALL-AMERICAN HONORS (COATES)
COLLEGIAN EDITOR RESIGNS POSITION (ERICKSON)
^FARMERS GIVE AILING FRIEND A HELPING HAND
*WOOL TEAM CAPTURES NATIONAL AWARDS (ERICKSON)
CONGRESS MOVES TO PROTECT SMALL BUSINESS (STANLEY)
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR ASSISTANT HIRED
GROCERY STORE SMOKING ACT BURNS IN COMMITTEE
UNION SMOKERS ARE THE WORST (L)
SMOKERS FORCED OUTSIDE (KUELER)
^STUDENTS DISCOVER WEIGHTY PROBLEM (ALBERTSEN)
QnrPFP PI MR
SPEAKER ADVOCATES SOCIALISM (PETERSON)
SOCIOLOGY PROFESSOR RESIGNS FROM SDSU (COATES)
9CS0FTBALL TEAM OPENS IN VERMILLION (GLOVER)
WOMEN'S SQUAD SPLITS FOUR IN VERMILLION (WOLLMAN)
XJACKRABBITS SPLIT HOME OPENER (WOLLMAN)
K'RABBITS IMPROVE TO 11-7 (WOLLMAN)
STATE HOSTS AUGIE WEDNESDAY (WOLLMAN)
*ERRORS PLAGUE SDSU'S WEEK (WOLLMAN)
NCC SOFTBALL TOURNEY STARTS THIS FRIDAY (WOLLMAN)
SOFTBALL TEAM WORKS ON SPEED, OFFENSE (NOEM)
WIN TWO AT SHORTENED PITTSBURG INVITATIONAL (OSTER)
SOFTBALL TEAM OUTSCORES FOES (GARDNER)
KSOFTBALL TEAM WINS TOURNEY (GARDNER)
KSDSU SOFTBALL TEAM STRUGGLES (GARDNER)
KBATTER UP
SOFTBALL TEAM STRUGGLES (GARDNER)
SOIL JUDGERS HEAD FOR NATIONAL COMPETITION (COATES)
SOIL TEAM PLACES SECOND
SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE GROWS (COATES)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF SORORITIES
KALL TIED UP
SEE SD
KLEARNS THROUGH VACATION TO SOVIET UNION (TRAUTMANN)
SOVIET UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS TO CAMPUS (SCHWARZ)
DELEGATION EXPLORES AMERICAN WAY OF LIFE (PAUL)
*SOME CITIZENS DO NOT ACCEPT REFORMS (SCHWARZ)
FEAR OF SOVIET ARMY NO LONGER A MAJOR THREAT (L)
PETITION RESEMBLES USSR (L)
FLIGHT TO EXPLORE RUSSIA (ADERMAN)
JOURNALISTS SHARE RUSSIAN EXPERIENCES (COATES)
TWO PROFESSORS PRACTICE WHAT THEY TEACH (FENGER)
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SPEECH
SPENCER VELVA-LU
SPIERING JUDY
SPIRIT
SPORTS
SPORTS DAY
SPORTS SPECTATORS
SPRING
SPRING BREAK
SPRING FEVER
SPRING FLING
ST SAUVER JASON
STANLEY SUSAN
STATE AID TO EDUC
STATE EMPLOYEES
STENSLAND LINDA
STOLL DANA
STORYTELLING
STREETS
STUART JOE
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
STUDENT AID
STUDENT CODE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/02/1991 A031 SPEECH TEAM COMPETES
9/12/1990 A07A NATIVE AMERICAN ISSUES TO BE FACED
9/26/1990 A07A CULTURAL IGNORANCE PERPETUATES MISTRUST
10/2A/1990 A071 TERM FALSELY REPRESENTS RACE, CULTURE
11/07/1990 A071 'FREE SCHOOL' MYTH DISPROVEN
11/28/1990 A07A NATIVE AMERICAN SERVICE OVERLOOKED
12/12/1990 A071 FAITH IN WORDS PROPELS CULTURE
1/23/1991 A063 SILENCE IS PROVIDED IN TIME OF NEED
2/06/1991 A083 NATIVE AMERICANS IN MILITARY FORCES
2/20/1991 A063 UPCOMING POWWOW WILL PROVE
3/20/1991 A063 OPEN-MINDEDNESS CREDITED FOR POWWOW'S SUCCESS
A/10/1991 A063 NATIVE AMERICAN WOMEN STILL FIGHT STEREOTYPES
A/2A/1991 A063 RECONCILIATION MOVEMENT AIDS MULTI-CULTURAL EVENT
9/18/1991 A063 COLUMNISTS WISH FOR UNIFIED CAMPUS
10/02/1991 A061 REMAINS STAND AS PAINFUL REMINDER OF PAST
10/16/1991 A063 COLUMN ELICITS ANGRY RESPONSES
10/30/1991 A061 SDSU NEEDS CHANGE
11/20/1991 A103 HOLIDAY SYMBOLIZES MORE THAN CORN
12/0A/1991 A103 STAY AHEAD OF THE GAME
2/19/1992 A083 EVENT OFFERS CHANCE FOR CULTURAL EDUCATION
3/18/1992 A07A CULTURE IS MORE THAN POWWOW
^01/1992 A09A COLUMNIST SHARES WHAT NATIVE AMERICANS TEACH
A/22/1992 A071 NATIVE AMERICAN STUDENTS PRINT VIEWS
1/23/1991 A123 LOCAL WOMAN AWARDED STATE CERTIFICATE (DAWOUD)
9/26/1990 A081 UNIFIES NATIVE AMERICANS ACROSS THE STATE (RAINER)
SEE ALSO ATHLETES, ATHLETICS, NAMES OF SPORTS
10/10/1990 A061 LOCKER ROOM DEBATE NEEDS REALISTIC LOOK (ED)
10/10/1990 A104 ^STUDENTS CHEER FOR PROFESSIONAL TEAM (ADERMAN)
10/24/1990 A181 XCHAMP EARNS HALL OF FAME HONORS (SIEVERT)
4/24/1991 A141 JACKRABBIT SPORTS GIVE HOME LOOK (GLOVER)
SPORTS AWARDS (WALKES 8 LANGE)
4/01/1992 A094 *SELF-PROCLAIMED SPORTS WANNA-BE
2/13/1991 A121 DAY MARKS RECOGNITION FOR WOMEN (GLOVER)
10/09/1991 A131 KEMOTION PLAYS BIG ROLE (WALKES)
10/16/1991 AOll *STATE. SMURF
4/08/1992 A074 KABOUT BIRDS, BEES, FLOWERS, TREES
2/06/1991 A141 *HEAD FOR FUN (THILL)
2/26/1992 A121 GRAND STRAND REMAINS HOT SPOT
4/17/1991 A125 SPRING FEVER MAY BRING BLUES (SCHUSTER)
4/10/1991 A023 CONNELL'S RETURN, FOR SPRING FLING
4/17/1991 AlOl LIGHT AT END OF TUNNEL (CROUSE)
4/24/1991 AOll *CONNELLS' LEAD SINGER TALKS (THILL)
5/01/1991 A141 *SPRING FLING
3/25/1992 A031 PROVIDES SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE (WAXDAHL)
4/22/1992 A045 GEAR DADDIES WILL ANCHOR SPRING FLING (SCHUCH)
4/29/1992 A051 KBAND CLOSES SPRING FLING, CAREER (SCHUCH)
2/13/1991 A034 *THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT
9/11/1991 A151 KHEARTFELT WELCOMES FALL ONTO DEAF EARS
9/25/1991 A071 *THOMAS SHOULD GET SENATE APPROVAL
10/09/1991 A221 KCOLUMNIST OFFERS MESSAGE
10/23/1991 AlOl KRURAL MIDWEST OFFERS SAFE ESCAPE
11/27/1991 AlOl XMERCY KILLING OR MURDER
12/11/1991 A091 KSHOULD THE CHURCH CONDONE IT
1/22/1992 Alll XSYSTEM RECYCLES RAPISTS, WITH LIGHT SENTENCES
2/05/1992 A074 *CLINTON CHARGES CALLED SITCOM
2/19/1992 A094 *BEWARE OF IT HERE
3/18/1992 A074 *COLUMNIST URGES CHASTITY
4/01/1992 A091 ^TELEVISION MAY MAKE IT OBSOLETE
4/22/1992 A061 KDON'T IGNORE POLITICS
10/30/1991 A084 BROOKINGS SCHOOL DISTRICT SUING STATE (COATES)
12/12/1990 A041 EMPLOYEES COLLECT GIFTS FOR SOLDIERS
10/16/1991 A085 SENATOR PROPOSES ENVIRONMENTAL BILL (COATES)
11/13/1991 A031 STENSLAND SPEAKS TO DEMOCRATS (LUTTMANN)
9/11/1991 A151 STARTING SCHOOL AS A SINGLE PARENT (HOLLEY)
STORYTELLER WEAVES YARNS OF EXPERIENCE (SCHERR)
9/12/1990 A191 ROAD CLOSED--NORTH CAMPUS DRIVE
9/25/1991 A094 XBLAZING A TRAIL
11/20/1991 A034 SNOW REMOVAL OR CAR REMOVAL (MILLER)
2/19/1992 A081 PHYSICAL PLANT PRAISED FOR REPAIR (ED)
10/31/1990 A081 XRESIDENTS, STUDENTS PUSH FOR SOLUTIONS (KRATZ)
10/03/1990 A053 STUDENT ACTIVITIES PUBLISHES POLICY MANUEL (COATES)
SEE ALSO FINANCIAL AID
9/19/1990 A091 LOANS BECOMING HOT TICKET (NELSON)
11/28/1990 A091 CONGRESS SKIPS OVER FINANCIAL AID (NELSON)
10/02/1991 ,A091 STUDENTS HAVE LOW DEFAULT RATE (FREEMAN)
4/01/1992 A083 *TIME TO CUT OFF FEDERAL PELL GRANT CHEATERS
4/29/1992 A014 SANCTIONING OFF-CAMPUS BEHAVIOR (ERICKSON)
4/29/1992 A061 PREVISIONS EXEMPLIFY CAMPUS POLITICS
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STUDENT EXCHANGE
STUDENT FEDERATION
STUDENT FEES
STUDENT LIFE
STUDENT SENATE
STUDENT UNION
STUDENTS
11/07/1990
1/22/1992
9/26/1990
9/26/1990
9/26/1990
10/10/1990
10/10/1990
10/31/1990
11/07/1990
2/20/1991
^4/04/1991
4/10/1991
11/20/1991
2/05/1992
4/08/1992
9/26/1990
9/26/1990
10/03/1990
10/03/1990
3/20/1991
2/05/1992
2/12/1992
9/12/1990
9/19/1990
4/29/1992
3/13/1991
3/20/1991
9/18/1991
1/15/1992
4/01/1992
11/20/1991
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
STUDENTS FOREIGN
STUDENTS' ASSOCIAT
STYLE SHOW
STYRAFOAM
SUDBECK JULIE
SUICIDE
1/15/1992
4/04/1991
9/26/1990
4/17/1991
9/25/1991
11/13/1991
4/17/1991
4/29/1992
9/18/1991
4/29/1992
4/17/1991
9/19/1990
2/12/1992
4/22/1992
2/19/1992
12/11/1991
10/10/1990
11/28/1990
12/05/1990
12/12/1990
1/16/1991
1/23/1991
1/30/1991
2/06/1991
2/20/1991
3/13/1991
12/04/1991
12/11/1991
1/15/1992
1/22/1992
1/22/1992
1/29/1992
2/05/1992
2/12/1992
2/26/1992
11/07/1990
12/04/1991
2/26/1992
SUMMER
SUMMER JOB
SUMMER SCHOOL
SUPPORT GROUP
SUTALAKSANA MARI
SUTTON MATT
SWANSON NANCY
SWEENEY JERRY
SWIMMING
SWINE
Alll
B024
A015
A061
A063
A012
A063
A012
A063
A015
Alll
A081
A044
A061
8021
A035
A061
A015
A073
A041
A074
B034
A083
A061
AO 7 4
A051
AOil
A044
B034
B014
A071
A121
A122
B031
BOll
A151
AOll
AO 91
AOll
B031
A105
A063
A081
Bill
A051
AOll
A055
BOll
A093
B021
A104
A143
A131
A171
A145
A082
A151
A171
A161
A216
B071
B062
B071
BO 41
BO 42
B081
B081
B051
B021
A082
BOll
A031
EXCHANGE OFFERS WARM EDUCATION (THILL)
NATIONAL EXCHANGE STRETCHES HORIZONS (FENGER)
USD TO REJOIN STUDENT FEDERATION (ROSS)
FEDERATION SEEKS SUPPORT OF USD
jeSTUDENT FEDERATION FACES CHALLENGES
USD TAKES STEPS TOWARDS REJOINING (ROSS)
*FEDERATION ISSUE FACED
SA PRESIDENT OFFERS SOLUTIONS (SCHWARZ)
JfSTUDENT FEDERATION DISCUSSED OPTIONS
SHED HELPS STUDENTS LEARN LEGISLATIVE ISSUES
USD REJOINS STUDENT FEDERATION (COATES)
KFEDERATION PRESIDENCY COMES TO SDSU (STANLEY)
STUDENT FEDERATION SETS NEW GOALS (WENISCH)
PASSIVITY PLAGUE HITS STUDENTS AGAIN (ED)
STUDENT LEADER EXPANDS GOALS (NELSON)
SEE ALSO TUITION, ACTIVITY FEES
FINAL FEES HELD OCTOBER 2 AND 3
KCAMPUS COMMENTS--ADDING AN EXTRA DOLLAR
HIGHER ENROLLMENT, NO FEE CHANGE (MOSS)
ADDITIONAL STUDENT FEES PROTESTED (L)
^STUDENT FEES FUND CLUBS (ERICKSON)
*SA PRESIDENT DISCUSSES FEES
STUDENT FEES TO INCREASE IN FALL (PAUL)
TASK FORCE UNVEILS STUDENT LIFE PLANS (RAINER)
QUALITY OF STUDENT LIFE DICTATED BY SOCIETY (ED)
KFUN TIME COMES UP ON SHORT END
SEE SA-SENATE
UNION FACES REMODELING (ERICKSON)
KPETITIONERS PROTEST PAINTING (ANDERSON)
UNDER LOCK AND KEY (LUTTMAN)
*UNION BASEMENT GETS FACELIFT (ERICKSON)
ASBESTOS REMOVAL CAUSES COST INCREASE (ERICKSON)
SEE ALSO NON-TRADITIONALS
K'SUITCASE STUDENTS' (BAKKE)
KCOUPLES FACE RELATIONSHIP PROBLEMS (VERRILL)
STUDENT COUPLES VOICE THEIR TRIALS OF LOVE (DERTIEN)
SURVEY REVEALS ACTIVITIES, OPINIONS (ERICKSON)
SEE FOREIGN STUDENTS
SEE SA
SEE FASHION
CORN STYRAFOAM DEVELOPED (ERICKSON)
XJACKRABBITS SPLIT HOME OPENER (WOLLMAN)
KSTUDENT DIES
USD FOOTBALL PLAYER COMMITS SUICIDE
YOUNG HALL RESIDENT DIES, APPARENT SUICIDE (HOLLEY)
DISCUSSES FEES, HOUSING, SUICIDE (PAUL)
AREA ATTRACTIONS SOON TO KICK OFF (ADERMAN)
QUESTIONS TO PONDER OVER SUMMER BREAK (L)
KSUMMER SPENT WITH CHILDREN
KSTUDENTS SEARCHING FOR MUCHO MONEY (VERRILL)
SUMMER SCHOOL BEGINS MAY 13
GROUP GIVES CRISIS SUPPORT
SUPPORT GROUP FOR SINGLES PLANNED
KCULTURAL LESSONS AT INTERNATIONAL DAY (SYKORA)
TYPOS DISAPPOINT READER (L)
KTHERE'S GOTTA BE SOMETHING OPEN
PROFESSOR REVIEWS FOR LITERARY MAGAZINES (KRIZ)
SWIMMERS DIVE INTO SEASON FRIDAY (WOLLMAN)
KSWIMMERS CAPTURE 2ND AT HOME (WERRE)
MEN AND WOMEN LOSE AT ST CLOUD (WERRE)
MEN, WOMEN SWEEP SWIMMING DUAL (WERRE)
SWIMMERS COMPETE AT UND (WERRE)
KEARNEY DEFEATS 'RABBITS (WERRE)
KSWIMMERS IMPROVE TIMES, REGULAR SEASON ENDS (WERRE)
KSWIMMERS HEAD TO NCC (WERRE)
SDSU RECORDS FALL AT NCC MEET (WERRE)
*SWIM TEAMS OPEN SEASON (NOEM)
KMEN, WOMEN FALL TO SAINT CLOUD (WOLLMAN)
SWIMMERS TRAVEL TO BUENA VISTA (NOEM)
SWIMMERS FINALLY GET TO SLEEP IN (NOEM)
TEAMS FACE TOUGH COMPETITION AT SAINT JOHN'S (NOEM)
SWIMMERS LOSE TO USD, WOMEN BEAT KEARNEY (NOEM)
JfSWIMMERS LOSE TO MANKATO AT HOME (NOEM)
SWIMMERS TRAVEL TO GREAT WHITE NORTH (NOEM)
SWIMMERS PROGRESS TO NCC (NOEM)
PORK BAN LABELED TRADE TERRORISM
SWINE UNIT NEARS COMPLETION (HEINE)
XSWINE UNIT DEDICATED (KUETER)
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SWINGING
SYMPHONYCIVIC
SYNTHESIZERS
TAEKWONDO
TAIWAN
TANKSUNDERGROUND
TANNING
TAXATION-SD
TEACHEREVALUATION
TEACHERS
TEACHING
TEACHINGSECONDARY
TECHNOLOGY
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELECONFERENCE
TELEMARKETING
TELEPHONES
TELEVISION
TELKAMPBARBARA
TELKAMPLARRY
TEMPESTMAGAZINE
TENNIS
TEPLEYCHAD
TERRORISM
TESTSEDUCATION
TETZLAFFKEVIN
TEXTBOOKS
TGIF
THANKSGIVING
THEATER
THEFTS
THIBODEAUBETH
THOMMICHAEL
THOMASCLARENCE
THOMPSONRYAN
THORSONJIM
DATEPAPERNOTATION
11/20/1991
2/26/1992
9/25/1991
10/03/1990
2/20/1991
12/0A/1991
9/26/1990
10/10/1990
2/13/1991
4/22/1992
11/14/1990
1/23/1991
4/04/1991
1/29/1992
2/05/1992
4/29/1992
11/13/1991
10/10/1990
5/01/1991
11/20/1991
1/22/1992
1/16/1991
2/06/1991
5/01/1991
4/24/1991
10/24/1990
10/10/1990
10/17/1990
1/22/1992
11/13/1991
4/17/1991
4/24/1991
10/03/1990
1/16/1991
2/20/1991
12/11/1991
1/15/1992
1/15/1992
4/22/1992
1/30/1991
2/13/1991
11/20/1991
1/22/1992
1/22/1992
2/05/1992
4/08/1992
4/04/1991
1/29/1992
10/16/1991
9/26/1990
4/10/1991
2/19/1992
4/01/1992
4/22/1992
4/29/1992
5/01/1991
1/16/1991
11/07/1990
12/11/1991
1/16/1991
1/23/1991
11/27/1991
9/19/1990
3/20/1991
9/11/1991
9/18/1991
9/19/1990
10/17/1990
2/26/1992
9/26/1990
12/04/1991
9/25/1991
10/23/1991
10/16/1991
3/20/1991
A034
B053
A184
A043
A121
B052
A114
A033
AlOl
A082
A086
Alll
AlOl
AOll
A041
B054
A014
AOll
A031
Alll
B031
A031
A061
A015
A051
A034
A084
A045
A055
B024
AO81
A081
A051
A091
A091
A041
A015
A061
A082
A063
A063
A094
A061
B054
A081
A081
A114
A031
A194
A104
AO51
A131
B071
B052
B103
AO13
A063
A074
A014
A062
A054
A041
A144
A115
Alll
A061
AOll
A033
A033
A114
AO15
AQ71
AO74
A124
A142
*JUSTASWINGIN'
*RGMANTICSTRINGS
technologyadvancing(BAMSEY) ^BUSTINGUP
sistersthroughTAEKWONDO(SCHUSTER)
*TAEKWONDOOFFERSDEFENSE(GARDNER)
KSTUDENTSTUDIESINTAIWAN(PAUL)
OFCONTAMINATEDSOILFOLLOWINGLEAK(ROSS) STUDENTSMUSTTANWITHCAUTION(THILL)
*ABURNINGDESIRE(VERRILL)
IIStax,incometax,salestax,etc. TAXISSUESDEFEATED(MOSS)
*TAXRAISESALCOHOLPRICES(STANLEY)
''^^°®'^TZEDforlackofaction(NOEM8COATES)
taxrebateplan(Wenisch)
"°?7|TEDversionofMICKELSON'Staxrebate(BROKAW) STAFFINCREASESAIDTAXFRAUDSEARCH
STUDENTSMAYSOONBENEFIT(PAUL)
SEEALSOFACULTY,NAMESOFTEACHERS
EDUCATORACHIEVEMENTNOMINATIONSSOUGHT
TEACHERSOFFEREDJOBS(SYKORA)
KEDUCATORSDESERVEBIGBUCKS
FUTURETEACHERSGETHANDSONPRACTICE(ERICKSON)
^LEARNINGVSMAKINGTHEGRADE(KRATZ)
STUDENTSBATTLEDISCIPLINEINCLASSROOMS(SYKORA)
ACADEMICSENATEPLANSWORKSHOPS(HAUG)
TEACHINGREQUIREMENTSCLIMBIICREDITS(SYKORA)
CONNECTIONBETWEENUNIVERSITY,INDUSTRY(KRATZ) TASKFORCEFORRURALTELECOMMUNICATIONS
CLASSTAUGHTVIATELECOMMUNICATION(SCHWARZ)
STATEVIDEONETWORKPASSESFIRSTTEST(AVOK)
TELECONFERENCE--ATTENTIONTODRUGPOLICY(LUTTMANN) BUSINESSES,,EMPLOYEESSHORTAS...(BAMSEY)
TELEMARKETINGANSWERSDIFFERENTCALL(COATES)
PRINTONIANSCOMPILECAMPUSPHONEBOOKS(MERSCH)
TELEPHONECUSTOMERSGETEQUALACCESS
NEWPHONECOMPANYFORMED(DAWOUD)
NEWSECTIONFORSENIORCITIZENS(WENISCH)
CUSTOMERSWILLPICKOWNLONG-DISTANCE(FREEMAN)
LOCALPHONESERVICENEEDSCOSTOPTIONS(ED)
ANSWERINGMACHINESFINDNICHEINSOCIETY(SCHERR)
X'GILLIGAN'SISLAND'MAKESGOODNOSTALGIA
*MTVSURROUNDS'DOORS'WITHHYPE
KSTUDENTSSOAKUP'SOAPS'(KORKOW)
FACTORSBRINGTELEVISIONTOLIFE(KORKOW)
THORSONSHOWDEBUTS(SCHERR)
KCOLUMNISTBURSTSSOAPOPERABUBBLES
TVIGNORES,DISTORTSLIVESOFREALPEOPLE
2NDWOMANTOTHECOUNTYCOMMISSION(STANLEY)
CITYDONATESROOMFORJUVENILESERVICES...(COATES)
XLITTLEBOYBLUE
LOCALMAGAZINEOFFERSVARIETY(THILL)
XFOCUSEDENERGY
NINEYEARWAITFORTENNIS
XTENNISTEAMFALLSATHOME(ANDREJESKI)
TENNISTEAMLOOKSTOTOURNEY(NOEM)
TEAMEARNSNATIONALTOURNEYBERTH(NOEM)
XOOZEBALLPROVESFUN(CROUSE)
^TERRORISMWILLMAKEADIRECTHIT
XCHANGESFALLSHORT
XDEFENSIVELINEMANHEADSFORALL-STARGAME(NOEM) •IMPRESSIONS'THREATENSETERNALCONSEQUENCES(L)
EVENTSWILLBEGINONJANUARY25
KTHANKSGIVINGHOLIDAYSEASON
SEEALSODRAMA
DEPARTMENTGEARSUPFORBUSYSEASON(SCHUSTER)
THEATERTROUPEDRAWSCULTURE(CROUSE)
*THEATERGAINSPROFESSOR(KRIZ)
CINEMACRITICIZEDFORPOORFILMVARIETY(L)
WEEKENDMICROWAVEOVENTHEFTINVESTIGATED
STUDENTCONVICTEDOFCOMPUTERTHEFT(ARCHER)
STOLENDECALS(COATES)
XSTUDENTSTUDIESINTAIWAN(PAUL)
MANSENTENCEDFORUNLAWFULENTRY(FREEMAN)
XTHOMASSHOULDGETSENATEAPPROVAL
DUODEBATESTHOMASCONFIRMATIONPROCESS
XVIDEOLOTTERY
XJACKSFALLINREGIONALFINALS(WALKES)
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THORSON JIM
THREATS
THURINGER JOHNNY
TIERS PAUL
TOREN BOB
TOURISM-BR
TOURISM-SD
TOWER OF POWER
TOXICOLOGV
TRACK TEAM
TRAFFIC LIGHTS
TRAILS
TRAMP STEVE
TRAPP FAMILY
TRASH
TRAVEL
TREES
TRIBAL COLLEGE
TSCHETTER EMERY
TUITION
TURKEY SHOOT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
^/2^/1991 A16I XTHORSON CREATED EXCITING SEASON (GLOVER)
1/15/1992 B065 *100TH WIN ON BASKETBALL BIRTHDAY (NOEM)
1/22/1992 B05<i THORSON SHOW DEBUTS CSCHERR)
3/18/1992 BOBl THORSON NAMED COACH OF THE YEAR
3/25/1992 AD12 *TEAM HEADS ON TOURNEY TRAIL (GARDNER)
<^/01/1992 B074 *HEAD COACH JIM THORSON AND THE SDSU BENCH
1/30/1991 A015 BOMB THREAT DISRUPTS 2 RESIDENCE HALLS (ARCHER)
2/13/1991 A094 STUDENT ROBBED OVER CHRISTMAS (ROSTYNE)
12/12/1990 AlS'i XJAMMIN'
2/20/1991 A0T3 xOUTTA MY WAY
4/17/1991 A105 AREA ATTRACTIONS SOON TO KICK OFF (ADERMAN)
5/01/1991 A085 TOURISM TO 'DANCE' IN DAKOTA (NELSON)
4/24/1991 A045 KALL IN THE WRIST
I0/I0/I990 A141 TOXICOLOGIST SPEAKS TONIGHT ON CAMPUS
SEE ALSO CROSS COUNTRY
1/23/1991 A085 USD RELAYS OPEN SEASON (LAN6E)
1/23/1991 A091 WOMEN PREPARE FOR INDOOR MEET (LANGE)
1/30/1991 A142 STATE RECORD IN HIGH JUMP (SCHERR)
1/30/1991 A151 96NEWCOMERS HIGHLIGHT USD RELAYS (SCHERR)
2/06/1991 A152 5 QUALIFY FOR NATIONAL MEET (LANGE)
2/06/1991 A186 TRIO QUALIFIES FOR INDOOR NATIONALS (LANGE)
2/13/1991 A126 SPRINTER SETS NEW SCHOOL RECORD (SCHERR)
2/13/1991 A131 WOMEN REWRITE SDSU RECORD BOOKS
2/20/1991 A145 WOMEN TRACKSTERS VIE FOR INDOOR TITLE (SCHERR)
2/20/1991 A164 INDOOR TRACK MEET NEXT (SCHERR)
3/13/1991 A174 MEN CAPTURE INDOOR TRACK TITLE (SCHERR)
3/13/1991 A185 NDSU EDGES STATE FOR WOMEN'S INDOOR
3/20/19,91 A151 *NEW TRACK STARS SPRINT, JUMP TO SUCCESS (SCHERR)
4/04/1991 A155 INDOOR CHAMPS EYE NCC CROWN (SCHERR)
4/04/1991 A161 WOMEN HAVE HIGH GOALS (LANGE)
4/10/1991 A126 MEN OPEN AT AUGUSTANA INVITATIONAL (SCHERR)
4/10/1991 A141 *FRESHMAN QUALIFIES FOR NATIONAL MEET (LANGE)
4/17/1991 A144 HANSEN QUALIFIES FOR SECOND NATIONAL EVENT (LANGE)
4/24/1991 A142 FORDHAM WINS 800 AT KANSAS RELAYS
4/24/1991 A146 DRAKE MEET NEXT FOR AREA TRACKSTERS (LANGE)
4/24/1991 A171 *END.OF THE YEAR SPORTS AWARDS (WOLLMAN 8 SCHERR)
5/01/1991 A112 *CASSEN ECLIPSES STEEPLES STANDARD (SCHERR)
5/01/1991 A132 *TRACKSTERS STRUT STUFF AT HOME MEET
1/22/1992 8051 INDOOR TRACK BEGINS SOON (SCHERR)
1/29/1992 B074 WOMEN TAKE 7 FIRSTS AT USD RELAYS (SCHERR)
1/29/1992 B076 TRACK MEN COMPETE AT USD RELAYS (SCHERR)
2/05/1992 B07I MEN'S TRACK TEAM TUNES UP IN FARGO (NOEM)
2/05/1992 B071 WOMEN EARN 5 FIRSTS AT NDSU INVITATIONAL (NOEM)
2/12/1992 B042 KBONNER IMPACTS SDSU SPRINTERS (SCHERR)
2/12/1992 B046 TRACKSTERS SET NEW RECORDS (OSTER)
2/19/1992 A131 TRACKSTERS EYE INDOOR TITLES (OSTER)
2/26/1992 B0I2 TRACK SQUAD SETS TWO SCHOOL RECORDS (OSTER)
3/18/1992 B083 INDOOR TRACK TEAM SETS 15 SCHOOL RECORDS (OSTER)
4/01/1992 B053 DREARY WEATHER SLOWS WARM-UP MEET (OSTER)
4/08/1992 B061 STORMS AUGUSTANA INVITATIONAL (OSTER)
4/22/1992 B071 TRACKSTERS IGNORE DREARY WEATHER (OSTER)
4/29/1992 B093 TRACK TEAM HITS STRIDE LATE IN SEASON (OSTER)
4/24/1991 A08I ^TRAFFIC LIGHT REGULATES 22ND AVENUE (COATES)
10/30/1991 A091 CITY TRAILS AN EXERCISE PATH (FREEMAN)
12/04/1991 A043 KCHECKIN' THE CANDLES
2/06/1991 A133 KFAMILY BONDING
SEE REFUSE 8 REF DISP
4/10/1991 A074 XSILENCE OF MIDWEST WELCOME
9/18/1991 A071 KTRAVEL, FAMILY MARK EVENTFUL SUMMER
4/29/1992 A063 XCOLUMNIST LISTS TRAVEL NECESSITIES
4/29/1992 B114 LOWER TRAVEL COSTS FOOL CUSTOMERS
12/05/1990 A053 KTRIMMING TREES
12/04/1991 AOll XIT'S THAT TIME OF YEAR
12/11/1991 A043 KLOOK AT THE TREES
1/29/1992 B024 *CHOP, CHOP
4/01/1992 A075 TRIBAL COLLEGE FINANCIAL PROPOSAL NOT DEAD
2/19/1992 A035 TSCHETTER NEW DEPARTMENT HEAD
SEE ALSO STUDENT FEES
9/26/1990 A012 TUITION RAISED TO AUGMENT SALARIES (MOSS)
10/03/1990 A061 KCAMPUS COMMENTS ON THE 5 PERCENT HIKE
10/10/1990 A053 MANY STUDENTS DISAGREE WITH TUITION HIKE (COATES)
1/23/1991 A121 TO KEEP TUITION DOWN (DAWOUD)
3/20/1991 A031 *PAKISTANIAN STUDENT DENIED RESIDENCY (SLABA),
4/04/1991 A091 STUDENTS TO PAY $187 MORE NEXT YEAR (COATES)
10/02/1991 A015 REGENTS OK TUITION HIKE (SLEEP)
10/02/1991 A072 XCAMPUS COMMENTS--PROPOSED TUITION RAISE
3/25/1992 AlOl TUITION HIKE FOR SD COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES (BROKAW)
12/11/1991 B026 WINNERS NAMED
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TURKEYS
UAFBC
UNDERWOOD SCOTT
UNEMPLOYMENT-SD
UNICEF
UNITARIAN UNIVERSA
UNITED MINISTRIES
UNITED NATIONS
UNITED WAY
UNIVERSITY OF SD
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
UPC
US CIA
US JUSTICE DEPT
US OSHA
US WEST
USD
VALDEZ JEFF
VALENTINE'S DAY
VANDALISM
VANDEWETTERING COR
VEATCH TOM
VEGETARIANS
VENSAND KRISTI
VETERANS
VETERANS DAY
VETERANS MEMORIAL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/27/1991
12/0A/1991
1/30/1991
2/13/1991
2/20/1991
3/20/1991
A/17/1991
1/15/1992
2/05/1992
2/12/1992
2/19/1992
A/2A/1991
12/11/1991
12/12/1990
1/15/1992
9/11/1991
11/13/1991
A/01/1992
9/19/1990
12/12/1990
9/25/1991
9/12/1990
9/19/1990
9/26/1990
10/10/1990
10/17/1990
10/17/1990
10/31/1990
l.l/lA/1990
12/05/1990
12/12/1990
12/12/1990
1/23/1991
2/06/1991
3/20/1991
A/OA/1991
A/0A/1991
A/17/1991
A/17/1991
9/11/1991
9/18/1991
2/12/1992
A/29/1992
10/02/1991
A/01/1992
2/05/1992
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
9/26/1990
9/26/1990
I0/2A/1990
A/OA/1991
A/17/1991
12/11/1991
A/08/1992
2/13/1991
2/13/1991
2/20/1991
2/20/1991
2/12/1992
2/12/1992
2/26/1992
10/2A/1990
A/OA/1991
A/2A/1991
9/11/1991
11/27/1991
A/2A/1991
12/0A/1991
10/03/1990
3/20/1991
11/07/1990
11/28/1990
11/13/1991
11/13/1991
1/23/1991
A103
All 2
A031
A031
A061
A071
A015
B022
A016
B021
A031
A16A
A03A
All!
B021
AOAl
B021
A071
A031
A086
A091
XHELP CUT TURKEYS' HEADS OFF
XCAMPUS COMMENTS—LEFTOVER TURKEY
HacSR entertainment (ERICKSON)UAFBC FUNDS CAMPUS RADIO (ERICKSON)
process shows need for CHANGE (ED)
KUAFBC, US BUDGETS INFLATED WITH WASTE
SA CONSIDERS APPLICATIONS
SA ASKS FOR LESS MONEY (KUETER)
UAFBC APPROVES SASSE ALLOCATION (KUETER)
Of" STUDENT FEES (ERICKSON)
SAMF (KRIZ 8 NELSON)
KUNDERWOOD SEES BRIGHT FUTURE (GLOVER)
UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS EXTENDED
HEf-P^ CHILDREN BY SELLING CARDS (THILL)UNICEF FUNDS GROW IN 1991 (KUETER)
UNITARIAN BELIEFS TO BE EXPLORED
*UNITED MINISTRIES OFFERS OUTLET (KUETER)
nations OPENS ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY CENTER
DONATIONS SOUGHT FROM CAMPUS (TRAUTMANN)
APPROACHES 1990 GOAL (NELSON)
CAMPUS, COMMUNITY UNITE FOR UNITED WAY (COATES)
SEE USD
Alll KUPC WILL CO-SPONSOR EVENTS
A121 ST PAUL BAND ENJOYS LOCAL SUCCESS (RITTER)
AI21 XCHAIRMAN BRINGS IN NEW IDEAS (KRIZ)
A055 ^DECISIONS
Alll KHOBOS GO HOLLYWOOD (PAUL)
CONFERENCE FOR AREA COLLEGES (ANDERSON)
AlOl KFORMER POOL TRICKSHOT CHAMPION DAZZLES (SCHUSTER)
AlOA ANNUAL SHOWING OF 'ROCKY HORROR' (SCHUSTER)
AOll UPC FILLS 2 STAFF POSITIONS
AOll BAND CANCELS BECAUSE OF WEATHER
EXPLAINS FACTS OF LIFE (CROUSE)
students with free performance (KRIZ)
a2w forum allows public to speak (TRAUTMANN)
Aoes !1pc'=com«IndeS'(lS """"" '""""son)
AIS'j METRODOME TRIP PLANNED FOR TWINS (KRIZ)
Alll 1991 COORDINATORS CHOSEN FOR UPC
A113 KTWO BANDS OFFER SATURDAY NIGHT VARIETY (THILL)
A121 UPC SPONSORS VARIED ACTIVITIES (NELSON)
AOll UPC SIGNS .38 SPECIAL FOR HOBO DAY (SLEEP)
*TELLS who killed president KENNEDY (KLEINJAN)
A061 UPC SUCCEEDS THROUGH DIVERSITY (ED)
SEE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
AD65 XCOLUMNIST ATTACKS CIA PROCEDURES
A071 STATE AWAITS JUSTICE DEPARTMENT RULING
B034 OSHA TRAINING COURSE SCHEDULED
A055 TRAINING ON NEW OSHA REGULATIONS
A031 EDUCATION RECEIVES MONITARY AWARD (BIEBER)
AD15 USD TO REJOIN STUDENT FEDERATION (ROSS)
A061 FEDERATION SEEKS SUPPORT OF USD
AOll 'NORMAL' DAKOTA DAYS REPORTED
Alll USD REJOINS STUDENT FEDERATION (COATES)
A091 USD FOOTBALL PLAYER COMMITS SUICIDE
B051 USD SEEKS NEW FOOTBALL COACH
A041 XCOMEDIAN CLOWNS ON CAMPUS (KORKOW)
A103 ^DISTANCE SEPARATES COUPLES (ADERMAN)
A103 PLAYING 'THE DATING GAME' (KRIZ)
A063 KVALENTINE'S DAY PROVES TO BE USELESS HOLIDAY
A113 *'DATING GAME' UNITES HOPEFUL COUPLES (KRIZ)
A081 KSHARE VALENTINE'S DREAMS, MEMORIES (KORKOW)
AIOl KGIVES SINGLES OPPORTUNITY TO COMMISERATE
AlOl KMAJOR MISTAKE CAUSES CHANGE OF HEART
A094 VANDALISM RISES IN OCTOBER (STANLEY)
A015 FRATERNITY HOUSE VANDALIZED (AVOK)
A061 AGR NOT INVOLVED IN VANDALISM (L)
A061 OFFICIALS WON'T REVEAL VANDALS' PUNISHMENTS (ED)
A031 VANDALS DAMAGE CARS IN CAMPUS LOTS (ERICKSON)
A171 ^BASKETBALL RESERVES PLAYED VALUABLE ROLES (WALKES)
B025 XLOAD 'EM UP
A124 VEGETARIAN LIFESTYLE IS ON THE RISE (THILL)
A13I TASTE OF OPERA TO CAMPUS (KRIZ)
A055 VETERANS SPONSOR CAMPUS SPRUCE-UP
A053 KSOCIETY SPRUCES UP CAMPUS
B015 FEMALE VETS GET OWN MEMORIAL (ERICKSON)
A044 *AT ATTENTION
A113 XBROOKINGS MEMORIAL TO BECOME REALITY (ROSTYNE)
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VIDEO GAME
VIDEOS
VIETNAM WAR
VIOLENCE
VOLLEYBALL
VOLUNTEERS
VORACEK JASON
VOTERS
WAGES
WAGNER MARY
WAGNER ROBERT
WAL-MART
WALK AMERICA
WALKING
WALLACE LEANN
WALSH RACHELLE
WAND JIM
WARD RICHARD
WASSER SCOTT
WATER RESOURCES
WATERFOWL
WEATHER-BR
WECOTA ANNEX
WEDDINGS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/13/1991 A031 CAMPUS MALE RAPE COUNSELING ORGANIZATION CSLABA)
I2/0A/I991 A08A KVIDEO MACHINES
12/11/1991 AlOl FAMILY'S MOVIE VIDEO DIFFERENCES (SCHERR)
<i/QA/1991 A083 VIETNAM WAR QUESTIONED (L)
I0/2'i/I990 A02I *FELONY CHARGES FILED AGAINST RIOTERS (ROSS)
I0/2A71990 A021 FIRSTHAND ACCOUNT OF WEEKEND MOB ACTIVITY (WALKES)
10/2^i/1990 A031 *REPLACE THIS ONE
10/2A/1990 A03A STUDENTS APOLOGIZE (SCHWARZ)
10/2'i/1990 A053 XSIGNS OF A RIOT
10/2^/1990 A06I HOBO DAY VIOLENCE RAISES SEVERAL QUESTIONS (ED)
10/2A/1990 A061 *CAMPUS COMMENTS--THE RIOTS
10/2A/1990 A074 9fELDER AUTHORITY OVER YOUTH STIFLES GROWTH
10/24/1990 A07I TOP 10 REASONS FOR RIOTING AT SDSU
11/28/1990 A036 FACULTY CONDEMNS VIOLENCE (COATES)
10/09/1991 A084 MINISTER OFFERS ALTERNATIVES TO VIOLENCE (HOWE)
9/12/1990 Al7l KTEAM SWEEPS MT MARTY, WAYNE STATE (WERRE)
9/19/1990 A161 NETTERS CHALK UP WEEKEND VICTORIES (HESBY)
9/26/1990 AI51 VOLLEYBALL TEAM SNARES SECOND (WOLLMAN)
10/03/1990 AI31 NETTERS UP RECORD TO 17-2 (WOLLMAN)
10/10/1990 A141 XSPIKERS OPEN NCC WITH ROAD WINS (WOLLMAN)
10/17/1990 AI41 ^WINNING STREAK HALTED
10/24/1990 A151 SPIKERS EARN SPLIT WITH FOES (WOLLMAN)
10/31/1990 A12I KSTATE SURPRISES ND (WOLLMAN)
11/07/1990 A141 KNETTERS GAIN WINS IN CLASSIC (WOLLMAN)
11/14/1990 A123 KSPIKERS SPLIT, TOURNEY NEXT (WOLLMAN)
11/28/1990 A135 NETTERS LOSE IN NCC (WOLLMAN)
9/11/1991 A166 NETTERS PLACE THIRD AT UNO (ANDREJSKI)
9/18/1991 A151 CONSISTENCY KEY FOR SDSU NETTERS (ANDREJESKI)
9/25/1991 A141 NETTER'S LUCK STILL WITH NUMBER THREE (ANDREJESKI)
10/02/1991 A165 NETTERS SWEEP THREE FROM NORTHERN STATE (TUCKER)
10/09/1991 A132 *NETTERS LOSE TWICE (ANDREJESKI)
10/16/1991 AlOl XNETTERS TRYING FOR CONFERENCE VICTORY (ANDREJESKI)
10/30/1991 A154 *NETTERS SLIDE PAST RIVAL COYOTES (ANDREJESKI)
11/13/1991 B115 LADY JACKS REACH GOALS (ANDREJESKI)
11/20/1991 B064 TEAM ENDS SEASON (ANDREJESKI)
11/27/1991 A082 WOMEN VOLLEY WINNING SEASON (ANDREJESKI)
10/10/1990 AOll TOP VOLUNTEER APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
1/23/1991 A123 LOCAL WOMAN AWARDED STATE CERTIFICATE (DAWOUD)
12/1I/I99I B016 VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT (KUETER)
1/I5/I992 B033 VOLUNTEER FAIR HELD AT SDSU
4/22/1992 AOll 3 STUDENTS CHARGED WITH CAR BURGLARIES (COATES)
10/03/1990 A081 *LOCAL PARTIES REGISTER STUDENTS (ROSTYNE)
4/24/1991 A074 *VOTER REGISTRATION NECESSARY
2/26/1992 Alll KLOW POLL TURNOUT BLAMED ON SDSU STUDENTS' APATHY
4/22/1992 A061 KDON'T IGNORE POLITICS
4/22/1992 A074 *VOTER ANGER MISPLACED
4/10/1991 A081 *WAGES GO UP TO $4.25 (COOPER)
10/31/1990 A081 STATE SENATE CANDIDATES DEBATE KEY ISSUES (RAINER)
11/14/1990 A086 KWAGNER WINS SENATE BID (MOSS)
1/16/1991 A083 LOCAL LEGISLATORS DISCUSS PENDING BILLS (ROSTYNE)
1/16/1991 A093 *STATE SENATOR REVIEWS DECADE OF SERVICE (ROSTYNE)
10/03/1990 A031 *LEARNS THROUGH VACATION TO SOVIET UNION (TRAUTMANM)
11/07/1990 A031 XANIMAL RIGHTS, MODERN UNIVERSITY TRENDS (KRATZ)
2/06/1991 A056 PRESIDENT EARNS EVALUATOR SPOT
3/20/1991 A044 SENATE DISCUSSES LEGISLATIVE ACTION (HAUG)
11/13/1991 A063 WAGNER GETS UNFAIR EXCEPTION (L)
11/20/1991 A103 PRESIDENT RESPONDS TO COMPLAINT (L)
3/25/1992 A086 EMERGENCY PLAN EXPLAINED (L)
9/12/1990 A091 TO ADD WAL-MART TO BUSINESS COMMUNITY (STANLEY)
9/18/1991 A103 *WAL-MART HOSTS SAFETY WEEK (HOWE)
5/01/1991 A081 PRESIDENTS PREVENT BIRTH DEFECTS (COOPER)
12/11/1991 AOll PWARM WINTER WALK
9/12/1990 A042 PHARMACY STUDENTS CHOSEN FOR NATIONAL INTERNSHIPS
4/22/1992 B034 PFOLLOW ME
11/20/1991 A061 PSTUDENTS GO FISHING (NELSON)
10/16/1991 A014 MINISTER PLANS TO SUE STATE OVER MACHINES (FREEMAN)
11/28/1990 A104 PMIDDLE EAST POLICY DICTATES PERFORMANCE
4/04/1991 A133 PDANCE CLUB EXPRESSES LIFE WITH MOTION
I0/I7/I990 A031 SDSU WATER ADVISORY BOARD ESTABLISHED
4/22/1992 B091 PWATERFOWL PHOTOGRAPHY OFFERS UNIQUE CHALLENGE
2/13/1991 A014 PDOG DAYS OF FEBRUARY
2/20/1991 A013 POUTtA MY WAY
4/10/1991 A013 PWARM WEATHER
. 9/18/1991 A014 PSUMMER WITHERS (SLEEP)
3/I8/I992 B04I PRIDE 'EM COWBOY
4/08/1992 A072 PCAMPUS COMMENTS--THE NICE SPRING WEATHER
12/05/1990 A012 FIRE CAUSES MINIMAL DAMAGE (SCHERR)
11/07/1990 A063 PHAPPY EVENT STIFLES WEDDING BLUES
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WEDDINGS
WEIGHT CONTROL
WEIGHTLIFTING
WELBIG MARK
WELLNESS CENTER
WELLNESS FAIR
WELLS DARRELL
WESTWICK CARMEN
WESTWICK DICK
WETLANDS
WHALEN MIKE
WHARTON DEREK
WHEAT
WHISTLIN* WHEELS
WHITE CHRIS
WHITE DAN
WHITED MICHELLE
WHITNEY BRIAN
WICKHAM DEWAVNE
WIDMAN CARIN
WIDMAN MARK
WILDLIFE
WILHELME SCOTT
WILLIAMS BRUCE
WILLIAMSON MVRNA
WILLIAMSON WARREN
WINICK MYRON
WINQUIST MARK
WINTER
WITCHCRAFT
WITTENWYLER JILL
WNAX
WODELE TIM
WOMEN
WOODARD CHARLES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/30/1991 A132 WEDDING PRICES CAST NEW LIGHT (SCHUSTER)
A/22/1992 .AG81 EXPERTS DISAGREE ON THE EFFECTS OF EXCESS WEIGHT
m BODIES, SELF-ESTEEM (ALBERTSEN)A/04/1991 AOll PLEAD GUILTY TO STEREO SHOP BURGLARY (COATES)
I2/0A/1991 A121 WELLNESS CENTER PROMOTES LOCAL FITNESS (HENSON)
2/20/1991 A03A FAIR OFFERS HEALTHY MINDS, BODIES (PETERSON)
1/22/1992 B033 WELLNESS FAIR PLANNED
COVERS TOPICAL SPECTRUM (KUETER)
11/13/1991 A062 AIR STRIKE HURTS IRAQI CHILDREN (L)
11/20/1991 A105 INSTRUCTOR RESPONDS TO LETTER (L)
1/15/1992 A063 WRITER SAYS LETTER MISSES POINT (L)
1/15/1992 A065 LETTER ATTACKED (L)
2/.06/1991 AOAA KNURSING INSTRUCTOR HONORED BY ACADEMY (PETERSON)
12/12/1990 A012 *FASTERS HUNGER FOR PEACE (TRAUTMANN)
9/18/1991 A071 KTRAVEL, FAMILY MARK EVENTFUL SUMMER
10/09/1991 AlOl KSTUDENTS CAN DECIDE
10/30/1991 A063 *N0 ONE DESERVES TO BE HARASSED
11/27/1991 Alll KJESUS LOVES HOMOSEXUALS, TOO
1/15/1992 A071 *ALL PEOPLE ARE OF WORTH
2/05/1992 A075 *PASTOR REFLECTS ON CHANGES
2/26/1992 Alll *LOW POLL TURNOUT BLAMED ON SDSU STUDENTS' APATHY
A/01/1992 A083 KCAMPUS MINISTER LISTS FLASHES FOR FOOLS' DAY
A/29/1992 A071 KSAY IT NOW TO SAVE REGRETS LATER
10/17/1990 A07A *WETLANDS DISAPPEAR
10/03/1990 AOIA PROFESSOR GIVES VIEWS ON RACIAL CONFLICT (AVOK)
3/18/1992 BOAl KRIDE 'EM COWBOY
10/03/1990 A09A LEGISLATION WILL OFFSET FALLING WHEAT PRICES
11/13/1991 B071 *WHISTLIN' WHEELS OFFERS ALTERNATIVE (BAKKE)
3/13/1991 A205 *KRUSE, WHITE HONORED (GLOVER)
3/20/1991 AOll KCINDERELLA SEASON ENDS AT UND (GLOVER 8 WALKES)
A/2A/1991 A161 *END OF THE YEAR SPORTS AWARDS (WALKES 8 LANGE)
11/20/1991 B061 XWHITE PERFORMS SKILLS ON, OFF COURT (TUCKER)
3/25/1992 B052 WHITE WITH ALL-AMERICA SELECTION (NOEM)
A/01/1992 AOll KSO CLOSE, YET SO FAR AWAY
1/15/1992 BOAS *GUITARIST DAN WHITE OF BLACK VELVET
A/22/1992 B052 TENNIS TEAM LOOKS TO TOURNEY (NOEM)
11/28/1990 A033 ^PROFESSOR SPEAKS OF SON'S EXPERIENCE (ERICKSON)
A/08/1992 B031 KNEWSROOM DIVERSITY ENCOURAGED (WENISCH)
2/19/1992 AOIA KGAME BRINGS PROSPECTS TOGETHER (KRIZ)
2/20/1991 AOll *TWO MORE SLATES VIE FOR SA POSITION (KRATZ)
3/13/1991 A031 KSTUDENTS^ ASSOCIATION ELECTION '91
A/IO/1991 A07A ^TEMPERS FLAIR OVER VOTER APATHY
A/2A/1991 A07A *VOTER REGISTRATION NECESSARY
10/23/1991 A051 VICE PRESIDENT PRAISES SA ACCOMPLISHMENTS
11/27/1991 AOll STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION VICE PRESIDENT RESIGNS (PAUL)
11/27/1991 AOAl *THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY SEASON
11/28/1990 AOAA STUDENTS LED ON AREA AUDIO-VISUAL TOUR (TRAUTMANN)
2/20/1991 A16A BILL THREATENS MONEY CONTROL (HESBY)
A/2A/1991 A093 WILDLIFE PROJECT NEAR DE SMET (DAWOUD 8 COATES)
1/29/1992 A07A *CONDORS STILL HAVE A CHANCE
10/2A/1990 AlAI ARTISTS TAKE EXHIBITS TO WORTHINGTON (KRIZ)
A/OA/1991 A121 *'INDIAN AND WHITE GUY' POWWOW (ANDERSON)
11/13/1991 B015 FEMALE VETS GET OWN MEMORIAL (ERICKSON)
11/20/1991 B031 LEADERSHIP QUALITIES BUILT UPON ADVERSITY (SYKORA)
10/2A/1990 A181 KCHAMP EARNS HALL OF FAME HONORS (SIEVERT)
10/02/1991 A031 *WINICK ON MOTHER/CHILD NUTRITION (CHRISTENSON)
1/29/1992 AOll KCHOICE SNOW
1/29/1992 B0A2 KWINTER ENTHUSIASTS EXPLORE WINTER ATHLETICS (KRIZ)
2/05/1992 A081 KWINTER HOBBIES ELIMINATE BOREDOM (KRIZ)
12/05/1990 A091 STUDENT SHARES EXPERIENCE OF WITCHCRAFT (THILL)
A/10/1991 AlAl KFRESHMAN QUALIFIES FOR NATIONAL MEET (LANGE)
9/11/1991 A162 WNAX RETURNS AS VOICE OF THE JACKS (ARCHER)
9/12/1990 AOAA AMOVING BACK TO CAMPUS
2/06/1991 AlOl SF LAWYER DISCUSSES WOMEN'S ISSUES (STANLEY)
2/13/1991 A083 WOMEN ENTER POLITICS (STANLEY)
A/10/1991 A063 NATIVE AMERICAN WOMEN STILL FIGHT STEREOTYPES
3/18/1992 A081 *WOMEN STICK TOGETHER ON BATHROOM TRIPS
3/25/1992 A012 WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH CELEBRATED ON CAMPUS (KUETER)
9/12/1990 A07A NATIVE AMERICAN ISSUES TO BE FACED
9/26/1990 A07A CULTURAL IGNORANCE PERPETUATES MISTRUST
10/03/1990 AOIA PROFESSOR GIVES VIEWS ON RACIAL CONFLICT (AVOK)
10/2A/1990 A071 TERM FALSELY REPRESENTS RACE, CULTURE
11/07/1990 A071 'FREE SCHOOL' MYTH DISPROVEN
11/28/1990 A07A NATIVE AMERICAN SERVICE OVERLOOKED
12/12/1990 A071 FAITH IN WORDS PROPELS CULTURE
1/23/1991 A063 SILENCE IS PROVIDED IN TIME OF NEED
2/06/1991 A083 NATIVE AMERICANS IN MILITARY FORCES
2/20/1991 A063 UPCOMING POWWOW WILL PROVE
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WRAGE LEON
WRESTLING
WRITERS
WURTH JASON
YEAGER ANSON
YEARBOOK
YOUNG CHRISTY
YOUTH-SD
ZEPHIER BARRY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/20/1991 AD63 OPEN-MINDEDNESS CREDITED FOR POWWOW'S SUCCESS
^/10/1991 A063 NATIVE AMERICAN WOMEN STILL FIGHT STEREOTYPES
'♦/2A/1991 A063 RECONCILIATION MOVEMENT AIDS MULTI-CULTURAL EVENT
9/18/1991 A063 COLUMNISTS WISH FOR UNIFIED CAMPUS
10/02/1991 A061 REMAINS STAND AS PAINFUL REMINDER OF PAST
10/16/1991 A063 COLUMN ELICITS ANGRY RESPONSES
10/30/1991 A061 SDSU NEEDS CHANGE
10/30/1991 A081 LOCAL MEN RECOGNIZED FOR WORK IN PEACE
11/20/1991 A103 HOLIDAY SYMBOLIZES MORE THAN CORN
12/04/1991 A103 STAY AHEAD OF THE GAME
2/19/1992 A083 EVENT OFFERS CHANCE FOR CULTURAL EDUCATION
3/18/1992 A074 CULTURE IS MORE THAN POWWOW
4/01/1992 A094 COLUMNIST SHARES WHAT NATIVE AMERICANS TEACH
4/22/1992 A071 NATIVE AMERICAN STUDENTS PRINT VIEWS
10/03/1990 AlOl WOODCARVERS PRACTICE FOR PERFECTION (KRIZ)
2/05/1992 B036 WORKSHOP HELD FOR WRITING BUSINESS PLANS
1/16/1991 A092 MONUMENT DESIRED
2/13/1991 A092 MEMORIAL STUDY PROMISED FUNDS
12/04/1991 AOll *IT'S THAT TIME OF YEAR
10/31/1990 A131 XGRAPPLERS RETURN EXPERIENCE (SIEVERT)
11/14/1990 A121 SOPHOMORE CAPTURES WRESTLING TITLE IN FARGO (WERRE)
11/28/1990 A141 WRESTLERS SPLIT ON ROAD TRIP (WERRE)
12/05/1990 A1I4 KWRESTLERS RULE AT HOME (WOLLMAN)
12/12/1990 A161 *WRESTLERS CRUSH MORRIS (WOLLMAN)
1/16/1991 A141 KGRAPPLERS REACH HALFWAY POINT (WOLLMAN)
1/23/1991 A105 WRESTLERS DESTROY NORTHERN (WOLLMAN)
1/30/1991 A142 WRESTLERS UPSET NCC FOES (WOLLMAN)
2/06/1991 A181 XWRESTLERS FACE TOUGH TASK THIS WEEK (WOLLMAN)
2/13/1991 A141 XGRAPPLERS PREPARE FOR FINAL MATCHES (WOLLMAN)
2/20/1991 A142 WRESTLERS SPLIT MATCHES (GLOVER)
2/20/1991 A151 ^CONFERENCE TITLE UP FOR GRABS (WOLLMAN)
3/13/1991 A211 XFOUR ALL-AMERICANS HIGHLIGHT NATIONALS (WOLLMAN)
11/13/1991 B115 JACKRABBIT WRESTLERS DEBUT AT BISON OPEN
11/20/1991 B064 TEAM GEARS UP FOR SEASON (GARDNER)
11/27/1991 A081 WRESTLING RUMBLES (GARDNER)
12/11/1991 B061 WRESTLERS OVERCOME INJURIES (GARDNER)
1/15/1992 B085 WRESTLERS UPSET 3RD-RANKED UNC (GARDNER)
1/22/1992 B055 XGRAPPLERS SPLIT TWO HOME MATCHES (GARDNER)
1/29/1992 B071 YOUNG WRESTLERS CONTRIBUTE (GARDNER)
2/05/1992 B085 WRESTLING TEAM DEFEATS SOUTHWEST (GARDNER)
2/12/1992 B041 WRESTLERS PREPARE FOR NCC BATTLE (GARDNER)
2/12/1992 B042 WRESTLERS DOMINATE MINN FOES (GARDNER)
2/19/1992 A112 WRESTLERS WIN FINAL DUAL (GARDNER)
2/26/1992 B016 WRESTLERS SEND FOUR TO NATIONALS (GARDNER)
3/18/1992 B081 THREE WRESTLERS MAKE ALL-AMERICAN (GARDNER)
4/01/1992 B051 WRESTLERS HONORED (GARDNER)
4/22/1992 B051 MOTHER NATURE TAKES IT TOO FAR (NOEM)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF WRITERS
11/28/1990 A121 ^CREDITS JOURNALISM FOR WRITING SUCCESS (THILL)
3/25/1992 A012 WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH CELEBRATED ON CAMPUS (KUETER)
4/22/1992 A064 COLLEGIAN SNUBS WRITER'S CONFERENCE (L)
4/22/1992 A065 ENGLISH MAJOR DISAPPOINTED WITH COVERAGE (L)
2/20/1991 A151 ^CONFERENCE TITLE UP FOR GRABS (WOLLMAN)
9/25/1991 A041 JOURNALISTS SHARE RUSSIAN EXPERIENCES (COATES)
SEE JACKRABBIT YEARBK
9/12/1990 A191 ALL-AMERICAN CITED
4/01/1992 A064 ACCIDENTS NUMBER I CAUSE OF DEATH FOR YOUTH (KAFKA)
4/29/1992 B05I TEENS NOT WORRIED ABOUT AIDS
1/22/1992 AOll *STUDENT LEADER TRAVELS TO WASHINGTON (HOLLEY)
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